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Abstract
How do we know where objects are in the environment and how do we use this information
to guide our actions? Recovering the three-dimensional (3D) structure of our surroundings
from the two-dimensional retinal input received from the eyes is a computationally challeng-
ing task and depends on the brain processing and combining ambiguous sources of sensory
information (cues) to depth. is thesis combines psychophysical and computational tech-
niques to gain further insight into (i) which cues the brain uses for perceptual judgments of
depth and motion-in-depth; and (ii) the processes underlying the combination of the infor-
mation from these cues into a single percept of depth.
e ĕrst chapter deals with the question which sources of information the visual system
uses to estimate the time remaining until an approaching object will hit us; a problem that is
complicated by the fact that the variable of interest (time) is highly correlated to other percep-
tual variables that may be used (e.g. distance). Despite these high correlations we show that
the visual system recovers a temporal estimate, rather than using one ormore of its covariates.
In the second chapter I ask how extra-retinal signals (changes in the convergence angles of
the eyes) contribute to estimates of 3D speed. Traditionally, extra-retinal signals are reputed to
be a poor indicator of 3Dmotion. Using techniques to isolate extra-retinal signals to changes
in vergence, we show that judgments of 3D speed are best explained on the basis that the visual
system computes a weighted average of retinal and extra-retinal signals.
4e third and fourth chapters investigate how the visual system combines binocular and
monocular cues to depth in judgments of relative depth and the speed of 3Dmotion. In chap-
ter three I show that diﬀerences in retinal size systematically aﬀect the perceived disparity-
deĕned depth between two unfamiliar targets, so that a target with a larger retinal size is seen
as closer than a target with a smaller retinal size at the same disparity-deĕned distance. is
perceptual bias increases as the retinal size ratio between the targets is increased but remains
constant as the absolute sizes of the targets change concurrently while keeping the retinal size
ratio constant. In addition, bias increases as the absolute distance to both targets increases. I
propose that these ĕndings can be explained on the basis that the visual system attempts to
optimally combine disparity with retinal size cues (or in the case of 3Dmotion: changing dis-
parity information with looming cues), but assumes that both objects are of equal size while
they are not. In chapter 4 these ĕndings are extended to 3D motion: physically larger unfa-
miliar targets are reported to approach faster than a smaller target moving at the same speed
at the same distance. ese ĕndings cannot be explained on the basis of observers' use of a
biased perceived distance, caused by diﬀerences in the retinal size (as found in chapter 3).
I conclude that, in line with contemporary theories of visual perception, the brain solves
the puzzle of 3D perception by combining all available sources of visual information in an
optimal manner, even though this may lead to inaccuracies in the ĕnal estimate of depth.
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1
General introduction
1.1 Introduction
e theory of natural selectionmaintains that, in order to survive, organismsmust be adapted
to their environment. Characteristics that enhance an animal's ability to survive, and there-
fore reproduce, will be passed on to future generations. One of the important adaptations
is the development of visual perception: the ability to interpret and respond to visual infor-
mation acquired from the environment. In humans, this information is particularly useful as
it provides awareness of features and events within our surroundings - successful behaviour
in a complex environment depends on generating the appropriate response to the physical
source of the visual information. us, any organism that can perceive and interact with its
environment appropriately (for example to see sources of food or to detect predators) will be
more likely to survive and pass on its characteristics than will an organism that has no visual
perception.
Visual perception begins with the requirement that an organism is sensitive to stimula-
tion by light and has the capability to process and interpret this information. For example, in
humans the eye consists of a complex layered structure at the back of the eyes that contains
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light-sensitive cells called photoreceptors. Light reĘected or emitted from objects in the en-
vironment enters the eye through the pupil and is focused by the cornea and lens to form a
sharp projection on the retina. Photoreceptors then transduce the light into electrical signals
and convey this information through the optic nerve to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN)
which projects to the primary visual cortex where the input from the eyes is processed.
Many important day-to-day skills can be described as a function of vision. For example,
the ability to discriminate diﬀerent colours helps recognise objects such as food and it helps
in determining boundaries and edges. More important, vision predominates in any accurate
localisation of objects in space and it is unique in its ability to recover the three-dimensional
(3D) structure of the environment and thereby estimate distance and depth, a process gener-
ally referred to as depth perception. e ability to perceive distance and depth is a vital skill:
knowing the 3D geometry of our surroundings and the spatial properties of the objects it con-
tains is an important determinant of our spatial behaviour. It allows us to work out where we
and others are in the environment and how to navigate to a new location. In addition, we use
visual information to perceive the dynamic properties of objects moving in depth, supporting
visually-guided movement such as interception (e.g. playing tennis) and avoidance (dodging
potentially lethal projectiles).
1.1.1 The problem of depth perception
In general, we experience the world 'out there' as a 3D world that contains objects, each of
which has spatial properties, such as distance and direction, all of which can vary. Humans
are extremely proĕcient at recovering these properties, with almost deceptive eﬀortlessness.
For example, we can usually pick up a coﬀee cup without thinking and we are usually able to
avoid objects that obstruct our path or move towards us. It is tempting to speculate that the
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Figure 1.1: Ambiguities in the
monocular image. Clockwise from
top left: Matt is supporting a bro-
ken chair in Geneva; Nick kisses the
Great Sphinx of Giza; A giant man is
touching the top of the Eifeltower;
Ruben is carrying the Tower of Pisa
on his back.
brain builds a detailed representation of the 3D world using the information delivered by the
eyes. However, recovering depth from the two-dimensional retinal input from the two eyes is
a computationally challenging task and presents the brain with intricate problems.
e problem is as follows. To estimate depth, the brain relies on signals whose interpre-
tation is inherently ambiguous as the third dimension (i.e. depth) is not directly available
from the retinal images. Speciĕcally, the rules for projecting a 3D object onto a surface (e.g.
the retina) are unambiguously deĕned by simple geometry. However, the inverse operation
- the mapping from the retinal image to the three-dimensional structure of the world - is ill-
posed because every two-dimensional image is consistent with an inĕnite number of three-
dimensional scenes (the inverse-optics problem). Visual illusions, such as shown in ĕgure
1.1, illustrate the brain's dilemma (for a review, see Gillam, 1980). Solving the puzzle of depth
perception remains an open challenge, and as a result, uncovering the processes that support
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recovering the 3D layout from profoundly uncertain retinal signals has been a central theme
in vision science for the last 150 years.
1.1.2 Thesis aims
It is well established that when depth is speciĕed by multiple cues, the visual system attempts
to combined them into a uniĕed percept of depth, thereby circumventing some of the ambigu-
ity from single cues (see section 1.3). I am particularly interested in the processes underlying
this combination process: how does the brain piece together information from diﬀerent am-
biguous cues in both static and dynamic environments (i.e. 3D motion)? A recent surge of
interest in cue combination has led to a number of computational models. In short, contem-
porary theories of cue combination conceive the combination process broadly in terms of two
stages, in which depth estimates are ĕrst derived from each cue independently, followed by a
combination stage in which aweighted (optimal) combination of these estimates is calculated;
the weight that is assigned in this combination stage reĘects its relative reliability in the cur-
rent visual context (Landy, Maloney, Johnston, & Young, 1995). From this framework, two
distinct questions emerge that map directly onto the questions asked in this thesis. First, what
sensory information is available to estimate distance, depth and motion in depth, and which
of these sources of information are used? Second, in order to understand how the brain com-
bines these cues, we must investigate their relative eﬀectiveness in their visual context: how
do diﬀerent cues contribute to the ĕnal estimate of depth?
Now that the goals of this thesis are set, I will use the remainder of this chapter to dis-
cuss some principles of depth perception. I will start to review the cues that are at the visual
system's disposal to judge depth. e aim is not to provide an exhaustive list; rather, I will
only discuss the sources of information that are important to the experimental chapters in
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this thesis. I will then discuss the major theories of cue combination. e chapter ends with
an overview of the experimental chapters.
1.2 Taxonomy of depth cues
1.2.1 Oculomotor information
In exploring the world around us we constantly makemany eyemovements. ese eye move-
ments are necessitated by the structure of the human retina: only a small part of the retina,
the fovea, contains a high density of photoreceptors and makes up the high resolution part of
the retina that is responsible for high-acuity vision. Consequently, when we want to inspect
details of the visual world they have to be projected onto the fovea. To do this, we change the
orientation of our eyes (e.g. by means of a saccadic eye movement) so to bring a new portion
of the environment onto our fovea.
Eye movements are made up of two distinct components (Figure 1.2). One is a lateral
component called version, in which the eyes simultaneously move in the same direction, for
instance from le to right. To change ĕxation to a new location in depth, the eyes move in
opposite directions. ese eye movements are called vergence eye movements. For example,
when we look at a point that is close, we rotate our eyes inward towards the nose (i.e. the eyes
converge). Conversely, when we look at a point farther away each eye rotates outward (i.e.
the eyes diverge). Likewise, we contract the ciliary muscles (which reside around the cornea)
to adjust the curvature of the lens, so that we can bring objects at a particular distance into
focus. Changes in vergence and accommodation normally occur together and provide some
useful information about the distance of objects. ey are reviewed below.
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Figure 1.2: Types of eye movements. Grey squares show the initial point of öxation; black square show
the new point of öxation. (A) A vergence eye movement, in which the eyes move in opposite directions to
change öxation from a farther point to a closer point. (B) A vergence eyemovement, inwhich the eyesmove
in the samedirection to change öxation fromapoint straight ahead to a point to the left of themedian plane
through the eyes. (C) An isovergence eye movement, in which an eye movement is made that maintains a
constant vergence angle. The circle that deönes all isovergence points goes through the centre of the eyes
and the initial point of öxation. This circle approximates the Vieth-Muller circle, which deönes the theoretical
horopter: the points in spacewhich fall on corresponding points in the two retinae (the locus of isovergence
passes through the centres of the eyes, the horopter passes through the nodal points of the eyes).
Convergence. We can use the orientation of the eyes somewhat like a range ĕnder to get a
rough estimate of the ĕxated object's distance; the point at which the ocular axes intersect
speciĕes the ĕxation distance. If the inter-ocular separation and the eyes' vergence angles
are known, then the distance of ĕxation could in principle be recovered. However, distance
information from vergence is limited to a restricted range of distances, as the eye's orientation
is essentially parallel at ĕxation distances farther than 6 meters (e.g. Foley, 1980; Collett,
Schwarz, & Sobel, 1991; Tresilian & Mon-Williams, 2000; Mon-Williams & Tresilian, 1999)
and diﬀerences in depth beyond this distance lead to a minimal change in vergence.
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Nevertheless, in close proximity there are several ways in which the visual system could
exploit the orientation to recover the distance of objects. First, the visual systemmight use di-
rect extraretinal information about the vergence state of the eyes. However, although there are
reports that observers make use of extraretinal information (Gogel & Tietz, 1977; Richards &
Miller, 1969) judgments are oen poor and there is little consistency between observers, other
than a systematic tendency to underestimate distance (Gogel & Tietz, 1973; Foley, 1980). Al-
ternatively, to judge relative distance, the visual systemmay use retinal information about the
movement of the eyes. For example, Enright (1991, 1996) showed that observers' judgments
of distancewere fairly accurate when observers weremade to look back and forth between two
targets. Enright suggested that observers were comparing retinal disparity before and aer an
isovergence saccade (i.e. the vergence angles between the eyes remained the same during the
saccade). In this strategy, the diﬀerence between the retinal position of the object following a
saccade (the absolute disparity with respect to the fovea) is compared with where it was before
the eye movement to measure disparities. Another strategy may be to use a single estimate of
distance, a reference point in space, and use this to scale the diﬀerences in disparity to other
objects into an estimate of depth (Foley, 1980). A third and ĕnal possibility may be that ob-
servers are sensitive to changes in vergence across saccades that have both a vergence and a
version component and it may be that observers can make judgments of distance by directly
measuring the change in vergence but only if they have reliable information to the orientation
of the eyes before convergence changed (Brenner & van Damme, 1998).
Accommodation. Like vergence, changes in accommodation occur between near and far
points; these diﬀerences in focus have been shown to convey some information about depth.
For example, photographers and ĕlmmakers oen create a strong impression of depth by
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simulating a blurred image of the objects that are not in the plane of ĕxation. Although it is
clear that accommodation and image blur can potentially provide some information about
distance, observers are unable to accurately judge absolute distance on the basis of accommo-
dation in isolation (Mon-Williams & Tresilian, 1999). Other work on blur has yielded mixed
results; some studies report clear contribution of blur to slant perception (e.g. Watt, Akeley,
Ernst, & Banks, 2005) while others have found either no eﬀect (Mather & Smith, 2000) or a
limited eﬀect of blur on perceived depth ordering (e.g. Palmer & Brooks, 2008).
Summarising, oculomotor depth cues are traditionally seen as unreliable cues to depth per-
ception. Yet, a recent study - employing a Bayesian framework - showed that when blur is
combined with other information (e.g. perspective cues) absolute and relative distances can
be estimated fairly accurately (Held, Cooper, O'Brien, & Banks, 2010). e eﬀectiveness of
extraretinal signals to vergence is limited to a short range of distances, a limitation which can
partly be overcome when other depth cues are available. Finally, stereoscopic display devices
(e.g. traditional stereoscopes and 3Dmovies) are aﬀected by a conĘict between vergence cues
and accommodation; the vergence will follow the vergence demand imposed by the stimulus,
but the focus will be at the plane of the screen. is may cause distortions of depth percep-
tion and visual discomfort (e.g. Hoﬀman, Girshick, Akeley, & Banks, 2008) and this should
be taken into account when displaying large disparities on a stereoscope.
1.2.2 Binocular information
At any given moment, with ĕxation on one point, we can only see part of the physical world
around us. e portion that is visible to a single stationary eye is deĕned as the monocular
visual ĕeld. is ĕeld is not symmetrical because some facial structures, such as the bridge of
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the nose and the boney ridge above the eye obstruct vision in some directions. If themonocu-
lar visual ĕelds of the two eyes are superimposed, the portion of the world that stimulates both
eyes can be determined: this area is the binocular visual ĕeld. Stimulation in the binocular
visual ĕeld is responsible for binocular depth perception or stereopsis. In primates and hu-
mans the eye face forward therebymaximising the binocular ĕeld. As a result of the horizontal
separation between our eyes (about 6.5 cm on average), each eye registers a slightly diﬀerent
image of the world. e brain exploits the diﬀerences (disparities) in the retinal images to
retrieve the three-dimensional layout of our environment and they are the signals that drive
binocular depth perception or stereopsis (Howard & Rogers, 2002; Julesz, 1971; Wheatstone,
1852). Before combining each eye's image to form a single percept of depth the visual system
must ĕrstmatch features in the two retinal images; it has to ĕnd the counterpart of a particular
point in one image and match it to its counterpart in the other eye (i.e. the correspondence
problem). If features are incorrectly matched, perceived depth does not match actual depth
(i.e the "Wall paper eﬀect").
Absolute disparities, deĕned for a single point, carry information about the angular posi-
tion of that point relative to the centre of the fovea or point of ĕxation. e relative disparity
between two points can be described as the diﬀerence between their respective absolute dis-
parities, also in angular units (Figure 1.3). Our sensitivity to depth is exquisite when depth
judgments are based on relative disparity as compared with when they are based on absolute
disparity (Blakemore, 1970; Westheimer, 1979; Westheimer &McKee, 1978), even under im-
poverished viewing conditions (Julesz, 1971). An important reason for this is that changes
in the vergence angles of the eyes aﬀect a point's absolute disparity: a point that is ĕxated by
the eyes (i.e. the retinal projection of that point falls on the centre of the fovea) has an ab-
solute disparity of zero. However, the relative disparity between two points is unaﬀected by
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changes in the orientation of the eyes. is may be one reason why the visual system exploits
relative disparity to support ĕne depth judgments. For example, Westheimer, 1979 found
that stereoacuity (the ability to discriminate depth on the basis of stereopsis) was about ĕve
times poorer when two isolated targets were presented sequentially as opposed to simultane-
ously; simultaneous presentation supports direct judgments on the basis of relative disparity,
whereas when objects are presented sequentially the visual system has to rely on absolute dis-
parity signals (which are aﬀected by noise in the measurement of the orientation of the eyes).
e same conditions are true for motion-in-depth from disparity. Isolating extra-retinal
signals to 3D motion, Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985b and others (Brenner, Van Den Berg, &
Van Damme, 1996; Regan, Erkelens, & Collewijn, 1986; Welchman, Harris, & Brenner, 2009)
have shown that changing disparity (i.e. changing the vergence demand of the entire stimu-
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lus, whilst keeping its retinal size constant) only produces a sensation of 3D motion when a
cue for relative disparity is available (e.g. when a static reference is presented in addition to
the moving target) or when the target looms (i.e. its retinal size expands or contracts isotropi-
cally) as it moves away from or toward the observer. ese and other cues to motion in depth
and the visual system's use of these cues are discussed in detail in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 in
this thesis. us, previous work has suggested that absolute disparity is not a useful cue to
an object's depth. Rather, it is thought that absolute disparities are the signals that drive ver-
gence eye movements and these disparities can correct misalignments in the orientation of
the eyes by sensing the diﬀerence between the positions of the ĕxated point in the two retinal
images (Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985b, 1985a; Masson, Busettini, & Miles, 1997; Rashbass &
Westheimer, 1961; Westheimer & Mitchell, 1969).
Besides horizontal disparity, it has been shown that vertical disparities also play an im-
portant role in depth perception. Like horizontal disparity, vertical disparities result from
the diﬀerential viewpoints of the le and right eyes; any point that does not lie on the me-
dian plane between the two eyes will be closer to one eye than to the other. Consequently,
the retinal projection of the vertical extent presented away from this axis will be larger for
the eye that is closer. ese disparities increase as the eccentricity from the median plane
increases. Vertical disparities can, in principle signal absolute distance (e.g. see Bishop, 1989;
Mayhew & Longuet-Higgins, 1982; Longuet-Higgins, 1982; Brenner, Smeets, & Landy, 2001)
but only when the stimulus is close to the observer and when the eccentricity of the stimulus
is suﬃciently large.
Even though it is clear that we are extremely sensitive to relative disparity information, by
itself relative disparity is insuﬃcient to specify relative distance; to correctly interpret depth
from relative disparity, the measured disparity needs to be scaled by the viewing distance. Us-
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ing the small angle approximation, the geometrical relationship between disparity and depth
is given as follows (see Howard & Rogers, 2002):
 =
I
z2
(1.1)
where  is the angular relative disparity, z is the viewing distance, is the depth and I is the
interocular separation. A full derivation of the equation is given in Appendix A.is equation
shows that there is a non-linear relationship between disparity and depth (the so-called in-
verse square law), which varies with the interocular separation and the viewing distance. As a
result, the same magnitude of disparity may be generated by diﬀerent combinations of depth,
viewing distance and interocular separations. To overcome this scale ambiguity, disparity
needs to be scaled by other sources of information to the viewing distance (Foley, 1980; Ono
& Comerford, 1977; Glennerster, Rogers, & Bradshaw, 1998). ere are two main candidates
for the source of an estimate of viewing distance: First, as noted in section 1.2.1, observersmay
judge distance from the vergence angle of the eyes (Brenner & van Damme, 1998; Cumming,
Johnston, & Parker, 1991; Enright, 1991, 1996; Foley, 1980; Gogel & Tietz, 1977; Collett et
al., 1991) and, second, the pattern of vertical disparity across the visual ĕeld (Rogers & Brad-
shaw, 1993; Bishop, 1989; Brenner et al., 2001; Mayhew & Longuet-Higgins, 1982). However,
it should be noted that an estimate of viewing distance can also be recovered from other vi-
sual cues, including the size of familiar objects (Predebon, 1993; Sedgwick, 1986) andmotion
parallax (Gogel & Tietz, 1979).
In summary, the geometric relationship between depth and disparity is well understood.
We know that relative disparity provides an extremely potent source of information to depth
as opposed to absolute disparities which predominantly drive vergence eyemovements. How-
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ever, relative disparity can not unambiguously specify depth (a measured disparity is consis-
tent with inĕnite combinations of absolute and relative distances) and requires scaling by the
viewing distance for correct interpretation. In scaling horizontal disparity to a correct mea-
surement of depth, both the vergence angle and a variety of visual cues contribute to the
estimate of viewing distance.
1.2.3 Monocular information
Although it is clear that binocular and oculomotor cues provide strong percepts of depth,
the story does not end there; we do not necessarily need two eyes to appreciate depth. If we
did, people with only one eye would not be able to see depth - yet most of us maintain some
appreciation of depth in when we close one eye. e reason for this is as follows: In our
environment, objects are oen located at diﬀerent depths. When these objects are projected
on the retina, these depth diﬀerences result in certain regularities in the retinal image. e
visual system is sensitive to these regularities (cues) and can use them to derive an estimate
of depth. e properties of these monocular depth cues have long been known by artists
who use them to recreate the impression of depth on a Ęat canvas or screen. As a result,
most paintings or ĕlms do not give us the impression of cardboard cut-outs but of a three-
dimensional scene. Below is a brief overview of the most important monocular cue to this
thesis, namely relative and familiar size. For a comprehensive review of othermonocular cues,
such as motion parallax, texture gradients, occlusion and shape-from-shading, see Cutting
and Vishton (1995), Sedgwick (1986) or Howard and Rogers (2002).
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Relative and familiar size. When an object's image is projected onto the retina, it's angular
size () depends on its distance from the eye (z)and its physical size (s):
tan =
s
z
(1.2)
From this equation it is clear that the retinal size of an object cannot provide any information
on distance or depth, as the measured retinal size can be compatible with inĕnite combina-
tions of distance and size. However, if we know the size of an object from previous experience,
we can scale the retinal size into an estimate of distance. is is known as the familiar size cue
(e.g. see Hershenson & Samuels, 1999; Ittleson, 1951b). When we assume that two objects
are of equal size, then the ratio of their retinal sizes is directly proportional to their inverse
distance ratio. is cue is known as relative size (Gogel, 1969; Ittleson, 1951b; Hochberg &
McAlister, 1955; Over, 1963).
e perceived physical size of an object normally does not change with varying distance.
For example, when a person walks away from us, their retinal image projection decreases in
size but we do not interpret this change in size as a change in the physical size of the person
(e.g. shrinking) but as a change in the distance of the person. is is because the visual system
transforms retinal size into physical size, taking distance information into account. is is
commonly known as size constancy (e.g. Holway & Boring, 1941) and is formalised in the
size-distance invariance hypothesis, or SDIH (Kilpatrick & Ittelson, 1953). is hypothesis
states that there is an approximately constant ratio between the apparent size of an object
and its apparent distance in depth (Emmert, 1881; Holway & Boring, 1941; Ono, 1966). e
validity of the SDIH has oen been conĕrmed when retinal size is the only cue available.
However, there are many instances in which the SDIH is invalid - for example in the case of
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Figure 1.4: The use of monocular depth cues in art. (top) William Hogarth's "Satire on False Perspective"
(1754). The engraving shows deliberate conøicts between cues. The subscript reads: "Whoever makes a
DESIGN without the Knowledge of PERSPECTIVE will be liable to such Absurdities as are shewn in this Fron-
tispiece". Examples of conøicts: the sign is overlapped by two trees in the background and is attached to
two buildings that are not at the same distance - the man on the top of the hill is interacting with someone
hanging from a window nearby and seems rather large in comparison with the church. (bottom) Gustave
Caillebotte's "Paris Street, rainy day" (1877). This painting illustrates depth cues that are used correctly. For
example, the texture in the stone shows a recedingpattern, the umbrella occludes the lamppost andpeople
walking in the background are depicted smaller than those on the foreground (relative size).
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the moon illusion, where the moon is perceived both closer and larger when it is near the
horizon than when it is at the zenith (e.g. Kaufman & Kaufman, 2000). is is commonly
known as the size-distance paradox.
1.3 Depth cue combination
One recurring ĕnding in depth perception is that judgments of depth and depth scaling be-
come increasingly accurate as more cues are available (Bruno & Cutting, 1988; Bulthoﬀ &
Mallot, 1988; Dosher, Sperling, & Wurst, 1986; Ono & Comerford, 1977; Holway & Boring,
1941). is is due to the fact that when more than one cue is available the visual system at-
tempts to integrate - or combine - the available information into one coherent estimate of
depth. Cue combination has been studied extensively over the last few decades and has lead
to a number of computational models (e.g. Bruno & Cutting, 1988; Bulthoﬀ & Mallot, 1988;
Clark, 1990; Landy et al., 1995). In general, three classes ofmodels have been proposed. Weak
fusion models compute a separate estimate of depth based on each depth cue individually on
a modular basis, followed by a linear combination of the depth estimates provided by each
cue. e weights assigned to each cue are proportional to each cues' reliability (Clark, 1990).
Strong fusion models, on the other hand, estimate depth in a non-modular manner by com-
bining the information from diﬀerent cues in an unrestricted manner; outputs are combined
without the necessity of combining the outputs of diﬀerent modules (Nakayama & Shimojo,
1992).
Between these two extremes Landy et al. (1995) proposed a modiĕed weak fusion (MWF)
model. is model, the most comprehensive model to date, combines the modular aspect of
weak fusion with the interactive properties of strongmodels. esemodels allow constrained
interactions between cues, such as cue promotion and reweighting. For example, as discussed
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previously, diﬀerent cues provide qualitatively diﬀerent information: vergence and vertical
disparity can - under optimal conditions - provide information to absolute distance, whereas
relative disparity provides only relative depth information. Due to the diﬀerence in the quality
of the depth information, these cues cannot be combined; Landy et al. (1995) proposed that
it is therefore necessary to transform each cue into an estimate of absolute depth. To achieve
this, some depth cues must supply other cues with 'missing information'. To continue the
example of relative disparity and vergence, the viewing distance signalled by vergence could
be used to supply the missing information to transform disparity into absolute depth.
Aer the promotion stage, when all cues are made to specify absolute depth, the depth
estimates from both cues can be combined. In the MWF model, the next stage is to establish
the relative reliability of each cue. is may be a diﬃcult task; in principle all depth cues
are ambiguous through inherent noise in neural transmission or noise in the stimulus and
may be consistent with a range of depths. Additionally, how a cue contributes to the ĕnal
estimate of depth may sometimes be context-dependent. For example, it is well known that at
farther distances the relative contribution of relative disparity decreases due to a less reliable
signal, presumably due to the increase in variability for the estimate of viewing distance from
vergence (e.g. Cutting & Vishton, 1995; Johnston, Cumming, & Landy, 1994). e reliability
of cues may be established in two manners (Jacobs, 2002). First, it may be related to the
ambiguity of the cue; cues that are highly ambiguous would be seen as less reliable than cues
that are less ambiguous. Second, cues that are correlated to other cues (in terms of their depth
estimates) may be seen as more reliable than cues that are uncorrelated.
In the ĕnal stage of cue combination, a weighted average (S^) of the depth estimates (S^i)
where the contribution of each cue (i.e. its weighting) is mediated by the reliability (wi) of
the cue. e goal of this combination process is to maximise the reliability (e.g. minimise
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the variance) of the ĕnal estimate. If two cues are available (a and b), for example disparity
and perspective, and provided that the noise in the individual estimates is independent and
Gaussian, their combined estimate is the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE):
S^ = waS^a + (1  wa)S^b (1.3)X
i
wi = 1; (1.4)
where the weight is proportional to the inverse variances of each cue:
w =
1/2a
1/2a + 1/
2
b
(1.5)
And the variance of the ĕnal estimate ab is deĕned as the ratio of the product of each indi-
vidual cue's variance to their sum, ensuring that the ĕnal variance is smaller than that of each
cue:
ab =
ab
a + b
(1.6)
By integrating the sensory information in this manner, the combined estimate is the most
reliable estimate possible (i.e. the estimate with minimal variance). As a result, this process is
oen referred to as 'optimal combination'. Figure 1.5 provides a visual representation of the
MLE combination process of two cues.
ere is an overwhelming body of evidence that sensory cues are combined optimally, for
example for surface slant (Hillis, Ernst, Banks, & Landy, 2002; Hillis, Watt, Landy, & Banks,
2004; Knill & Saunders, 2003) and object shape (Ernst & Banks, 2002; Johnston, Cumming, &
Parker, 1993). In addition, it has been shown that relationships between cues are not ĕxed and
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Figure 1.5: Optimal cue combination for two
cues that specify diﬀerent depths (i.e. there is
cue conøict). Two estimates of depth (S^) result-
ing from two diﬀerent sources of information (a
and a) are combined. The two cues specify dif-
ferent depths and have diﬀerence variances. The
lower variance of S^b results in a higher weight-
ing of that cue (see equations 1.3 - 1.6) thereby
'pulling' the önal estimate towards that cue. The
variance of the önal estimate is smaller than each
individual cue's variance.
a change across the stimulus condition oen results in concomitant change of cue weighting
(Ernst & Banks, 2002; Hillis et al., 2002, 2004; Knill & Saunders, 2003) and when one or more
cues are corrupted by the addition of noise, subjects tend to rely more in the uncorrupted
cue (Alais & Burr, 2004; Ernst & Banks, 2002; Kording & Wolpert, 2004; Young, Landy, &
Maloney, 1993). In conclusion, contemporary theories show that the visual system does not
arbitrarily combine the depth information that is available (e.g. using a 'bag of tricks'). Rather,
converging evidence conĕrms that sensory information is optimally combined in a manner
that minimises the variance of the ĕnal depth estimate.
1.4 Overview of chapters
Chapter 2. e next chapter, the General Methods, describes the general methods and ap-
paratus that were common to all experiments in this thesis; the details concerning each ex-
periment are provided in their respective experimental chapters.
Chapter 3. e ĕrst experimental chapter investigates which sources of information the vi-
sual system uses to estimate the time remaining until an approaching object will hit us; a
problem that is complicated by the fact that the variable of interest (time) is highly correlated
with other perceptual variables that may be used (e.g. distance). Despite these high correla-
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tions we show that the visual system recovers a temporal estimate, rather than using one or
more of its covariates.
Chapter 4. e second experimental chapter investigates the contribution of extra-retinal
signals to vergence to judgments of 3D speed. Traditionally, extra-retinal signals are reputed
to be a poor indicator of 3D motion. Using techniques to isolate extra-retinal signals to
changes in vergence, we show that judgments of 3D speed are best explained on the basis
that the visual system computes a weighted average of retinal and extra-retinal signals.
Chapter 5-6. ese chapters are closely related. Chapter 5 investigates how the visual system
combines relative disparity with retinal size. Under monocular viewing, the retinal size of an
object is ambiguous with respect to its distance. us, diﬀerences in retinal size should not
aﬀect the perceived depth between two targets. Surprisingly, the results from this experiment
show that retinal size does aﬀect disparity-deĕned depth systematically, such that an object
with a larger retinal size is seen as closer than an object with a smaller retinal size at the
same distance. In addition, this perceptual bias increases as the ratio between the retinal sizes
increases and as the absolute distance to both targets increases. e qualitative properties of
these data are reasonably well described by a Bayesian cue combination model that combines
relative disparity with retinal size and the vergence angles of the eyes, under the assumption
that the two objects in each trial are of equal size. In Chapter 6 these ĕndings are extended to
3Dmotion: physically larger unfamiliar targets are reported to approach faster than a smaller
target moving at the same speed at the same distance. ese ĕndings cannot be explained on
the basis of observers' use of a biased perceived distance, caused by diﬀerences in the retinal
size (as was found in Chapter 5).
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Chapter 7. In the ĕnal chapter I summarise the ĕndings in the experimental chapters and I
will discuss the implications of these results in the context of the visual system's use of per-
ceptual information and cue combination.
2
General experimental methods
Mostly the same procedures and equipment were used throughout the experiments that are
presented in this thesis. e aim of this chapter is to summarise the methodology that un-
derlies all experimental chapters. I will describe the equipment used to display and generate
our stimuli. In addition, I will provide some background on the psychophysical methods that
were used (and establish the terminology used in this thesis). Finally, I will provide details
about our data analysis and observers. Where necessary or deviating from general methods,
more details will be provided in the respective experimental chapters.
2.1 Equipment and stimulus creation
Stimuli were presented stereoscopically using a haploscope, which consisted of two 21-in.
CRT displays (ViewSonic FB225f) each of which was seen in amirror by one eye (Figure 2.1).
Each mirror and CRT was mounted on a horizontal arm that rotated about a vertical axis
passing through the eye's rotational centre. e face of each CRT was always perpendicu-
lar to the line of sight from the eye to the centre of the screen. Inter-pupillary spacing and
vergence angle were conĕgured for individual observers by adjusting the separation between
the arms (i.e. both the mirrors and the monitors) and the rotation of the arms, respectively.
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of the haploscope. Each mirror and CRT is mounted on an arm that rotated
about a vertical axis through each eye's rotation centres. The face of each mirror was always at 45 degrees
with respect to the CRT's. Rotation of themonitors resulted in diﬀerent vergence-deöned viewing distance.
Here, two cylinders (P and Q) are presented stereoscopically at diﬀerent virtual distances, point Q farther
away than point P. The eyes öxate point P, whose image thus falls on the centre of the fovea in each eye. The
insets show the input to the left and right eyes (the simulated disparity is not to scale).
Stimuli were created using OpenGL graphics libraries, implemented in the C# programming
language and were rendered using anti-aliasing. e graphics card (Nvidia Quadro 4400) dis-
played 1600 by 1200 pixels (an individual pixel subtended about 1.5 arcmin) at a refresh rate
of 100 Hz. Head movements were constrained with a chin rest to avoid information from
motion parallax. Responses were recorded using a standard keyboard. Where applicable, eye
movements were recorded by an Eyelink II or 1000 and were stored for oﬄine analysis.
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2.2 Psychophysical methods
e experiments described in this thesis apply traditional psychophysical techniques to com-
plex visual stimuli. In the following section, I will provide a basic description of those used in
this thesis. Visual psychophysics is the ĕeld that aims to relate (visible) physical properties of
visual stimuli to the subjective psychological response that they evoke. To the psychophysi-
cist, the brain is a "black box": the responses provided by the observer register the output of
the brain, which - in principle - cannot be accessed directly. A psychophysical experiment
can be seen as a sequence of stimuli-response pairs, where the stimulus is the visual display
that is presented to the observer, who is then required to make a choice or judgment about
the stimulus - usually through a button press. Analysing these responses, we can then link
observers' subjective perceptual experience to physical or simulated stimuli.
2.2.1 The psychometric function
e fundamental building block of psychophysical methods is the psychometric function,
which relates performance to the levels (oen referred to as the strength or magnitude) of
the stimulus parameter under investigation. To construct a psychometric function, experi-
ments usually use the method of constant stimuli. Here, a number of varying stimulus levels
are chosen that are likely to inform the experimenter of the observer's performance. ese
levels span a wide range, from clearly discriminable signals where observers are expected to
perfectly discriminate between stimuli (either at 0% or 100%) to stimuli where observers' per-
formance is at chance level (50%). is ĕxed set of stimuli is then presented multiple times
(usually a minimum of 20 repetitions) in a quasi-random order that ensures that each will
occur equally oen. e method of constant stimuli is commonly used in combination with
a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) method. Here, observers view two stimuli (either si-
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Figure 2.2: The theory underlying the psycho-
metric function. (A) A target (T) at a stimulus
value of -1 has a small chance (about .1) to
be seen as larger than some criterion whose
value is centered on zero. (B) The probability
of T being seen as larger than the criterion is
equal to the portion underneath a Gaussian
distribution, centered on -1, that is larger than
the criterion value. When this is calculated for
all values on X it generates the psychometric
function in (A). Note that a shift in the criterion
results in a horizontal shift of the psychomet-
ric function - when judgments are less certain
(i.e. the standard deviation of the Gaussian
functions in (B) is increased) the psychometric
function in (A) is less steep.
multaneously or in sequence); one is the standard (or reference) stimulus and the other is
the test (or comparison) stimulus. e order in which the standard and test are presented
is usually randomised. e standard is always the same in all trials but the test will diﬀer
from the standard and observers are asked to directly compare the test with the standard (e.g.
"In which interval was target motion faster?"). At the end of the trial, observers are forced
to choose between the two alternative choices (e.g. "First" or "Second") even when they are
uncertain about their response.
Once each level has been presented multiple times, the proportion of correct responses
is calculated for each stimulus level. e data are then plotted with stimulus intensity along
the abscissa and percentage of correct responses along the ordinate. Note that in the case of a
"subjective design" (as opposed to objective) responses are not classiĕed in terms of percent-
age correct, but the percentage in which one alternative was chosen over the other (e.g. in
the example given above: usually the percentage of trials in which the observer reported the
comparison stimulus as faster). e resulting psychometric function is then oen ĕtted with
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a cumulative Gaussian, a curve of sigmoid shape, using two free parameters: themean (which
deĕnes its location on the x-axis) and the standard deviation (which deĕnes its slope).
ese two parameters capture the two most basic parameters of psychophysical perfor-
mance: accuracy and precision. Accuracy indicates how close an estimate is to the real pre-
sented value Ƭ, whereas precision is related to the reliability or variance of the estimate. Pre-
cision and accuracy are oen falsely used interchangeably; in fact they indicate two diﬀerent
sources of measurement error. e accuracy is aﬀected by systematic error (or bias), whereas
the precision is aﬀected by random error, presumably from noise in the visual system or the
visual scene. ese two basic performance measures translate directly into two distinct in-
dices that are commonly used to describe psychophysical performance: the point of subjective
equality (PSE) and the discrimination threshold (also referred to as the increment threshold
or the "just noticeable diﬀerence", or JND). ese are described in the sections below.
2.2.2 Point of subjective equality
emean of the ĕtted cumulative Gaussian function (the 50% point) corresponds to the PSE,
which refers to the level of the test stimulus at which observers perceives it as identical to the
standard. Speciĕcally, when the test and standard are identical the observer should respond
to each with equal frequency (i.e. 50% of responses). As a result, when there is a systematic
bias in observers' judgments we see a shi of the location of the psychometric function on
the x-axis with respect to the reference level (usually the stimulus level associated with the
reference stimulus).
ƬFor matching experiments, accuracy is deöned with respect to a standard stimulus (either internal or ex-
ternal), not absolute truth. This means that if there is a bias in the 'baseline' estimate from the standard
stimulus, this bias then also exists in the (matched) PSE.
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2.2.3 Discrimination threshold
e standard deviation (or slope) of the ĕtted Gaussian determines the precision or discrim-
ination threshold: the incremental change in the stimulus that produces one standard devia-
tion change in the response (d' = 1.0). e slope therefore indicates how rapidly performance
changes with changes in the stimulus strength. Discrimination threshold are themost indica-
tive measure to observers' performance on a task. Speciĕcally, small diﬀerences between two
stimuli are oen diﬃcult to detect due to random noise. As the diﬀerence between the two
stimuli increases, the probability of a successful discrimination increases until it saturates at
100% (this is why psychophysical performance is best described as a sigmoid function, such
as the cumulative Gaussian). However, observers may also be very sensitive to changes in
the stimulus dimension that is measured. is means that they will need smaller increments
for successful discrimination between stimuli, resulting in lower threshold. A useful repre-
sentation of threshold is the dimensionless weber-fraction (threshold divided by the mean)
because it allows for comparison of performance across diﬀerent stimulus dimensions. In
the remainder of the thesis I will refer to the discrimination threshold simply as threshold.
is should not be confused with an absolute threshold measure, which is an indication for
performance in detection experiments in which observers detect the presence of a stimulus.
2.2.4 Choice of psychophysical procedure
roughout this thesis we have used the method of constant stimuli to construct psycho-
metric functions. We selected this method for its precision and reliability of its parameter
estimates. Furthermore, the method of constant stimuli provides a comprehensive character-
isation of psychometric performance as a function of the changes in the stimulus level, where
an estimate of threshold is obtained from a fully sampled function.
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2.3 Data analysis
All psychophysical data reported in this thesis has been analysed using Matlab (the Math-
Works Ltd.). Psychometric functions were ĕtted using the psigniĕt toolbox version 2.5.6,
which implements themaximum-likelihoodmethoddescribed byWichmann andHill (2001a).
Conĕdence intervals for discrimination thresholds andPSE's were calculated by the percentile
bootstrap method (a data resampling technique that involves a large number of repeated sim-
ulations of the experiment) implemented by psigniĕt, based on a minimum of 1999 simula-
tions (Wichmann &Hill, 2001b). Where appropriate, additional advanced statistical analyses
(e.g. repeated measures ANOVA's and linear regression) were conducted in SPSS. All ĕgures
were edited for publication in Adobe Illustrator.
2.4 Observer recruitment
All observers who participated in the experiments of this thesis were recruited from staﬀ and
students from the University of Birmingham and gave informed consent prior to participa-
tion. All observers were screened using a custom-programmed stereo-test to ensure that they
could discriminate at least 1 arcmin of disparity in a random dot stereogram. Details about
this test are provided in Appendix B. All participants received the same written instructions
prior to participation.
3
Evaluating methods to measure
time-to-contact Ƭ
Many every-day activities necessitate an estimate of the time remaining until an object will hit us: the time-to-
contact (TTC). Observers' skill in estimating TTC has been studied by considering the use and combination
of key visual signals (e.g. looming and disparity). However, establishing observers' proĕciency in estimating
TTC can be complicated, as the variable of interest (time) is typically highly correlated with other signals (e.g.
target velocity or displacement). As a result, observers' responses may be based on correlates of TTC rather than
on TTC itself. Here we evaluate two widely-used TTC tasks: one absolute task in which observers pressed a
button to indicate the estimated TTC, and a relative task in which TTC was judged relative to a reference. We
test how a wide range of experimental variables that co-vary with TTC contribute to observers' judgments. We
systematically vary the correlation between TTC and its covariates and test how psychophysical judgments are
aﬀected. We show that for both absolute and relative estimation tasks, observers' responses are best explained on
the basis that they judge TTC rather than one (or more) of its covariates. Our results suggest that relative tasks
are preferable when assessing TTC, and we suggest a number of analyses methods to ensure that participants'
judgements correspond to the variable under investigation.
ƬThis chapter has been published in its current form as: Lugtigheid, A. J. &Welchman, A. E. (2011). Evaluating
methods tomeasure time-to-contact. Vision Research, 51, 2234-41. Authors AL and AW conceptualised the
experiment, AL was responsible for data collection and analysis. AL and AWwrote the paper.
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3.1 Introduction
A key function of the visual system is to provide information about objects moving in depth
so we can initiate interceptive or evasive actions (e.g. catch a ball; avoid a car crash). Fre-
quently, the brain requires an estimate of the time remaining until an object will hit us or
another object: the time-to-contact (TTC). Observers' skill in estimating this quantity has
been examined by a large number of studies in both laboratory- and applied- settings. For
example, applied studies have tested TTC for ball interception (e.g. Bootsma & Wieringen,
1990; Caljouw, Kamp, & Savelsbergh, 2004; Gray & Sieﬀert, 2005; Peper, Bootsma, Mestre, &
Bakker, 1994) and the visual control of braking (e.g. Lee, 1976; Rock & Harris, 2006; Coull,
Vidal, Goulon, Nazarian, & Craig, 2008), while other work has sought to isolate the key visual
signals required when judging TTC (e.g. DeLucia, 1991, 2005; Gray & Regan, 1998; Heuer,
1993; Lee, Young, Reddish, Lough, & Clayton, 1983; Regan & Hamstra, 1993; Rushton &
Wann, 1999; Todd, 1981).
To examine the basis of TTC judgments, observers are typically required to tune an action
(e.g. a simple button press or an interceptivemovement) to a visual target. However, inferring
the observers' proĕciency in estimating TTC in such tasks is not always straightforward, as
the variable of interest (time) is typically highly correlated with other signals (e.g. the target's
velocity or displacement). us, observer's responses may be based on correlates of TTC,
rather than on TTC itself. Figure 3.1A illustrates the investigator's dilemma: varying the
target's TTC (the solid diagonal) while keeping the target's starting distance (the ordinate)
constant would confound TTC with the approach speed (abscissa). As a result, observers
might respond on the basis of trial-by-trial variations in the target's approach speed, even
though their task was to estimate TTC. A simple approach to discourage the use of covariates
is to randomise the signals (e.g. speed, distance) and thereby reduce their correlation. How-
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Figure 3.1: Representation of stimulus parameters involved in time-to-contact experiments. (A) TTC as
a function of distance and approach speed. A single TTC can be produced from a range of combinations of
distance and approach speed (solid contour lines). We sampled our values of distance and approach speed
from the shaded area, with average values shown as the solid black diagonal (TTC = 2.0 s). (B) Illustration
of the predictive motion paradigm (Tresilian, 1995), with distance shown as a function of time. The target
remains at its starting distance for 500 ms and at time T0 starts approaching the observer. At time T1 the
object is removed from the display. Had it continued along it's trajectory towards the observer (dashed line)
it would hit a point between the participant's eyes at time TTC.
ever, this does not necessarily prevent observers using a covariate when responding (i.e. the
lower correlation of the covariate with TTC would simply make judgments appear noisier).
erefore, it is important to test whether this manipulation is successful - evidence that many
previous studies have not provided.
When presented with an approaching target, observers might exploit one or more of a
range of variables to judge the likely time of impact. For instance, based on retinal size cues,
they may be able to estimate TTC directly using 'tau', the ratio of the object's angular size
to its rate of looming (Lee, 1976; Lee & Reddish, 1981; Lee et al., 1983; Wann, 1996; Regan
& Hamstra, 1993). Alternatively, their judgments might relate to the looming rate when the
approaching object is of a known size (Lopez-Moliner, Field, &Wann, 2007). Based on binoc-
ular cues, observers might use the ĕrst derivative or disparity divided by the second derivative
(Regan, 2002) or the rate of change of disparity (Gray & Regan, 1998), as well as the combi-
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nation of monocular and binocular signals (Gray & Regan, 1998). Given the dense intercor-
relation between these signals, it can be diﬃcult to determine whether observers' judgments
relate to a full temporal estimate of TTC or rather covariates that do not unambiguously signal
TTC when considered alone. One approach to the issue of covariation was developed by Re-
gan and colleagues (Regan & Hamstra, 1993; Regan & Vincent, 1995; Gray & Regan, 1998) in
which TTC was made orthogonal to other sources of information through a factorial design.
For instance, Regan and Hamstra (1993) provided evidence that under monocular presenta-
tion, observers judge TTC independently from two possible covariates (retinal size and rate
of expansion). While attractive, this design is unwieldy if more than two or three potential
covariates are considered. Moreover, while this manipulation ensures that the looming rate is
orthogonal to tau and retinal size at the start of the trajectory, this separation no longer holds
as the trajectory unfolds towards the observer (the more critical period of the trial). Finally,
observers in these studies were generally provided with feedback, complicating the interpre-
tation of the results. Speciĕcally, depending on the feedback regime, observers are able to
discriminate covariates of TTC (e.g. the initial rate of expansion) with the same precision as
TTC (see Regan and Hamstra (1993) Experiments 3A and 4A), making it diﬃcult to know
whether the experimental task reĘects typical behaviour when judging TTC.
In this paper we seek to establish which source(s) of information participants use to judge
TTC. Previous work has focused largely on the use and combination ofmonocular and binoc-
ular optical signals that underlie TTC judgments (i.e. looming rate, angular size and changing
binocular disparity signals). Here we consider a wider range of experimental variables that
also co-vary with TTC (e.g. presentation duration and occlusion distance). Our goal is to
determine whether observers judge the TTC of an approaching target when instructed to do
so, or rather judge one (or more) of its covariates.
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In the ĕrst experiment, we use an absolute task in which observers press a button to indi-
cate their estimate of TTC. In a second experiment, we use a relative task in which observers
judge the time-to-contact relative to an auditory reference. For both experiments we consider
a range of potential covariates and we systematically vary the correlation of these covariates
with TTC by manipulating the amount by which covariates are randomised. We determine
how performance in TTC tasks is aﬀected by randomisation to determine whether observers'
judgments rely on the actual TTC or a covariate. To preview our ĕndings, we ĕnd that per-
formance in both tasks suggests participants judge TTC rather than its covariates.
3.2 General methods
3.2.1 Apparatus
Stimuli were presented stereoscopically using a two-monitor haploscope inwhich the two eyes
viewed separate 21 inch CRTs (ViewSonic FB2100x) through front-silvered mirrors. Viewing
distance was 50 cm. We adjusted the haploscope so that inter-pupillary distance and vergence
angle were conĕgured correctly for each individual. Stimulus presentation was controlled by
a Windows PC with an NVIDIA Quadro FX4400 graphics card. CRTs displayed 1600 x 1200
pixels at 100 Hz. Individual pixels subtended approx. 1.75 x 1.75 arcmin. e two CRTs were
matched and linearised using photometric measurements. Head movements were restricted
using a chin rest. Responses were collected via the PC's keyboard.
3.2.2 Stimuli
e target was a wireframe sphere (16 lines of longitude and latitude) that had a mean radius
of 2 cm, randomly varied between trials from a uniform distribution in the range of ±0.2 cm
(cf. Welchman, Lam,&Bulthoﬀ, 2008). To enhance the subjective impression of 3D structure,
the sphere rotated around its centre (rotation speed of 40 deg/s around the x-axis and 80 deg/s
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around the y-axis). In addition to the target, a peripheral reference volume of textured cubes
was visible throughout all experiments, creating the impression of viewing the target at the
centre of a short tunnel. e frontal plane of the 'tunnel' was aligned with the plane of the
screen and the tunnel extended 30 cm behind the screen. is provided observers with a
constant stationary reference. Stimuli were created using C# and OpenGL graphics libraries
and were rendered using anti-aliasing and geometric perspective projections from each eye,
taking the observer's inter-pupillary distance (IPD) into account.
3.2.3 Procedure
Observers sat in the dark and viewed the motion excursion of an approaching target. At
the start of each trial, the target appeared at a randomly chosen starting distance along the
cyclopean line of sight. It remained at this starting distance for 500 ms to allow observers
to ĕxate and fuse the stimulus. e target then started to approach the observer along the
cyclopean line of sight at a constant (real world) speed. e target was removed from the
screen at a chosen 'occlusion' distance from the observer (see Figure 3.1B). As a consequence,
observers made their response based on a prediction of the target's motion (Tresilian, 1995).
Observers were free to move their eyes and no feedback was provided.
3.2.4 Choice of stimulus parameters
To reduce the correlation between stimulus variables, we randomised the start distance, the
occlusion distance, the TTC of the target when it started moving towards the observer and
its physical size. is also randomised the approach speed of the target, the presentation
duration, the rate of expansion, and the total angular expansion. To maintain a comfortable
range of binocular fusion (Hoﬀman et al., 2008), while still allowing enough randomisation
of start and occlusion distances, we set the maximum visible motion trajectory between 105
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Randomisation level Start distance (cm) Occlusion distance (cm) TTC (s)
0 95 ± 0.0 60 ± 0.0 2.0 ± 0.0
1 95 ± 3.0 60 ± 6.0 2.0 ± 0.3
2 95 ± 6.5 60 ± 13.0 2.0 ± 0.3
3 95 ± 8.0 60 ± 18.0 2.0 ± 0.3
4 95 ± 10.0 60 ± 20.0 2.0 ± 0.5
Table 3.1: Ranges of starting distance, occlusion distance and time-to-contact in öve conditions used in
Experiment 1 and 2. Values were sampled from a uniform distribution (shown here as mean ± range).
cm and 40 cm from the observer. To reduce the correlation between variables, we employed
ĕve conditions of increasing randomisation. We kept the mean value of the starting distance
(95 cm), occlusion distance (60 cm) and the TTC (2 sec) constant across conditions, while
systematically increasing the range of the uniform distribution from which we sampled. We
included one condition in which we randomised none of the variables (Randomisation level
0, Table 3.1), one condition in which we maximised the randomisation within the range
of distances we chose (Randomisation level 4, Table 3.1) and three intermediate conditions
(Randomisation levels 1-3, Table 3.1). Each observer participated in each condition in a
quasi-random order.
3.2.5 Variables considered as potential covariates
We considered the inĘuence of a number of variables that could, potentially, have been used
by observers when making their judgments (even though some of these potential covariates
would not represent entirely rational choices). We included the spatio-temporal variables
of looming rate, change in binocular disparity and the target's approach velocity. We also
considered spatial variables, such as the vergence distance (expressed in angular units) and
the target's retinal size, and temporal variables, such as theTTCand the presentation duration.
Finally, we considered the target's total change in angular size and the total change in vergence
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(i.e. the relative disparity between the starting point and the occlusion of the target). Where
applicable we considered these variables both at the start of the trial (t=0) and at occlusion
(t=1). We conducted repeated-measures ANOVAs in SPSS and used sphericity corrections
where required. Other data processing and statistical tests were performed usingMatlab (e
MathWorks Inc).
3.2.6 Observers
Observers were recruited from the staﬀ and students of the University of Birmingham (aver-
age age across all participants 26.9±4.6 years); all gave written informed consent. Observers
were screened to ensure that they could discriminate at least 1 arcmin of disparity in a brieĘy
presented (300ms) random dot stereogram.
3.3 Experiment 1: Absolute task
Perhaps the most direct measure of a person's ability to estimate TTC is to show them an
approaching target for a speciĕed time and ask them to indicate the point in time when the
target would reach a speciĕed position (e.g. hit them on the head or reach their hand). is
absolute estimation approach has been taken by a number of studies (e.g. Cavallo & Lau-
rent, 1988; Geri, Gray, & Grutzmacher, 2010; Heuer, 1993; Lopez-Moliner, Field, & Wann,
2007; McLeod & Ross, 1983; Rushton & Wann, 1999; Schiﬀ & Detwiler, 1979), although the
question of whether task-irrelevant variables (rather than TTC) were used was not addressed
directly. In this experiment we use an absolute estimation task to assess observers' perfor-
mance in judging time to contact. To identify the information used by observers, we vary the
correlation between potentially informative variables (see 3.1) and assess how randomisation
inĘuences judgments.
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3.3.1 Methods
Observers (the authors and ĕve naive observers) viewed a single motion trajectory of an ap-
proaching target and pressed a button when they thought the target would hit them (had
it continued towards them at a constant speed aer being removed from the screen). Par-
ticipants made 160 judgments for each of the ĕve experimental conditions (i.e. 5 levels of
randomisation). Each condition was tested in a separate experimental block.
3.3.2 Results
We compared observers' estimates of the TTC with the physically presented TTC, and exam-
ined the central tendency (the median) and spread (the median absolute deviation, or MAD)
of this (typically skewed) error distribution. emedian provided a measure of accuracy (i.e.
how close observers' judgments were to the presented TTC) and the MAD measured preci-
sion (i.e. how reliably observers made their judgments). e most notable feature of these
data was the large between-subjects variability in accuracy ( 3.2A): some individuals reported
the target would have arrived long aer it would have hit them (e.g. Observer MH responds
around 800ms aer it would have hit him), while others reported an arrival time before the
TTC (e.g. Observer BH responds around 250ms before target arrival).
Randomising the experimental parameters did not systematically inĘuence observers' ac-
curacy (F4;24 < 1; p = :52; not plotted); this is expected, as the mean values remained con-
stant so it is unlikely that a systematic bias would be introduced by our manipulation. How-
ever, parameter randomisation aﬀected precision (F4;24 = 3:246; p = :02), with participants
producing less precise responses as randomisation was increased (Figure 3.2B). is suggests
that at least some information carried by the covariates contributes to participants' judgments.
To determine which source(s) of information best accounted for participants' judgments, we
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Figure 3.2: Results from the absolute task (Experiment 1). (A) The median error for each observer, col-
lapsed across all levels of randomisation. Bars show bootstrapped median errors; error bars show the 95%
conödence intervals. (B) The median absolute deviation (MAD) for the four levels of randomisation, col-
lapsed across all observers. Bars show the bootstrapped MAD for the four levels of randomisation we used
(see Table 1); error bars show 95% conödence intervals. (C) Mean standardised regression coeﬃcients of
the three PCA components for each observer, averaged across all degrees of randomisation. Higher values
are consistent with a larger inøuence of the component on TTC estimates. Error bars show 95% conödence
intervals for the parameter estimates.
used a regression approach. Previous studies have used stepwise multiple linear regression
to determine which linear combination of variables best explains observers' responses (e.g.
Gray & Regan, 1998). However, in our setting, this approach is problematic as our predictor
variables are highly correlated with one another (i.e. the data have multicollinearity). As a
consequence, the results of a stepwise removal or addition of predictor variables would be
unstable and have poor cross-validation. To avoid this problem, we used a principal compo-
nents analysis (PCA) to identify orthogonal components in the predictor variables. Having
identiĕed these components we performed a regression analysis of the data projected onto
the principal component axes. Because our variables have diﬀerent units, we conducted our
PCA on the correlation matrix of all variables under consideration, using a varimax rotation
(using Matlab's 'rotatefactors' function) to maximise the loading of each variable on one of
the extracted factors while minimising the loading on all other factors. is resulted in three
main components. (Note that this analysis relates to the stimulus variables generated by the
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1. "Occlusion component" (about 51%)
• Looming rate at occlusion
• Rate of disparity change at occlusion
• Presentation time
• TTC at occlusion
• Vergence distance at occlusion
• Retinal size at occlusion
• Change in vergence (relative disparity between the start and end)
• Change in angular size while the target was visible
2. "TTC component" (about 28%)
• TTC at the start of target motion
• Looming rate at the start of the trial
• Rate of disparity change at the start of the trial
• Approach velocity of the target
3. "Start component" (about 16%)
• Vergence distance at the start of the trial
• Retinal size at the start of the trial
Table3.2: Variable compositionof the extracted components orderedby thepercentage variance explained
(in brackets). Note, this analysis relates to values of the stimulus variables generated by the computer, not
the participants' judgments.
computer, and does not yet relate to observers' judgments). e ĕrst principal component
consisted of variables that mainly depended on the occlusion of the target (e.g. the looming
rate at occlusion, the rate of disparity change at occlusion, the vergence distance at occlusion
and the target's retinal size at occlusion); the second component consisted of the TTC, the
target's approach velocity and spatio-temporal variables at the start of the trial (i.e. the initial
looming rate the initial rate of disparity change); the third component consisted of spatial
variables related to the start of the trial (i.e. the initial retinal size and the initial vergence
distance). Table 3.2 provides an overview of the components and their variable composition.
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To quantify which component best described the observers' responses we used the factor
scores (i.e. the transformation of the variables into component space) of the extracted compo-
nents as regressors in a multiple regression analysis, with the observers' TTC response as the
dependent variable. We found that the three components accounted for observers' behaviour
to a diﬀerent extent (F2;12 = 10:55; p < :01), with the component relating to the TTC and
the approach speed of the target (component 2) explaining most of the variance for six out
of seven observers (Figure 3.2C). ere was no inĘuence of the amount of randomisation
on the reliance on each component (F3;18 = 2:14; p = :131) and there was no interaction
(F6;36 = 3:76; p = :072). is result suggests that participants' judgments are best explained
on the basis that they use TTC, the approach speed, the initial looming rate and initial rate
of disparity change rather than other covariates. In the next experiment we use a diﬀerent
method to examine TTC separate from all other covariates.
3.4 Experiment 2: Relative task
e results from Experiment 1 suggested large between-subjects variability in the accuracy
with which individuals judge TTC in a lab-based testing situation. Onemeans of avoiding the
inĘuence of diﬀerences in individuals' response criteria, is to ask observers to view two objects
- either in sequence or simultaneously - and judge which would reach them ĕrst (e.g. DeLu-
cia, 1991, 2005; Field & Wann, 2005; Kim & Grocki, 2006; Todd, 1981). is two-alternative
forced choice format reduces the impact of an individual's decision criterion. However, this
approach does not guarantee the use of TTC information: observers could make their judg-
ments by comparing a TTC covariate (e.g. presentation duration for the two alternatives),
rather by comparing the TTC variable of interest. us, it is important to establish which
source(s) of information form the basis of observers' judgments. If a single-presentation de-
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sign is used, observers can be asked to judge TTC against some internal criterion such as
the mean of the stimulus set (McKee, 1981; Regan & Hamstra, 1993). Here, we take the ap-
proach developed by Gray and Regan (1998) in which observers make judgments relative to
an auditory tone (also see Lopez-Moliner, Brenner, & Smeets, 2007). Having obtained TTC
judgments using this task, we consider how well the diﬀerent potential sources of informa-
tion can account for the observers' judgments by ĕtting psychometric functions. We then test
how psychophysical responses described in this way are aﬀected as stimulus randomisation
is varied.
3.4.1 Methods
Observers (the authors and six naive observers) viewed a single presentation of an approach-
ing target (as in Experiment 1). In this experiment, we presented a brief auditory cue (dura-
tion of 50 ms, frequency of 1kHz) as a reference cue against which observers judged the tar-
get's time-to-contact. e timing of the reference tone could be coincident with the visually-
speciĕed TTC, or displaced from it with ± 150, 300 or 600 ms (method of constant stimuli).
Observers pressed a key to indicate whether they thought the target would have hit them
before or aer they heard the tone (had it continued on its trajectory at a constant speed).
Observers were tested in ĕve conditions of increasing amounts of randomisation (Table 3.1).
3.4.2 Results
To assess which source of information best explained participants' judgments, we calculated
psychometric functions (proportion of "aer the tone" responses) expressed in terms of TTC
and a range of possible covariates (cf. McKee, 1981; Harris &Watamaniuk, 1995) by binning
continuous variables into equally spaced bins (e.g. Figure 3.3C).We ĕtted these psychometric
functions with a cumulative normal (psigniĕt toolbox; Wichmann &Hill, 2001) and used the
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Figure 3.3: Psychometric functions from the relative task (Experiment 2), averaged across sessions for
one single observer. Ten of the sources of information we considered are plotted: (A) the oﬀset of the
auditory cue, relative to the presented TTC; (B) looming rate at the start of the trial; (C) looming rate at
occlusion; (D) rate of change in disparity at the start of the trial; (E) rate of change in disparity at occlusion; (F)
the time interval between occlusion and the tone (T); (G) the angular size of the target at occlusion; (H) the
total change in the target's angular size during the visible trajectory; (I) the vergence angle at occlusion; and
(J) the total change in disparity (the relative disparity between the positions at the start and at occlusion).
standard deviation parameter to quantify the discrimination threshold.
Inspecting the psychometric functions expressed in terms of diﬀerent variables suggested
that only two variables could reasonably account for participant's judgments: TTC and the
time diﬀerence between the oﬀset of the visual stimulus and the sounding of the tone: T
(Figure 3.3). To formalise this interpretation across all the participants, we calculated the 68%
conĕdence interval for each threshold to express the range of likely underlying thresholds. We
divided this conĕdence range by the range of stimulus values tested in the experiments. If this
ratio exceeded 1, it suggested our testing range would not capture the underlying thresholds;
values below 1 suggested that our data would capture thresholds reliably. For all the partici-
pants tested, the only variables that exceeded a ratio of 1 were TTC andT.
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Figure 3.4: Eﬀects of randomisation on discrimination thresholds for TTC and T in Experiment 2. (A)
Thresholds of TTC (open symbols) andT (closed symbols) for one observer, as a function of the correlation
between T and TTC (here represented as 1 - correlation, such that larger values are consistent with an
increase in parameter randomisation). The ötted lines represent the linear regression lines for TTC (dashed
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randomisation. Error bars show 95% conödence intervals associated with the regression coeﬃcients.
To investigate furtherwhich of these variables best described psychophysical performance,
we examinedhow thresholds changed as stimulus parameterswere subject to increasing amounts
of randomisation. Increasing the amount of parameter randomisation had the eﬀect of re-
ducing the correlation between TTC andT (R=1.0 with no randomisation, andR=0.78 for
randomisation level 4). We found that judgments expressed in terms of TTC were relatively
unaﬀected by variations in parameter randomisation, but this was not true when judgments
were expressed in terms ofT (Figure 3.4). is suggests that observers' judgments are best
understood in terms of judging TTC rather than simply the time interval between the disap-
pearance of the target and the onset of the tone.
To quantify this result across observers, we ĕt a line to the data relating the correlation
between the variables and the observer's threshold (i.e. linear regression), and then com-
pared the slope of these lines (Fig 3.4A). A slope value of zero would indicate no inĘuence
of randomisation, while higher slope values suggest a higher inĘuence of randomisation. For
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all observers, the amount of randomisation aﬀected thresholds related to both TTC and T
(Figure 3.4B). However, the inĘuence on thresholds expressed in terms ofT was systemat-
ically larger (t7 = 3:854; p < 0:01). is provides strong evidence that observers' responses
are best expressed in terms of the TTC rather than its covariates.
In summary, asking observers to judge the TTC of an approaching target against a ref-
erence tone anchors their judgments and eliminates bias. By quantifying performance as the
correlation between TTC and its covariates was reduced, we ĕnd that performance is best
explained on the basis that observers judge TTC and not its covariates.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Are perceptual judgments based on TTC?
In this paper we investigated which source(s) of information observers use to estimate TTC in
a laboratory test. We assessed whether perceptual judgments were based on the task-relevant
TTC information, or whether observers based responses on one of its many covariates. We
assessed TTC judgments under two paradigms. First, we collected data using an absolute
task (Experiment 1). To gain insight into the source(s) of information that best accounted for
participants' judgments we conducted a principal components analysis (PCA) of the stim-
ulus variables and regressed the resulting component scores onto the estimated TTC. For
six of seven observers we found that the second component (containing the variables TTC,
approach speed, initial looming rate and initial rate of disparity change) best accounted for
observers' judgments. Although this provides evidence that observers responded on the basis
of TTC, we could not fully dissociate TTC from other variables. As a result, it is possible that
observers based their estimates on the approach speed (e.g. observers indicated a longer TTC
when the approach speed was slow), the initial looming rate or the initial rate of disparity
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change, rather than on the TTC.
In Experiment 2 we used a relative task and classiĕed TTC judgments in terms of all the
covariates under consideration. We compared discrimination thresholds for TTC in terms
of individual covariates and found that only two variables could reasonably account for ob-
servers' judgments: the presented TTC and the time interval between target occlusion and the
auditory cue (T). We then showed that systematically increasing the amount of randomisa-
tion (thereby reducing the correlation between these two variables) increased discrimination
thresholds for T while thresholds expressed in terms of TTC were reasonably unaﬀected.
is indicates that observers' perceptual judgments are best explained on the basis of judging
TTC rather than the T covariate. ese results are consistent with previous reports that
observers will judge TTC when asked (e.g. Gray et al., 1998). Moreover, we show that this is
true for naive subjects and when no feedback is provided.
One potentially surprising result from our study is that judgments expressed in terms of
looming or retinal size produce Ęat psychometric functions (Figure 3.3). ese seems at odds
with reports that humans are selectively sensitive to these cues (Regan & Hamstra, 1993). We
considered the possibility that this ĕnding may be due to our data analysis. Speciĕcally, in
Experiment 2 we measured psychometric functions for TTC judgments. To investigate the
inĘuence of other variables, we then expressed our psychometric functions in terms of po-
tential covariates by binning the data. As a result, each bin that forms a point for the psycho-
metric contains trials on which the auditory probe oﬀset was at -600 ms and trials in which
it was at +600 ms. At these extreme points, performance is likely at Ęoor or ceiling: i.e. at
the +600ms point observers may always respond "before", because it may be obvious -from
multiple cues- that the target will arrive before the tone. Likewise, at the -600ms point ob-
servers may never respond "before". is is not a problem when we express our psychometric
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function in terms of the manipulated variable, because these extreme points contribute to
ceiling and Ęoor points of the function. However, when we plot the psychometric function in
terms of one of the covariates the ceiling and Ęoor points at +600ms and -600ms are averaged
into each data point across the range. is could potentially mask any contribution from the
covariate with the result that the psychometric function would be Ęat.
One solution to this issue is to calculate discrimination thresholds (expressed as Weber
fractions: the standard deviation of the ĕtted Gaussian divided by its mean) for each covari-
ate on a reduced range of temporal oﬀsets, excluding the data points at ±600 and ±300 ms.
e standard deviation of the function ĕtted on this reduced range should then more accu-
rately assess the contribution of other variables to the decision made within the critical range.
Figure 3.5 shows an overview of the Weber fractions for four variables, calculated on the re-
duced range (blue data points) and on the full range (red data points) It is clear that Weber
fractions on the reduced range are lower for most variables, thereby conĕrming the idea that
the reduced range allows a better assessment of the contribution of covariates. However, re-
sults using this reduced range demonstrate that observers' judgments are best accounted for
on the basis that they judge TTC (average Weber fraction = 0.3). Moreover, all covariates of
TTC are aﬀected by randomisation (Figure 3.4B-D): decreasing the randomisation results
in a decrease of Weber fractions (this may - in part - be due to the increasing correlation of
TTC with other variables) However, consistent with the results shown in Figure 3.4, the We-
ber fractions for TTC are relatively unaﬀected. is provides more evidence that observers'
judgments were determined by TTC and not covariates.
As reviewed in the Introduction, recent work has suggested that looming rate is an im-
portant cue in judging interception. Here we ĕnd that looming rate does not provide a good
account of our observers' judgments. is apparent discrepancy may reĘect diﬀerential sam-
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pling of the approach trajectories by our study in relation to previous work. Speciĕcally, to
minimize cue conĘicts, we occluded the trajectory at around 37% of its visible approach to-
ward the observer. Had the object continued closer towards the observer, it is possible that a
threshold value of looming rate may be reached that drives action initiation (Caljouw et al.,
2004; Lopez-Moliner, Field, & Wann, 2007; Michaels, Zeinstra, & Oudejans, 2001).
3.5.2 Howwell can observers judge time-to-contact?
Having established that our observers' responseswere based onTTC information, we consider
their psychophysical performance. First, results from the absolute task (Experiment 1) show
large systematic and esoteric errors in observers' accuracy in judging TTC using an open loop
experimental task, with errors up to 850 ms (42%), with an average error of 430 ms (21%).
is result is potentially alarming, considering the high precision accuracy (and precision)
that is oen necessitated by real-world interceptive or evasive actions. Yet, poor accuracy in
estimating TTC is commonly reported in studies using absolute estimation tasks (typically 10
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to 40%: Cavallo & Laurent, 1988; Schiﬀ & Detwiler, 1979; Heuer, 1993, although see Rush-
ton and Wann (1999) who employed fast motions in a VR setup). ere are several potential
explanations for these errors. First, in the context of systematic error (or bias), it is relevant
to consider feedback regimes and the availability of a reference cue. Speciĕcally, providing
feedback will provide the observer with direct information about errors in their estimates and
they can adjust their decision criterion to minimize their error (Karanka, Rushton, & Free-
man, 2007). Similarly, a reference cue will anchor the observers' decision criteria. As we did
not provide either in Experiment 1, estimates depended on individual (and unconstrained)
decision criterion, resulting in large systematic and variable errors. Second, our ĕxed viewing
distance setup involved cue conĘicts (e.g. between vergence and accommodation) so esti-
mates of approach and time-to-contact are likely to be less reliable than they would have been
in a natural viewing situation.
In Experiment 2, in which observers made their perceptual judgments relative to an au-
ditory cue, we found that errors are much lower (20-120 ms, all underestimates). Observers'
judgments were reasonably precise: discrimination thresholds ranged from 180 to 600 ms;
the lower range is compatible with previously reported thresholds (about 125-300ms, Gray &
Regan, 1998). e higher thresholds were associated with the naive psychophysical observers,
potentially explaining the wider range of performance relative to that reported by Gray and
Regan (1998) whose observers were experienced.
3.5.3 Conclusions
In summary, observers' responses under experimental tasks that use absolute estimates or rel-
ative judgments of TTC appear to be best explained on the basis that they judge the presented
TTC, rather than its covariates. Our results suggest that the single-trial relative paradigm is
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the more favourable method to study perceptual judgments of TTC as it reduces the impact
of the systematic and variable errors that can be seen with an absolute method.
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Velocity judgments of three-dimensional
motion incorporate extra-retinal information Ƭ
When tracking an object moving in depth, the visual system should take changes of eye vergence into account to
judge the object's 3D velocity correctly. Previouswork has shown that extra-retinal information about changes in
eye vergence is exploited when judging the sign of 3Dmotion. Here we ask whether extra-retinal signals also af-
fect judgments of 3D velocity. Observers judged the velocity of a small target surrounded by a large background.
Tomanipulate extra-retinal information, we varied the vergence demand of the entire stimulus sinusoidally over
time. At diﬀerent phases of vergence pursuit, we changed the disparity of the target relative to the background,
leading observers to perceive approaching targetmotion. We determined psychometric functions for the target's
approach velocity when the eyes were (1) converging, (2) diverging, (3) maximally converged and (4) maximally
diverged. e target's motion was reported as faster during convergence and slower during divergence, but per-
ceived velocity was little aﬀected at near or far vergence positions. us, 3D velocity judgments are aﬀected
by extra-retinal signals about changes in eye rotation, but appear unaﬀected by the absolute orientation of the
eyes. We develop a model that accounts for observers' judgments by taking a weighted average of the retinal and
extra-retinal signals to 3D motion.
ƬThis chapter has been published in Journal of Vision as: Lugtigheid, A. J., Brenner, E., & Welchman, A. E.
(2011). Speed judgments of three-dimensional motion incorporate extraretinal information. Journal of Vi-
sion, 11, 1-11, (http://www.journalofvision.org/content/11/13/1). This chapter was a collaborationwith Drs
AndrewWelchman and Eli Brenner. EB andAWconceptualised the experiment. AL and EBwere responsible
for data collection. AL analysed the data. AL, EB and AEWwrote the paper and implemented the model.
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4.1 Introduction
How do we perceive the velocity of objects moving in depth? If the eyes are ĕxated on a
stationary target, an object's three-dimensional (3D) velocity towards and away from the ob-
server is signalled by the change in position of the object on the le and right eyes' retinae
across time. An estimate of the object's 3D velocity could therefore be derived from retinal
cues, such as changes in binocular disparity (Cumming & Parker, 1994; Harris & Watama-
niuk, 1995; Regan & Gray, 2009) or diﬀerences in interocular velocity (Beverley & Regan,
1973; Rokers, Cormack, & Huk, 2009; Shioiri, Saisho, & Yaguchi, 2000). Under typical view-
ing conditions, however, observers track the object's movement with their eyes. e resulting
change in eye vergence minimizes the absolute binocular disparity of the object, reducing the
magnitude of the retinal signal. us, it would be sensible for the visual system to combine
information about retinal motion and eye vergence pursuit to estimate the object's true mo-
tion.
e visual system could derive information about vergence pursuit from the retinal slip of
static scene structures, and/or from extra-retinal signals related to eye movement. However,
the idea that extra-retinal signals contribute to 3Dmotion perception is contentious (Brenner
et al., 1996; Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985b; Harris, 2006; Regan et al., 1986) and it is widely held
that observers are insensitive to large changes in eye vergence when these are not accompa-
nied by changes in relative disparity. For example, Erkelens and Collewijn (1985b) and Regan
et al. (1986) reported that large changes in the absolute disparity of an extensive (30 x 30 deg)
stimulus did not give rise to sensations of 3D motion, even though they induced vergence
pursuit (Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985a). As a result, they concluded that extra-retinal signals
about changes in eye vergence provide poor information about motion-in-depth. Further,
Brenner et al. (1996) showed that observers did not perceive the 3D motion of a large object
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whose absolute disparity changed by 3 deg. In these studies changing vergence signals con-
Ęicted with the absence of looming; An indication that changes in size are critical to motion
in depth is that some 3D motion is perceived without retinal slip when the target does not
convey looming information, for example when small targets are used (Gonzalez, Allison,
Ono, & Vinnikov, 2010; Brenner et al., 1996; Regan et al., 1986; Harris, 2006; Howard, 2008).
ese studies suggest that judgments of 3D motion are informed by extra-retinal cues when
the cue conĘict is less evident.
Nefs and Harris (2008) investigated the eﬀect of vergence pursuit eye movements on in-
duced motion (the perception that a stationary target moves in the presence of a moving in-
ducer). ey showed that when participants pursued a fast moving inducer, induced motion
of the target was tenfold higher thanwhen they were asked to track the target. ey accounted
for their ĕndings on the basis that the visual system estimates 3D motion by taking the sum
of retinal and extra-retinal signals, with a gain factor attenuating the inĘuence of the extra-
retinal signal (also see Nefs & Harris, 2007). Welchman et al. (2009) showed that the retinal
slip that initiated ocular pursuit is not responsible for the extra-retinal contribution to judg-
ments of 3D motion sign (approaching or receding). Such judgments are best explained on
the basis that observers combine the instantaneous retinal slip with extra-retinal (vergence)
signals.
Here we extend the technique developed by (Welchman et al., 2009) to have observers
make judgments about the motion of a small target that is surrounded by a large, moving
background (Figure 4.1). As in the previous study, we vary the position of the background
continuously over time, creating a sinusoidal vergence demand (Figure 4.2A) that induces
pursuit with a high gain (Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985b). is stimulus ensures that the ob-
servers' eyes are smoothly pursuing the target (and could therefore provide extra-retinal in-
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Figure 4.1: Schematic showing the lateral motion information available to the left eye for 3D motion
judgments. At time 1, when the target (red dot) has not yet started to "move", the target is at the centre of
themovingbackground (horizontal black line) and the eyes are öxatedon F1 (note that this is not necessarily
representative, but is assumed for clarity). At time 2, the background has moved by extent B (black arrow)
and the target by extent T (red arrow) so the target has moved relative to the background by extent T-B
(green arrow). The eyes havemoved by P (blue arrow) and are now öxating on F2, slightly behind the centre
of the background (B2). This 'lag' causes a retinal øow of the background, B', and a retinal slip of the target,
T'. The inset shows the interpretation of such lateral target motion in terms of motion in depth, assuming
that the right eye sees a mirror symmetrical image.
formation) during the test portion of the experiment inwhich the target starts tomove relative
to the background (Figures 4.1 and 4.2B). By using a large background stimulus that has a
constant retinal size, we ensure that observers cannot perceive their eye vergence pursuit due
to the conĘict between vergence changes and the absence of looming (Erkelens & Collewijn,
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of howmovement of the target and backgroundwere used to separate retinal
and extra-retinal cues to motion estimation. (A) An illustration of the motion in depth of the target and
background in each condition. The background moved back and forth sinusoidally, in opposite directions
in the two eyes, throughout the entire experiment (frequency = 0.25Hz). In terms of binocular cues this cor-
responds with oscillations in depth, but due to the absence of looming these oscillations are not perceived.
Target motion was perceivedwhenwe changed the relative disparity of the target with respect to the back-
ground. We did so at four phases of the background's oscillation (orange arrows): far, near, converging or
diverging. (B) Velocity of the target with respect to the background (upper panel) and of the targets and
the background (lower panel) for the left eye. The same relative velocity corresponds to diﬀerent target
velocities in the four conditions.
1985b; Regan et al., 1986; Welchman et al., 2009). us any inĘuence of vergence pursuit on
the interpretation of changes in relative disparity in terms of judged velocity would indicate
that extra-retinal signals contribute directly to such judgments.
In our experiment, we brieĘy move the target with respect to the background - thereby
introducing a relative retinal motion component (and thus changing relative disparity) in ad-
dition to the absolute motion of the whole stimulus (i.e. the sinusoidal displacement of the
target and background). We measure judgments of approach velocity under four conditions:
when the eyes are pursuing in converging (approaching) or diverging (receding) directions
and when the eyes are at the maximum (near) andminimum (far) vergence excursions. us,
we contrive that the same magnitude of the retinal cue (changing relative disparity) is com-
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Figure 4.3: Model predictions for a relative velocity model (A,B) and an absolute velocity model (C,D).
The relative velocity could be judged by taking the diﬀerence between the retinal slip velocity of the target
(T') and the retinal øow velocity of the background (B'). The absolute velocity of the target could be judged
by summing thepursuit velocity (P) and the retinal velocity of the target (T'). Note that since T' = T - P andB' =
B - P, the predictions for the perceived velocity are T-B and T, respectively, irrespective of the pursuit velocity.
Predictions are shown both in terms of the relative velocity (A,C) and in terms of the absolute velocity (B,D)
on the screen. Whenever curves overlap only the red curve is visible.
bined with diﬀerent magnitudes of the extra-retinal cue (Figure 4.2B, bottom panel).
Given the presence of both retinal and extra-retinal cues to 3D motion, we consider two
potential models for the visual system's use of this information. First, observers might ignore
all extra-retinal information, so that judgments of the target's approach velocity depend only
on retinal velocity and are unaﬀected by diﬀerences in vergence pursuit. is relative velocity
model would take as its inputs the retinal Ęow velocities of the background (B0) and of the
target (T 0). Velocity judgments would be calculated as the diﬀerence between T' and B'. If
so, eye pursuit velocity (P) has no bearing on the observer's judgment, because the diﬀerence
between T' and B' is unaﬀected by adding a constant to each. is retinal model would predict
psychometric functions from our four experimental conditions that lie on top of each other
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when expressed in terms of relative velocity (Figure 4.3A). Alternatively, observers might
judge the velocity of the target by combining the pursuit velocity (P ) with the retinal velocity
of the target (T 0). is absolute velocity model describes the total vergence demand of the
target, and predicts that judgments of velocity will be faster during convergence, and slower
during divergence (see Figure 4.3D). Both of these models ignore the fact that the perceived
velocity should depend on the static convergence of the eyes (i.e. the viewing distance). We
will examine this scaling issue in the discussion section.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Observers
Two of the authors and four naive observers who were recruited from staﬀ of the Faculty of
HumanMovement Sciences at the VU University of Amsterdam took part in the study. ey
all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were screened to ensure that they could
discriminate 1 arcmin of disparity in a brieĘy (300 ms) presented random dot stereogram.
4.2.2 Apparatus
Images were presented stereoscopically on a mirror-stereoscope with two 24-inch CRT (Sony
GDM-FW900)monitors, each seen by one eye through amirror. emonitors displayed 1096
by 686 pixels at a refresh rate of 160 Hz (an individual pixel subtended about 3.1 arcmin). e
distance from the observer's eyes to the monitors was about 50 cm. Observers responded by
pressing keys on a keyboard. Binocular eye movements were recorded using an Eyelink II eye
tracker (SR Research Ltd.) at a sampling rate of 500 Hz.
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4.2.3 Stimulus
Observers ĕxated a small blue target dot (diameter = 7 arcmin), surrounded by a large back-
ground (20 cm / 22 deg wide, 30 cm / 31 deg high) of randomly positioned green triangles
(side length 1.7 cm / 2 deg), avoiding a small region (3 cm / 3.4 deg wide, 1.5 cm / 1.7 deg
high) around the target. We masked visible changes in the position of the background by ro-
tating the triangles around their centres at a speed of 45 deg/s. Half of the triangles rotated
clockwise and the other half rotated anti-clockwise. To measure the inĘuence of extra-retinal
signals the observers' eyes had to be smoothly pursuing the background in depth. We induced
these vergence pursuit eye movements by continuously varying the lateral positions of the le
and right eyes' images in counter-phase following a sinusoidal proĕle (frequency = 0.25 Hz).
e amplitude of the lateral movement of the background was ±5 mm (34 arcmin), corre-
sponding to a movement in depth from about 9 cm behind the screen to 7 cm in front of the
screen. is corresponds to a vergence change of about 1.14 deg (or 0.57 deg in each eye).
To ensure that the modulations of absolute disparity in the background were impercep-
tible, we kept the retinal size of the background constant. is created a conĘict between
monocular and binocular cues for the background's simulated position in depth (looming
cues signalled no 3D motion although binocular cues signalled motion). While looming in-
formation is signiĕcant for the large background, for our small target its inĘuence is negligible
(the maximum change in retinal size of the target is 2% of 7 arcmin, which is well below our
rendering resolution). In previous studies, we (Welchman et al., 2009) and others (Erkelens
& Collewijn, 1985b; Regan et al., 1986) have shown that keeping the retinal size of the back-
ground constant successfully prevents observers fromdiscriminating approaching or receding
motion (neither was there any perception of change in the apparent size of the stimulus). To
further ensure that there was no relative retinal motion from static objects and thus that eye
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movement was indicated by extra-retinal signals rather than relative retinal slip from static
structures we took a number of precautions. Speciĕcally, the experiment was conducted in
full darkness and any residual light from objects within the ĕeld of view was removed by sur-
rounding the CRTs and mirrors in dark cloth. In addition, we reduced the luminance of the
CRTs to ensure that observers could not see the 'black' background illumination of the dis-
plays nor could they see the mirrors. Finally, we ensured that movement of the background
stimulus did not reach the edges of the displays, ensuring there were no cues from occlusion
that would arise if the stimulus moved oﬀ the screen.
4.2.4 Procedure
On each trial, the target's disparity relative to the background changed at one of ĕve rates. e
target always moved to the right across the background in the le eye and to the le across the
background in the right eye, consistent with approaching 3Dmotion. Once the target started
moving relative to the background, its colour also changed from blue to red. Aer the target
approached the observer for 300 ms it disappeared, but the moving background remained
visible. e blue target reappeared aer 1 sec, moving on its sinusoidal proĕle with zero dis-
parity with respect to the background. We used ĕve rates of relative disparity change, spaced
in steps of 0.5 mm/s of lateral movement around themean rate of 2.5 mm/s. is corresponds
to rates of change of disparity of about 21 to 48 arcmin/s. In the interest of consistency, we
will report our results in units of mm/s on the screen, as we experimentally manipulate the
changing disparity information by means of lateral motion on the screen (in opposite direc-
tions in the le and right eyes). On each trial, observers judged whether the velocity of the
target was faster or slower than the mean velocity of the stimulus set (cf. McKee, 1981). We
measured psychometric functions for approach velocity in four interleaved conditions: when
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the eyes were moving to (a) converge or (b) diverge and when the eyes were at the end-points
of their trajectories in (c) near and (d) far vergence positions (see Figure 4.2A for a cartoon).
We prevented dark-adaptation by presenting a white screen every 10 trials (approximately
every 80 seconds) for 5 seconds. During this interval, we also calibrated the eye tracker by
displaying an isolated black ĕxation target that jumped back and forth laterally every 500 ms
by ±0.57 deg (the amount that the eyes were to move in opposite directions whilst pursuing
the background). e median version response for each eye was considered to correspond to
this distance. Each observer completed 400 trials (4 conditions, 5 stimulus levels, 20 trials)
in two sessions. As it was unlikely that observers formed a reliable criterion for the mean
velocity within 10 trials, we discarded the ĕrst 10 trials from each session.
4.2.5 Eye movement recording and analysis
During the experiment, observers were instructed to maintain ĕxation on the target. We
recorded the le and right eye positions. To analyse these eye movement data, we ĕrst cali-
brated raw gaze positions by manually selecting ĕxations in calibration blocks and then con-
verted these to degrees of visual angle. Pre-processing of eyemovements involved the removal
of trials in which blinks or saccades occurred during or shortly (200 ms) before or aer target
presentation (2% of trials) and trials in which the eye position data were excessively noisy (5%
of trials) and did not resemble ĕxations or saccades, potentially due to instability in the eye
tracker's estimate of the eye position. Eye trace signals were screened 'blind' in that neither
the experimental condition nor the observer's psychophysical response was known when in-
specting the eye movement traces. e removal of individual trials due to blinks and noise
required the agreement of two of the authors. We calculated horizontal vergence as the right
minus the le horizontal eye position, with each position being related to the positions when
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ĕxating the screen centre (so negative values for vergence correspond to positions that are
nearer than the screen).
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Eye movements
Our ĕrst analysis investigated how well our observers made vergence pursuit eye movements
in response to the largemoving stimulus. Figure 4.4A shows the eye position data for the crit-
ical part of a single trial in which the target was presented while the eyes where converging.
To characterise the gain and the phase lag of vergence pursuit, we ĕrst combined the parts of
the trajectory that we considered the critical portion of each trial (i.e. the eye trace during
target presentation ± 200 ms) and then ĕtted a sine function to the median vergence response
across observers with the function's amplitude and phase as free parameters. Vergence pur-
suit gain was then calculated as the peak amplitude of the ĕtted sine function divided by the
peak amplitude of the vergence demand. Phase lag was calculated as the diﬀerence in phase
between the best ĕtting sine and the vergence demand of the stimulus.
We found that observers made accurate vergence pursuit movements in response to the
changing absolute disparity of the stimulus (Figure 4.4B), with a vergence gain of about 0.97.
is is in line with previous studies that used a frequency of 0.25 Hz, which reported pursuit
gains that approached unity for velocities of up to 1.5 deg/s (Erkelens et al., 1985b). We found
that there was a mean delay (pursuit lag) of approximately 100 ms between the changing dis-
parity of the background and the vergence response.
4.3.2 Perceived 3D velocity
We next examined velocity judgments under the four experimental conditions (convergence,
divergence, near and far vergence). We obtained psychometric functions for approach veloc-
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Figure 4.4: Measured eye positions from 200ms before the target startedmoving until 200ms after the
target disappeared. The dashed lines indicate the background position. (A) Eye movements from a single
trial in which the eyes were converging when the target was presented. Top row: left and right eye traces.
Bottom row: version and vergence traces (i.e. meanof anddiﬀerencebetween the left and right eyes traces).
(B) Median vergence response for each condition (expressed in terms of half the lateral distance between
where the two eyes were directed on the screen).
ity as a function of the target's motion relative to the background (Figure 4.5). Fitting these
data with a cumulative Gaussian yielded the point of subjective equality (PSE; 50% point on
the curve) to provide a measure of the perceived velocity of the target. We deĕned velocity
discrimination thresholds (v) as the standard deviation of the ĕtted Gaussian and we de-
ĕned increment thresholds (i.e. Weber fractions) as the ratio of threshold velocity to themean
relative velocity (v/v). Because individual data did not vary signiĕcantly across observers
(e.g. see Figure 4.5D), we collapsed the individual data across observers. Statistical tests were
performed on (uncollapsed) individual data.
We found that judgments of 3D velocity diﬀered signiĕcantly between conditions (re-
peated measures ANOVA on the PSE's: F3;15 = 18:5; p < :001). e most striking feature of
the data was that a target with the same retinal velocity was seen as faster during convergence
than during divergence (Figure 4.4 - green vs. cyan data series). e diﬀerence between the
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Figure 4.5: Psychophysical results. (A) Psychometric functions for the fraction of trials in which observers
responded that the target approached faster than the mean approach velocity as a function of the relative
velocity on the screen. Separate functions for the conditions in which the eyes were in near (red) and far
(blue) vergence positions and when the eyes were converging (green) and diverging (cyan). (B) Points of
subjective equality with standard errors. The solid horizontal line represents themean velocity of the target
with respect to the background. (C) Increment thresholdswith standard errors. (D) Individual subjects' data.
PSEs was 1.42 mm/s of lateral velocity (consistent with a 3D velocity of about 2.2 cm/s, about
60% of the standard velocity of the target; t5 = 6:03; p < :01). We found no signiĕcant shi
between the psychometric functions for the nearly stationary eyes in the far and near vergence
positions (the diﬀerence was 0.14 mm/s; t5 = :69; p = :52).
Increment thresholds did not diﬀer signiĕcantly between the conditions (F3;15 = 2:36; p =
:113; Figure 4.4C). is result was expected, given that judgments were made with respect
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to an internal standard that was the mean of the entire stimulus set. We found that the mean
increment threshold for approach velocity was 0.22 (across observers and conditions). is
is consistent with previously reported thresholds for the velocity of motion-in-depth (0.20;
Harris & Watamaniuk, 1995) and lateral motion (0.25; McKee, 1981).
4.4 Discussion
When judging 3D motion of a target, observers tend to change vergence to track the ob-
ject. To judge 3D motion correctly, the visual system should therefore take account of eye
movements. Here we isolated extra-retinal cues to vergence from the retinal cues that would
normally accompany vergence eye movements and tested how extra-retinal information is
combined with retinal signals to judge 3D velocity. Our results show that extra-retinal cues
to vergence pursuit movements systematically aﬀected judgments of 3D velocity: an object's
approach velocity is reported to be faster during convergence and slower during divergence.
is must be due to the rotation of the eyes rather than to distance scaling because judgments
were not sensitive to whether the eyes were at near or far vergence positions. Speciĕcally,
the transformation of a changing retinal disparity signal to 3D velocity depends on knowing
the viewing distance: from binocular geometry, the same rate of change in disparity at a far
distance should result in a faster perceived 3D velocity than when it is presented at a closer
distance. Interestingly, in our experiment we did not ĕnd evidence for such scaling.
In the Introduction, we outlined sets of predictions for performance in these diﬀerent
conditions under two diﬀerent models. When we compare our psychophysical results (Figure
4.5) with thesemodels' predictions (Figure 4.3) it is clear that neither provides a good account
of our results. We will consider two possible reasons for this: that the perceived velocity is
determined by a combination of the two sources of information and that the perceived velocity
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is scaled by ocular convergence despite the background appearing to remain at a constant
distance. However, ĕrst we will brieĘy discuss the eye movements themselves.
4.4.1 Eﬀects of pursuit lag
Although observers pursued the background almost perfectly, we found that the eyes lagged
the background by about 100 ms ( 4.4B). Do we need to consider this lag when interpreting
our results? Both the models we outlined in the Introduction are insensitive to lag: the rel-
ative velocity model considers the diﬀerence between the retinal velocity of the background
(B) and target (T ), so introducing an equal increment or decrement to both has no eﬀect on
their diﬀerence; the absolute velocity model is independent of the magnitude of the pursuit
signal (P ) because it only depends on target velocity (T ) - lag will aﬀect pursuit and retinal
slip of the target (T 0) to equal and opposite extents, so their sum will not change. We can for-
mulate modiĕed models that consider that retinal slip is combined with a later eye movement
(Rotman, Brenner, & Smeets, 2004, 2005), in which case the target will appear to move faster
in the far than in the near condition, because a later eye movement will include more con-
vergence for the far target and more divergence for the near target. We see some indication
of this in Figure 4.5A, but the individual subjects' data in Figure 4.5B suggest that this is all
due to one subject (S2). For the approaching and receding conditions this eﬀect should be
minimal because the velocity of the background hardly changes near the time at which the
target is presented.
4.4.2 Scaling angular velocity by viewing distance
From our results it is clear that changes in the orientation of the eyes aﬀect judgments of 3D
velocity. In seeking to explain our data we have so far only consideredmodels that use angular
velocity measures. As the retinal projection of movement depends on the viewing distance, it
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is reasonable to ask whether observers recovered the real-world velocity, scaling the angular
retinal velocities by the viewing distance. In our displays there are two potential sources of
information about the viewing distance: the vergence position of the eyes (cf. Enright, 1991;
Foley, 1980; J. P. Frisby, Catherall, Porrill, & Buckley, 1997; Collett et al., 1991; Brenner &
van Damme, 1998; Taroyan, Buckley, Porrill, & Frisby, 2000; Backus & Matza-Brown, 2003)
and the gradient of vertical disparities in the projection of the background (Bradshaw, Glen-
nerster, & Rogers, 1996; Backus, Banks, van Ee, & Crowell, 1999; Brenner et al., 2001). ese
two sources were always consistent with each other. e diﬀerence in vergence between the
near and far conditions was about 1.14 deg. Changes in the vertical extent of the stimulus (i.e.
the vertical separation between triangles at the top and bottom of the background in the two
eyes) were 4.6 arcmin (0.2 %) at most. Note moreover that changes in vertical disparity are
negligible for the target (the object the observers were judging), so vertical disparity can only
contribute to scaling (or judging eye rotation on the basis of the background's retinal image
deformation). Considering the data from the near and far vergence conditions allows us to
assess the extent to which observers scaled angular velocity estimates to judge 3D velocity. In
particular, if observers scaled the retinal velocities by the vergence distance, we would expect
that the same retinal velocity is perceived as faster at the far vergence position.
Figure 4.6 shows what our data would look like if observers recovered the 3D velocity of
the target by scaling the angularmeasurements by eye vergence. Comparing the predictions of
a real-world (3D) velocity model ( Figure4.6A) with our psychophysical results ( Figure4.5A),
it is clear that observers did not recover the real-world velocity. If we consider the individual
subjects' data ( Figure4.5), it is clear that only one participant (Subject S2) shows a diﬀerence
between judgments in the near and far vergence positions. However, this observer's data does
not match the predictions of the real-world velocity model ( Figure4.6A). We conclude that
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Figure 4.6: Predictions for a model that recovers the real-world velocity of the target, both in terms of
the relative velocity on the screen. (A) and in terms of the real world velocity that would coincide with the
simulated target positions on the screen (B). Note that this model scales the lateral motion by the viewing
distance when judging velocity, in contrast to our original models.
judgments of 3D velocity are aﬀected by extra-retinal signals about changes in eye orientation
(i.e. the diﬀerences between the converging and diverging conditions), but are unaﬀected by
extra-retinal signals relating to the baseline vergence of the eyes (i.e. the lack of signiĕcant
diﬀerences between the near and far conditions). is lack of scaling conforms to previous
work on the scaling of velocity in the fronto-parallel plane (McKee & Welch, 1989), suggest-
ing that the visual system codes 3D velocity signals in angular dimensions, uncorrected for
viewing distance.
4.4.3 Relative contribution of retinal and extra-retinal signals
It is clear that none of the models we have considered so far can account for our results: ob-
servers do not base their judgments on the relative velocity of the target with respect to the
background or the absolute angular velocity of the target. In addition, we have shown that
observers do not recover the target's real-world velocity. What estimate of velocity were our
subjects using? Both of our original models exploit angular velocity measurements and both
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would normally (if the background were not 'moving') provide estimates of the target's mo-
tion in depth. Observers may therefore exploit a weighted average of both signals. To test
whether this could account for observers' performance, we constructed a model that cal-
culates a weighted average of information about the retinal slip of the target relative to the
background (MODEL 1; T 0   B0) and information about the absolute velocity of the tar-
get (MODEL 2; P + T 0). e weight term (w) determines the relative contributions of both
sources of information. Speciĕcally, we described the estimated velocity (V ) as:
V = w(P + T 0) + (1  w)(T 0  B0); (4.1)
which can be simpliĕed to:
V = wP + T 0   (1  w)B0: (4.2)
e best way to combine the twomeasures is for the weight term w to be chosen such that the
precision of V is maximized (Cochran, 1937). is is so when w is related to the variances
associated with the retinal Ęow of the background (2B) and of the pursuit signal (2P ) by:
w =
1/2P
1/2P + 1/
2
B
(4.3)
Note that although the variance in the percept also depends on the variance associated with
the retinal slip of the target (2T ), the latter contribution is independent of w so it does not in-
Ęuence the optimal weight. Using previously published data (Experiment 1 fromWelchman
et al., 2009), we estimated the relative sensitivity of observers to retinal and extra-retinal sig-
nals to be a factor of 2.86. us, we estimate that P = 2:86B . Substituting this in equation
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Figure 4.7: Predictions for a model based on a weighted average of the absolute velocity of the target
and the velocity of the target relative to the background. The solid curves showmodel predictions. Data
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4.3 gives w = 0.11.
is weighted model provides an excellent ĕt to the psychophysical results (Figure 4.7).
We therefore conclude that the visual system estimates the velocity of motion in depth by
taking a weighted average of changes in relative retinal disparity (Model 1) and changes in
the target's angular rate of convergence as estimated from the sum of retinal slip and extra-
retinal eye velocity (Model 2). is is consistent with studies that have shown that observers
use extra-retinal signals when judging velocity in the fronto-parallel plane (Brenner & van
den Berg, 1994; Champion & Freeman, 2010; Freeman, 2001; Freeman & Banks, 1998; Free-
man, Champion, & Warren, 2010; Freeman & Fowler, 2000; Turano & Massof, 2001).e
weight that we ĕnd for the extra-retinal component is lower than the extra-retinal gain terms
found for the estimation of lateralmotion, which are typically between 0.6 and 0.8 (Freeman&
Banks, 1998; Freeman & Fowler, 2000; Turano & Massof, 2001). However, looming is likely
to typically provide a substantial contribution to judgments of motion in depth, for which
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there is no equivalent for lateral motion. Alternatively, the diﬀerent weights may be due to
the much larger angular velocity relative to each eye required for lateral motion than for a
similar amount of motion in depth.
Other work also suggests a lower weight (ca. 0.4) for extra-retinal information when judg-
ing 3Dmotion (Howard, 2008). Moreover, the weight is likely to depend on the velocities in-
volved. For instance, consider that under our paradigm the target appears static until it starts
moving relative to the background. From Eq 2, this might appear unexpected. Speciĕcally,
the only way to estimate V=0 when there is no relative disparity and some angular motion, is
to assume that the weight given to angular motion is zero during this portion of the trial. In
fact, giving zero weight to the angular motion in this situation is quite reasonable as the vari-
ance associated with the estimate of velocity from relative motion is likely to be very low (i.e.
the lack of relative retinal motion in the display is quite certain). For two objects moving in
depth at slightly diﬀerent velocities, as is the case in the critical conditions of our experiment
(approaching and receding), the certainty in the estimate of their relativemotion is likely to be
large because the diﬀerence in velocity is small, whereas the certainty in the estimate of each
of their absolute velocities is likely to be small because both objects are moving fast. In light of
this, our study probably underestimates the role of extra-retinal information in judging mo-
tion in depth because relative motion was probably given more weight than would normally
be the case.
4.4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, by independently manipulating the extra-retinal signal and measuring the re-
sulting biases in velocity perception we demonstrate that the human visual system exploits
extra-retinal signals when judging the velocity of motion in depth, just as it does for judg-
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ments of lateral velocity. We present a model that uses a weighted combination of changes in
relative disparity and diﬀerences in angular motion to reproduce measured perceptual judg-
ments. Finally, we show that perceived velocity is not scaled by the orientation of the eyes,
indicating that under our paradigm people judge angular velocities rather than velocities in
3D space. Acknowledgments
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5
The inøuence of retinal size on
disparity-deöned distance judgments
From simple geometry, the retinal projection of an object in the environment depends on both its physical size
and distance from the observer. us, given a sensed retinal size the brain should not know the distance of the
object: the retinal measurement is compatible with inĕnite combinations of physical sizes and distances. Many
previous studies have shown that, under monocular viewing with all other cues to depth eliminated, an object
projecting a larger retinal image is perceived as closer. When other cues to depth (e.g. disparity and vergence)
are available, the eﬀect of retinal size on depth estimates should be minimal. We measured psychometric func-
tions of disparity-deĕned depth of equal or diﬀering retinal size. We ĕnd that retinal size inĘuenced observers'
judgments of distance: targets with a larger retinal image were systematically reported as being seen closer than
a target with a smaller retinal size at the same disparity-deĕne distance. In addition, we show that the amount
of perceptual bias increases as (1) the ratio between the retinal sizes of the two targets increased; and (2) the
absolute distance to the two targets increased. To account for our ĕndings, we present a probabilistic model that
combines binocular disparity with retinal size information, assuming that the retinal sizes of the two targets are
produced by targets of the same physical size.
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5.1 Introduction
Judging the distance to and between objects in our environment is a principal task of the
visual system. In natural viewing, perceived depth depends on many sources of visual infor-
mation (cues) that signal depth, such as binocular disparity, perspective and motion paral-
lax. However, in going from the retinal image to depth perception, the brain is posed with
a fundamental problem: the third dimension (depth) is not directly available from the two-
dimensional retinal input ("inverse optics" problem). For example, binocular disparity can
signal relative but not absolute distance; the interpretation of metric depth from disparity
depends on the visual system combining retinal information with extra-retinal information
about the orientation of the eyes.
One means of circumventing this, is for the visual system to combine multiple pieces of
sensory information (depth cues) that are subject to diﬀerent constraints. Most contempo-
rary theories of cue combination are based around a modular Bayesian framework, in which
each cue is ĕrst processed separately, followed by a probabilistic combination stage in which
each cue's relative contribution depends on its relative reliability (e.g. Landy et al., 1995).
is Bayesian approach has successfully accounted for many aspects of depth perception, in-
cluding surface slant (Hillis et al., 2002, 2004; Knill & Saunders, 2003), object shape (Ernst &
Banks, 2002; Johnston, 1991; Johnston et al., 1993) and three-dimensional speed (Lugtigheid,
Brenner, &Welchman, In Press). However, only a few recent studies have investigated this cue
combination approach in the context of distance perception (e.g. Held et al., 2010; Svarverud,
Gilson, & Glennerster, 2010)
For example, Svarverud et al. (2010) showed that results from a distance-matching task in
a virtual expanding room could be predicted by aweighted combination of physical cues (cues
that allow reconstruction of the 3D environment, i.e. binocular disparity andmotion parallax)
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Figure 5.1: Ambiguities in distance from retinal
size Retinal size cannot unambiguously signal dis-
tance: a single retinal measurement is consistent
with inönite combinations of distance and size.
Here, this is illustrated by two objects (1 and 2)
that are located at a diﬀerent physical distance
(z) and have a diﬀerent physical size (s), yet their
projected size on the retina is equal.
and texture-based cues (cues that are invariant despite the expansion of the room) cues. Held
et al. (2010) investigated how blur (image defocus) contributes to depth perception. Blur is a
scale ambiguous cue to depth; i.e. on its own, blur is unable to provide a single estimate of focal
or relative distance. However, Held et al. (2010) showed that when blur is probabilistically
combined with other ambiguous pictorial cues (e.g. perspective), the combination of cues
could provide an estimate of both focal and relative distance information.
Here we investigate how the visual system combines depth information from binocular
disparity and retinal size. Like blur, binocular disparity information can only convey relative
depth information, but the recovery of ametric depth estimate is constrained by the geometry
of binocular vision. Speciĕcally, correct interpretation of relative disparity depends on know-
ing the viewing distance and the visual systemmay use other cues (e.g. the convergence angle
of the eyes and/or vertical disparity) to provide this viewing distance. Retinal size could pro-
vide absolute depth information when the object is familiar and its size is known. For exam-
ple, artists create realistic illusions of depth in paintings by reproducing themonocular retinal
image that perspective forms on our retina when observing the depicted 3D scene. However,
when an object is unfamiliar the brain should not be able to recover distance information
from retinal size alone: the retinal measurement is consistent with inĕnite combinations of
physical object sizes and distances (Figure 5.1).
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However, in the natural environment there is an invariant relationship between the phys-
ical size of an object and its distance, such that an increase in the object's distance results in
a corresponding change in the size of its retinal projection. In a laboratory setting it can be
demonstrated that - under monocular viewing and with all other cues to distance eliminated
- variations in the retinal size of an unfamiliar object can lead to variations in perceived depth
(for a review, see Sedgwick, 1986). Under these constrained monocular viewing conditions,
retinal size has been shown to serve as a cue to distance in threeways: (i) a change in the retinal
size of an object is normally interpreted as a change in its distance, rather than a change in its
size (Ittleson, 1951a); (ii) absolute distance estimates vary as a function of retinal size (Over,
1963); and (iii) when two stationary objects are presented, their relative retinal size inĘuences
their perceived relative distance, the object subtending the larger visual angle appearing to be
closer (Ittleson, 1951b; Hochberg & McAlister, 1955; Gogel, 1964). In general, it is known
that size-matches under reduced viewing are dominated by retinal size (Gogel, 1969). When
the amount of monocular distance information is increased, size judgments are more likely
to be based on the actual physical size; i.e. there is size constancy (Holway & Boring, 1941).
However, judgments made under monocular viewing conditions seem unrepresentative for
viewing under natural conditions, in which observers have access to other cues to compensate
for the ambiguity in the retinal image (e.g. disparity and vergence cues).
In a series of experiments, we investigated how monocular retinal size information in-
teracts with binocular disparity. Geometrically, the combination of the convergence angles
of the eyes with relative disparity is unambiguously related to relative distance at short view-
ing distances (Ono & Comerford, 1977; Foley, 1980). us, a priori we expect that retinal
size has a negligible inĘuence when disparity information is available. In particular, the am-
biguous distance information signaled by retinal size seems unlikely to inĘuence distance
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estimates provided by relative disparity and vergence. To investigate this idea, we sequen-
tially presented two stimuli of equal and diﬀerent retinal size at the same distances. We found
that diﬀerences between the retinal size of two objects systematically aﬀected judgments of
disparity-deĕned distance, so that an object with a larger retinal size was seen as closer than
an object with a smaller retinal size at the same disparity-deĕned distance. To account for our
results, we present a probabilistic model that combines binocular distance cues with relative
size information.
5.2 General methods
5.2.1 Apparatus
Stimuli were created using OpenGL graphics libraries, implemented in the C# programming
language and were rendered using anti-aliasing and geometric perspective projection from
each eye. e stimuli were presented stereoscopically on a two-monitor haploscope (viewing
distance 50 cm) with inter-pupillary spacing and vergence angles conĕgured for each indi-
vidual observer. e graphics card (Nvidia Quadro 4400) displayed 1600 x 1200 pixels (an
individual pixel subtended 1.55 arcmin) at a refresh rate of 100 Hz.
5.2.2 Stimuli
In all experiments reported in this chapter the stimuli consisted of white outline discs against
a black background. A peripheral reference volumewas visible throughout the duration of the
experiment to provide a reference frame for relative disparity. is reference volume formed
a hollow box around the target and extended from about 30 cm to about 70 cm from the ob-
server (Figure 5.2A). Textured cubes were placed on an invisible grid of points on the outline
of the box, with each 'layer' separated by about 10 cm. e distance from the centre of the
target to the background was about 12 cm (about 13.5 deg from the middle of the screen)
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Figure 5.2: General stimulus and experimental procedures (A) Top down view of the stimulus conögura-
tion. The screen is located at 50 cm from the observer. The targets, presented in the midline between the
eyes, were surrounded by a peripheral reference volume that was at a lateral distance of approximately 12
cm (about 13.5 deg). (B) Observers sequentially viewed two targets, in this example one with a small and
one with a large retinal size, and were asked which one was closer: örst or second?
both in the horizontal and vertical direction. We chose a fairly large separation between the
targets and the reference volume to ensure that observers made comparisons between the
targets, rather than sequentially comparing the relative disparity of the target with respect to
the non-changing background. To avoid inappropriate matching of features in the reference
volume (i.e. the wallpaper eﬀect) some cubes were omitted to create an irregular grid.
5.2.3 Procedure
In all experiments except Experiment 4 observers matched the distance of two sequentially
presented targets by indicating - by means of a key press - whether the ĕrst or second target
they saw was closer (Figure 5.2B). One interval contained a standard stimulus and the other
contained a comparison stimulus, the distance of which was parametrically varied around
the standard using the method of constant stimuli (i.e. 2IFC). e order in which interval
the standard was presented was randomised on a trial-by-trial basis. We speciĕcally chose a
sequential paradigm to provide optimal conditions to measure any eﬀect of retinal size: if we
had presented the targets simultaneously the task would essentially be reduced to a vernier
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task, which would reduce our ability to measure any inĘuence of retinal size (e.g. see Wes-
theimer, 1979). Presentation duration was 700 ms, with a blank inter-interval pause of 500
ms. In all experiments, we obtained two PSE's per condition: one in which the small stimulus
was the standard and another for which the large stimulus was the standard. Aer each trial,
observers pressed a key to advance to the next trial.
5.2.4 Data analysis
Figure 5.3 shows the results for Experiment 1 for a single observer and provides an illustra-
tion of how we quantiĕed our results. To obtain estimates of the PSE (50% threshold), the
discrimination threshold and their respective 95% conĕdence intervals, we ĕrst constructed
psychometric functions for the proportion of trials on which the comparison stimulus was
seen as farther as a function of the disparity-deĕned depth separation of the standard and
comparison stimuli (e.g. see Figure 5.3A-B). We then ĕtted a cumulative Gaussian to our
data using the percentile bootstrap method implemented by the psigniĕt toolbox for Matlab
(Wichmann & Hill, 2001; estimates were based on 1999 simulations). e standard deviation
of the ĕtted Gaussians was divided by
p
2 to quantify the discrimination threshold (because
we used a 2IFC paradigm).
Average bias (here described as the diﬀerence between observers' estimates of disparity-
deĕned depth and its actual physical value) was calculated by averaging the shi in the PSE's
obtained for small and large standard stimuli as follows. We reasoned that if there were a
systematic shi in the PSE, we would ĕnd a directional bias, consistent with the results that
have been reported under monocular viewing. Speciĕcally, a large test would be seen at a
closer distance than a small standard stimulus, and vice versa. at is, the PSE shi for a large
test was expected to be negative (the large test would have to be adjusted to be farther to be
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Figure 5.3: Single observer results for Experiment 1The blue data series shows data obtained with a small
reference and a large test stimulus; red data series shows data obtained with a large reference and a small
test stimulus. (A) Psychometric functions for disparity-deöned depth for the "same-size" condition. (B) Psy-
chometric functions for disparity-deöneddepth for the "diﬀerent-size" condition. (C) Summary of the results
from the same- and diﬀerent size conditions. (D) Themean bias, calculated by örst multiplying the data col-
lected with the small standard by -1 and then averaging these data with the data collected for with a large
standard. All error bars show 95% conödence intervals.
seen as equidistant to the small standard). By the same reasoning, the PSE shi for the small
test was expected to be positive (see Figure 5.3C). To quantify the average shi in the PSE - and
thereby the perceptual bias - we ĕrst multiplied all 1999 bootstrap estimates for the PSE of the
large standard by -1. We then averaged these bootstrap values with the 1999 bootstrap values
for the PSE of the small test stimulus by adding the values in a point wisemanner and dividing
them by two. is resulted in a bootstrap distribution for the average estimate of the PSE
with 1999 averaged values. e average bias (the median) and its associated 95% conĕdence
intervals were then obtained from this average bootstrap distribution (see Figure 5.3D). e
same procedure was used to obtain a combined estimate for the standard deviations of the
ĕtted Gaussians.
5.2.5 Observers
e observers in each experiment were recruited from staﬀ and students at the University of
Birmingham. Each had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and could discriminate at least
1 arcmin of relative disparity in a brieĘy presented random-dot stereogram. Appendix B of
this thesis provides the details of observer screening.
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5.3 Experiment 1
5.3.1 Methods
In the ĕrst experiment, we establish how retinal size and relative disparity interact. We mea-
sured psychometric functions for disparity-deĕned distance in ĕve interleaved conditions.
In the ĕrst condition observers sequentially viewed pairs of small (7 arcmin) Gaussian dots
("no-size" condition); In the second condition observers viewed pairs of outline circles of
equal retinal size ("same-size" condition: large-large and small-small); In the third condition
observers saw pairs of outline discs of unequal retinal size ("diﬀerent-size" condition: large-
small and small-large; i.e. one condition in which the large target was the standard and one
in which the small target was the standard). Large targets had a retinal size of 2.3 deg, small
targets had a retinal size of 1.15 deg (i.e. their retinal size ratio was 2). e disparity-deĕned
distance of the standard stimulus was kept constant at 50 cm; the distance of the test stim-
ulus was systematically varied around the standard's distance by various amounts, with the
range of measurements tailored to each subject. is ensured that we could measure a full
psychometric function for all conditions despite there being large inter-observer diﬀerences
in perceptual bias and sensitivity. Nine naïve observers participated in this experiment (mean
age = 22.4±2.6 years).
5.3.2 Results
Our results show that retinal size signiĕcantly aﬀected judgments (repeatedmeasuresANOVA
with 'size' as the within-subjects factor: F2;16 = 44:28; p < :001; Figure 5.4). In particular, we
found a signiĕcant shi in the PSE (bias) when observers saw two object of diﬀerent retinal
size (single sample t-test with respect to zero: t8 = 6:73; p < :01; Figure 5.4A), such that a
large target was on average seen as closer than a small target and a small target was seen as
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Figure 5.4: Results of Experiment 1 for nine observers. Panels show the average shift in the PSE for (A)
the diﬀerent-size condition; (B) the same-size condition; and (C) the no-size condition. Error bars show 95%
conödence intervals. The grey bars (labeled 'M') show the mean bias across observers with the SEM.
farther than a large target. On average, the shi in the PSEwas 2.6 cm (23.61 arcmin at 50 cm).
Large diﬀerences were found between observers' perceptual bias (F1;8 = 43:71; p < :001;
Figure 5.4A) ranging from about 1 cm (9 arcmin) to about 4 cm (36 arcmin). In contrast, we
found no signiĕcant shi in the PSE (bias) when observers saw two stimuli of equal retinal
size (t8 = :31; p = :78; Figure 5.4B) or when they viewed two small Gaussian dots (t8 =
 1:62; p = :15; Figure 5.4C).
Retinal size also signiĕcantly aﬀected discrimination thresholds (F2;16 = 9:92; p < :01;
Figure 5.5). Speciĕcally, we found that threshold increased signiĕcantly (p < 0:01) when
we moved from a simple point (mean threshold = 0.84 cm or 5.33 arcmin) to two same-sized
discs (1.12 cmor 9.96 arcmin); presenting twodiﬀerent-sized discs slightly elevated thresholds
(mean threshold = 1.38 cm or 12.16 arcmin; p < 0:05). e thresholds reported here are
comparable to previous work on sequential stereopsis (Brenner & vanDamme, 1998; Enright,
1991; Taroyan et al., 2000). e elevated thresholds of the same-size condition relative to the
small point is expected, as there is a small cue conĘict between the depth speciĕed by retinal
size and relative disparity: the retinal size of two targets in the same-size condition is constant
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Figure 5.5: Thresholds in Experiment for nine observers in the no-size condition (white bars); the same-
size condition (light grey bars); and the diﬀerent size condition (dark grey bars). All error bars show 95%
conödence intervals, except those for the average whose values indicate the SEM across observers.
and therefore does not signal a change in distance, whereas the relative disparity does. is
maymake itmore challenging to discriminate the depth diﬀerence. By the same reasoning, the
diﬀerence between thresholds for the same- and diﬀerent-size conditions is presumably due
to the larger conĘict between retinal size and relative disparity; in the diﬀerent-size condition,
retinal size speciĕes amuch larger depth than that speciĕed by relative disparity and this larger
cue-conĘict situation may cause higher thresholds.
5.4 Experiment 2
5.4.1 Rationale
Having established that retinal size aﬀects judgments of disparity-deĕned distance, we next
ask how observers' judgments vary as a function of retinal size ratio. In particular, it is un-
clear whether this bias is due to the targets' absolute retinal size diﬀerence or their retinal size
ratio. In this experiment we investigate this question using two conditions (tested in separate
sessions).
5.4.2 Methods
e procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. However, in the ĕrst condition wemeasured
psychometric functions of disparity-deĕned distance of small and large targets by keeping the
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retinal size ratio between the two targets constant at 2. at is, we varied the absolute retinal
size of the small target in four equal steps from 0.4 to 1.6 deg; the large target was twice as large
as the small target (see 5.6, le bottom panel underneath the axis). In the second condition,
we always presented one small target (1.15 deg) and varied the retinal size of the other in
ĕve equally spaced steps from 1.38 to 2.3 deg, such that the retinal size ratio between the two
targets varied between 1.2 to 2 (see 5.6D, right bottom panel). As in the previous experiment,
the distance of the standard stimulus was constant at 50 cm, the distance of the test stimulus
was varied around the standard so that a full psychometric function was sampled. Six naive
observers took part (mean age = 23.9±2.8 years).
5.4.3 Results
When we kept the retinal size ratio constant, we found that bias did not diﬀer signiĕcantly
between diﬀerent absolute retinal sizes (Repeated measures ANOVA on the PSE's; F3;18 =
1:96; p = :16; Figure 5.6B). However, when we varied the retinal size ratio, we found that bias
varied between diﬀerent retinal size ratio's (F4;24 = 4:59; p < :01; Figure 5.6A). Interestingly,
even though we used the same observers in both conditions, we found a diﬀerence between
the magnitudes of bias. Speciĕcally, when we kept the retinal size ratio constant at a value of
two, we found that average bias was about 2.88 cm. Yet, when we varied the retinal size ratio,
the bias associated with a retinal size ratio of twowas about 1.71 cm. One possible explanation
for this diﬀerence is that when we varied the size ratio, the standard was always the same. is
may encourage the assumption that it is the same object, resulting in a larger bias. In the other
case, the changes in the size of the standard are large, so this may have encouraged observers
to believe that relative size is less indicative of distance.
When we varied the retinal size ratio, the change in ratio aﬀected thresholds (F3;18 =
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3:18; p < :05; Figure 5.6C) in a near-linear fashion, with a minimum of about 1 cm and a
maximum of about 1.8 cm. When we kept the retinal size ratio constant, thresholds were
relatively stable (with an average threshold of about 1 cm): the change in the absolute sizes of
the targets did not aﬀect threshold (F3;18 = 3:39; p = :11; Figure 5.6D). Finally, for all the
analyses described above, we found that for both the PSE shi and for its associated threshold
diﬀered signiĕcantly between observers (all F > 4, p < 0.01; Repeated Measures ANOVA).
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Figure 5.6: Perceptual bias as a function of retinal size ratio (panels A and C) and absolute retinal sizes
(panels B and D). Panels (A) and (C) show average shifts in the PSE and average thresholds, respectively, for
whenwe varied the ratio between the two targets' retinal sizes. Panels (B) and (D) show the average shifts in
the PSE and average thresholds, respectively, for when we varied the absolute sizes of the targets, but kept
their retinal size ratio constant. The red curves in (A) and (B) show regression curves. Error bars show the
SEM. The stimulus manipulation (retinal size ratio varied or constant) is illustrated underneath the axes.
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5.5 Experiment 3
5.5.1 Rationale
In the introduction we stated that the visual system integrates information from several cues
to depth, where the inĘuence of each individual cue depends on each cue's estimated relative
reliability (e.g. see Landy et al., 1995; Ernst &Banks, 2002). is experiment tests the idea that
the visual system combines information from disparity and retinal size according to their rel-
ative reliabilities. Speciĕcally, the quality of depth information varies with distance (Cutting
& Vishton, 1995; Tresilian & Mon-Williams, 2000): e.g. disparity information is most eﬀec-
tive at near distances, but decreases as the absolute (viewing) distance increases (Howard &
Rogers, 2002) whereas monocular cues (e.g. relative size) are eﬀective at both near and far
distances. Increasing the absolute distance to a point will reduce the reliability of the relative
disparity signal and, as a result, its weight relative to the weight assigned to the retinal size
cue. As a consequence, we would expect a higher extent of perceptual bias as we increase the
absolute distance.
5.5.2 Methods
e procedure and stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1, but here we measured psycho-
metric functions for disparity-deĕned depth at four diﬀerent absolute distances, namely at 40,
50, 70 and 100 cm from the observer. e reference volume moved along with the change in
absolute distance, under perspective projection. As a result, the retinal size of both the targets
and the elements in the reference volume changed accordingly to the absolute distance. at
is, at an absolute distance of 50 cm the retinal sizes of the small and large targets were the
same as in Experiment 1: 1.15 and 2.3 deg, respectively. At an absolute distance of 100 cm
the retinal sizes of the small and large targets were 0.57 and 1.15 deg. Seven naive observers
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Figure 5.7: Perceptual bias as a function of changes in the absolute viewing distance. (A) Average shift
in the PSE as a function of the viewing distance (40, 50, 70 and 100 cm). (B) Average threshold as a function
of viewing distance. Open symbols show data from trials in which the retinal size ratio between targets was
one; closed symbols show data from trials in which the retinal size ratio was two. Error bars show the SEM.
participated in this experiment (mean age = 20.2±1.3 years).
5.5.3 Results
We found that the absolute distance aﬀected the amount of perceptual bias (F3;18 = 8:73; p <
:001; Figure 5.7A, ĕlled data series). Conversely, we found no bias when we presented same-
sized objects at diﬀerent viewing distances (t6 = :11; p = :21; Figure 5.7A, open data series).
resholds diﬀered signiĕcantly between absolute distances (F3;18 = 9:76; p < :001; Fig-
ure 5.7B, ĕlled data series) and observers (F1;6 = 13:6; p < :01). resholds increase as
we increase the absolute distance. is increase in thresholds was similar to the increase of
threshold for targets of equal retinal size (t6 = 4:31; p < :01; Figure 5.7B, open data series).
Summarising, we found that bias increases as a function increasing viewing distance, pro-
viding some indication that each cue's relative contribution may be governed by their relia-
bilities. Increasing viewing distance seems to decrease the relative reliability of the disparity
information, such that the retinal size information can exert a larger inĘuence on judgments.
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5.6 Experiment 4
5.6.1 Rationale
Binocular vision requires that the convergence angle is adjusted for proper fusion of the two
retinal images, so that the point of ĕxation is projected onto the fovea (i.e. the high resolu-
tion central area of the retina) in each eye. In all previous experiments, we assumed that our
observers' eyes were correctly converged on the target location. However, it is known that
binocular ĕxation is typically not accurate (e.g. Ames & Gliddon, 1928; Ogle, 1950). When
the diﬀerence between the vergence demand and the vergence response is large, it is known
to aﬀect perceived image size and distance (Wheatstone, 1852; Heinemann, Tulving, & Nach-
mias, 1959; Komoda & Ono, 1974). Speciĕcally, the perceived size and distance of an object
are reduced when the eyes are more converged than is required, an eﬀect generally known as
convergence micropsia. If convergence angles for objects of small and large retinal size diﬀer,
this could potentially account for our results. In particular, if observers' eyes are more con-
verged for large objects than for small objects when they are at the same simulated distance,
extra-retinal information to the orientation of the eyes signals a closer distance of the large
object and vice versa.
5.6.2 Methods
To investigate whether convergence angles for large and small objects diﬀered, we used the
same procedure as Experiment 1 but presented a single large or small target on each trial
while we measured observers' eye movements. We measured the vergence response by vary-
ing the target's vergence demand. Although unlikely to aﬀect judgments of distance, we also
measured the change in pupil size as observers viewed large and small targets. We varied the
vergence demand of the targets from -1.4 to 1.4 deg (or -0.7 to 0.7 deg in each eye, respec-
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Figure 5.8: Oculomotor responses to large (red data series) and small (blue data series) stimuli. (A) the
average vergence response as a function of the vergence demand (howmuch vergence would be required
to converge on the target). The data points show themeasured vergence response at each level of vergence
demandwepresented - the solid line represents the respective regression line. (B) Comparisonof the regres-
sion coeﬃcients and intercepts from the regression analysis in (A). Error bars show 95% conödence intervals
obtained from bootstraps. (C) changes in pupil size as a function of target size. Note that the units here are
unnormalised units obtained from the Eyelink system and do not correspond quantitatively to metric units.
tively), where the mean of zero was consistent with a vergence distance of 50 cm. A vergence
demand of -1.4 deg was consistent with an absolute distance of about 42 cm; a vergence de-
mand of 1.4 deg was consistent with an absolute distance of about 66.5 cm. Large and small
targets were randomly interleaved. Targets were shown for 700 ms, aer which there was a
500 ms pause aer which the next trial started automatically. Observers were instructed to
ĕxate the targets, but no psychophysical judgment of depth was required. Eye movements
were measured using an Eyelink II (SR Research Ltd.) at a sampling rate of 500 Hz.
5.6.3 Results
Figure 5.8A shows the vergence response as a function of the vergence demand. e black
diagonal dashed line shows unity, i.e. the line on which vergence responses should lie if the
vergence response exactly matched the vergence demand. e most striking feature in the
data is that the vergence response did not match the vergence demand. Speciĕcally, both the
vergence response for the small targets (blue data series) and the large targets (red data series)
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are below the actual vergence demand and this "under-vergence" increases with higher ver-
gence demand. In addition, there is a marginally signiĕcant diﬀerence between the vergence
response to large and small targets (F1;3 = 14:87; p = :048; also see the bootstrapped 95%
conĕdence intervals in Figure 5.8B) but this diﬀerence would not be enough to explain the
perceptual bias that we ĕnd. Speciĕcally, the maximum diﬀerence in the vergence response
to small and large targets was about 0.3 deg (0.15 deg in each eye). is is consistent with a
diﬀerence in the ĕxation distance of about 0.9 cm (at a viewing distance of 50 cm). More-
over, our results show that this diﬀerence is only relevant for higher vergence demands that
lie beyond the range in which we conducted our measurements of Experiments 1 and 2. e
change in pupil size elicited by the large target was not signiĕcantly diﬀerent from the change
in pupil size for small targets (t3 = :62; p = :58; Figure 5.8C). We therefore conclude that we
can rule out oculomotor factors as an explanation for our results.
5.7 Discussion
Our results show that retinal size aﬀected judgments of disparity-deĕned depth: whenwe pre-
sented two targets of equal retinal size observers accurately judged the depth between them.
However, when the retinal size diﬀered between the two targets, judgments were biased so
that a target subtending a larger retinal angle was seen as closer than a smaller target at the
same disparity-deĕned distance. We found that the extent of this perceptual bias depended
on the ratio between the retinal sizes of the objects: when we increased the ratio between the
two retinal sizes, bias increased proportionally. Conversely, when we increased the absolute
sizes of the two targets but kept their retinal size ratio constant, bias remained constant. In
addition, we found that increasing viewing distance resulted in an increase in perceptual bias.
Taken together, our results suggest that the visual system combines depth information from
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disparity and retinal size. is combination process results in perceptual bias even though
there is - strictly speaking - no cue conĘict. Cue combination seems a curious strategy for
the visual system to take, considering the ambiguous nature of the retinal size information
and the perceptual bias it seems to cause. As purely disparity-based depth judgments (i.e. the
"no size" condition) were unbiased, it may seem more sensible to discard (veto) the retinal
size information in favor of a more accurate depth estimate from disparity and vergence (cf.
Landy et al., 1995). Surprisingly, we ĕnd that this is not the case: it is clear that retinal size is
taken into account when judging the depth in our experiment.
We next present a probabilistic model to account for these results. Our purpose is to provide
a qualitative (descriptive) explanation of our results, considering the constraints and proper-
ties of each source of information. We ĕrst explore how the visual system may estimate the
disparity-deĕned depth from combining relative disparity informationwith an estimate of the
absolute distance derived from the convergence angles of the eyes. In this model, retinal size
information is not included as a source of information. Rather, this primary model serves to
provide a baseline measurement of depth that relates to the results of the "no-size" condition
of Experiment 1, in which the targets were Gaussian dots that do not convey a relative size
signal. Expanding this baseline model, we then investigate (1) how the inclusion of retinal
size information results in perceptual bias and (2) how this bias varies as a function of the
retinal size ratio between two targets and as a function of the absolute distance.
5.7.1 Howmight the visual system recover disparity-deöned depth?
To explain how the visual system combines depth information from retinal size and binocu-
lar disparity, we ĕrst consider how the visual system may estimate depth from the sources of
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information that were available in Experiment 1's "no-size" condition: i.e. disparity and ver-
gence, without retinal size cues. In principle, these two geometric sources of information are
suﬃcient to estimate depth: disparity provides (scale-ambiguous) relative depth information
and vergence provides the necessary absolute distance information that can be used to scale
relative disparity (e.g. see Ono & Comerford, 1977; Foley, 1980; Tresilian & Mon-Williams,
2000; Mon-Williams, Tresilian, & Roberts, 2000). However, the qualitative diﬀerence in the
type of information conveyed by each cue poses a problem for traditional cue combination
approaches in which a weighted average is calculated for the two cues, and the reliability of
each cue controls their relative inĘuence on the combined depth estimate. Speciĕcally, the
combination process requires each cue to provide an estimate of absolute distance (cf. Landy
et al., 1995).
us, to combine vergence and disparity it is necessary to ĕrst express the distance in-
formation from the relative disparity and vergence information in the same units. Using the
binocular geometry (see Figure 5.9A), we can specify the relative disparity between two ob-
jects () at diﬀerent distances (z0 and z1) as follows:
 =
i
z0
  i
z1
; (5.1)
where i is the inter-pupillary separation. Extracting i and multiplying by z0/z0 yields:
 =

i
z0

1  z0
z1

: (5.2)
For convenience, we substitute z1/z0 by r, yielding an expression of disparity as a function of
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Figure 5.9: Deönition of disparity as a function of relative and absolute distance. (A) Binocular viewing
geometry: Point P and point Q are located at diﬀerent distances (Z0 andZ1, respectively), with i represent-
ing the observer's inter-ocular separation. (B) The relationship between relative distance ratio and absolute
distance (as shown in Eqn 5.4 for a negative value of disparity (-10 arcmin; red curve) and a positive value
of disparity (+10 arcmin; blue curve). (C) The same as panel (B) but with the absolute distance plotted on a
log scale: this ensures that negative values for the absolute distance are discarded. This results in a single
signed characteristic 'winged' function: the red part shows the curve for negative disparity, the blue part
shows the function for positive disparity. Note that the disparity sign is linked to the relative distance ratio:
e.g. negative disparity results in a relative size ratio smaller than 1 and v.v. (D) Diﬀerent values of disparity
result in diﬀerent ranges of absolute distances.
absolute and relative distance:
 = f(z0; r) =

i
z0

1  1
r

; (5.3)
where r now denotes the relative distance ratio between the two objects and z0 is the absolute
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distance. Put diﬀerently, disparity is a function of the objects' absolute distance and their
relative distance ratio. However, we could in principle recover an estimate for absolute and
relative distance by taking the inverse of this function and thus writing absolute and relative
distance as a function of disparity:
z0; r = f
 1() =

i


1  1
r

(5.4)
Figure 5.9B plots absolute distance as a function of relative distance for two values of dis-
parity, one positive (10 arcmin; blue curve) and one negative (-10 arcmin; red curve). eir
functions diﬀer, but are a mirror image of each other with respect to an absolute distance
of zero (the position of the observer). Here, absolute distances smaller than zero would re-
sult in objects that are behind us, thus we take the absolute for the absolute distance and we
plot the absolute distance on a log scale. is produces a 'wing-shaped' function as shown in
Figure 5.9C. Functions for large and small disparities diﬀer (Figure 5.9D): larger disparities
(e.g. 100 arcmin; blue curve) are consistent with a range of closer absolute distances, whereas
smaller disparities (e.g. 1 arcmin; green curve) are consistent with a range of farther absolute
distances. However, one cannot estimate absolute or relative distance from a given dispar-
ity measurement: for each value of disparity inĕnite combinations of absolute and relative
distances are possible.
Figure 5.10A shows the part (marked in red) of the function that we deĕne as the 'region of
interest': this region spans an absolute distance of 10 cm to 1000 cm and thus fully includes the
distance range in which we conducted our experiments. We can now generate a probability
density function (PDF) for depth from a measured disparity, as a function of the absolute
distance (z0) and relative distance ratio (r). To implement this PDF, we make a number of
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simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that the visual system's estimate of the relative
distance ratio is aﬀected by random noise. Second, we assume that this noise is Gaussian in
the log-domain. is assumption is necessary due to the lack of a closed-form solution for the
respective distributions generated by disparity and vergence. However, converting a normally
distributed angular measurement to a measurement of distance the resulting distribution of
likely distances is skewed, in a similar manner to a log-normal distribution. We therefore
propose that this is a reasonable approximation of the distributions involved in this model.
e exact value of the standard deviations of the relative distance ratio from disparity were
not motivated by the experimental thresholds. Rather, we assumed that these standard devia-
tions were approximately equal and we chose one value that provided a reasonable model ĕts
to all conditions of Experiment 1. We ĕnally assumed that the standard deviation of the rel-
ative distance ratio from disparity changes as a function of the absolute distance: at a farther
absolute distance the estimate has a higher standard deviation, and at lower absolute distances
it has a lower standard deviation. Based on the results in experiment 3 (in which we mea-
sured psychometric functions for disparity-deĕned depth at diﬀerence absolute distances)
this seems a reasonable assumption: we found that observers' thresholds for the "same-size"
condition increased as we increased the absolute distance to the two targets. e increase in
the standard deviation from an absolute distance of 50 cm to 100 cm was set to 15% of the
value at 50 cm.
Figure 5.10B shows the resulting probability density function for relative disparity within
the region of interest marked in Figure 5.10A.e saturation indicates the probability: darker
shades depict higher probability values. We can also implement a PDF for the vergence dis-
tance: this PDF is essentially linear on the absolute distance axis because vergence can only
specify a single absolute distance but not relative distance (Figure 5.10C). We can now com-
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Figure 5.10: Probabilistic model of the combination of depth from disparity and the distance from ver-
gence. (A) The red curve speciöes a region of interest on the disparity curve for a single value of disparity
(here +10 arcmin). (B) the probability distribution P (z0; rj), where  is the measured disparity. (C) the
probability distribution P (z0; rj), where  is the measured vergence distance. Vergence speciöes the ab-
solute but not the relative distance. (D) the product of the distributions in (B) and (C). From this posterior
distribution P (z0; rj; ) the absolute and relative distances can be estimated.
bine the vergence distance and the relative disparity signal into disparity-deĕned depth by
multiplying the distance-from-vergence and depth-from-disparity PDF's using Bayes' Rule:
P (z0; rj; ) = P (jz0; r)P (jz0; r)P (z0; r)
P (; )
; (5.5)
where  and  represent the measured relative disparity and vergence distance, respectively.
P (z0; rj; ) is the posterior distribution for the combined estimate from disparity and ver-
gence. Using the product rule, a technique described in Burge, Fowlkes, and Banks (2010), we
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combine P (jz0; r) and P (z0; r) into the joint probability distribution P (; z0; r) as follows:
P (z0; rj; ) = P (jz0; r)P (; z0; r)
P (; )
; (5.6)
Again, using the product rule, we rewrite the equation such that we obtain posterior distri-
butions for each cue:
P (z0; rj; ) = 1
P (; )/P ()
P (jz0; r)P (z0; rj); (5.7)
where 1/(P (; )/P ()) is a normalizing constant. Note that the prior, P (z0; r), has been
absorbed by P (z0; rj). We have now expressed the likelihood of a value of disparity given
a value of absolute and relative distance, i.e. P (jz0; r). However, in order to multiply this
likelihood distribution with the likelihood distribution for the vergence distance, we would
require this distribution to be expressed in the samemanner; i.e. as the likelihood of the abso-
lute and relative distances, given a value of disparity. We can accomplish this by substituting
P (f 1()jz0; r) for P (jz0; r), yielding:
P (z0; rj; ) = 1
P (; )/P ()
P (z0; rj)P (z0; rj): (5.8)
We cannowmultiply the depth-from-disparity PDF,P (z0; rj), and the distance-from-disparity
PDF, P (z0; rj), to obtain the estimate of disparity-deĕned depth (because we now have two
distributions that are speciĕed as a function of relative and absolute distance: f 1() maps
disparity onto relative and absolute distance). Figure 5.10D shows the result of this combina-
tion process. e ĕnal disparity-deĕned depth estimate () is recovered from the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE); i.e. the absolute and relative distance ratio's that are most likely
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Figure 5.11: Model predictions for the
disparity-deöned depth over a range of dispar-
ities (±26 arcmin) for the "No-size" condition
in Experiment 1. The black line represents the
actual depth between the two targets as speci-
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given the available depth information. In Figure 5.10D, this is consistent with the darkest
point in the PDF. Using these most likely values of absolute and relative distance ratio, we can
then recover metric depth between two targets () as follows:
 = (r   1)z0 (5.9)
Figure 5.11 (red data series) shows the disparity-deĕned depth estimates that are predicted
by this model for a range of disparity (±26 arcmin) measurements at a viewing distance of
50 cm; the solid line shows the true depth between the two targets. It is clear that, consistent
with the results from Experiment 1 ("no size" condition), the model accurately predicts the
depth signaled from the combination of vergence and relative disparity: the model predicts
that judgments are unbiased over a range of disparity measurements. Note that, due to Eqn
4, we cannot calculate disparity-deĕned depth for a value of zero (where the objects are at the
same depth): we cannot divide a scalar (i) by zero. We assume that for a disparity value of
zero, the disparity-deĕned depth is zero.
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5.7.2 How does retinal size information aﬀect disparity-deöned depth?
Wenext explore howdiﬀerences in retinal sizemay aﬀect judgments of this (baseline) disparity-
deĕned depth. As outlined in the Introduction, the brain should not know the distance of a
single unfamiliar object from its retinal size: the retinal measurement () can be consistent
with inĕnite combinations of physical sizes (s) and distances (z):
tan =
s
z
(5.10)
e same premise is true for the comparison between two objects (0 and 1):
tan0
tan1
=
s0
s1
z1
z0
(5.11)
A single ratio of retinal sizes cannot uniquely specify the distance ratio, as the retinal size
ratio can be consistent with inĕnite combinations of physical size ratio's and distance ratio's.
However, under some circumstances the retinal size ratio of two unfamiliar objects may pro-
vide some depth information. Speciĕcally, when it is assumed that they are of equal physical
size (i.e. s0 = s1) their retinal size ratio is inversely proportional to the ratio of their physical
distances (cf. Gogel, 1969):
tan0
tan1
=
z1
z0
(5.12)
Again, it is convenient to substitute r for z1/z0, yielding:
tan0
tan1
= r (5.13)
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In other words, under this assumption with a retinal size ratio of two (i.e. object 0 has a retinal
size that is twice as large than object 1) the monocular information speciĕes that the distance
to the object at z1 must be twice as far than the object at z0. However, the retinal size ratio
cannot signal metric depth between two objects: like relative disparity, when no other cues to
distance are available it can only convey relative distances but not absolute distance.
To combine depth from the retinal size ratio with the disparity-deĕned depth, we ĕrst
generate a probability density function for the retinal size ratio. First, we assume that the
visual system interprets the retinal size information of the two targets as being generated by
two objects of equal size (e.g. the relative size cue, as it is commonly known). Second, we
assume that the measurement of the retinal size ratio between the two targets is Gaussian
in the log-domain, similar to how we generated the PDFs for disparity and vergence. is
skewed distribution is used as an approximation of the ratio distribution, which would be
the result of the ratio of two retinal size measurements, assuming that the each measurement
of retinal size is normally distributed. Finally we assume that the PDF for the retinal size
ratio has a standard deviation that is a factor of four higher than that from relative disparity
and vergence. e reasoning for the latter assumption is as follows. From experiment 1's
"diﬀerent-size" condition, we know that the average perceptual bias is about 2,5 cm for a retinal
size ratio of 2 at an absolute distance of 50 cm. However, in the case of a retinal size ratio of
2 the depth estimate speciĕed by retinal size would be 50 cm (one object would be seen at
a distance of 50 cm and the other would be seen at a distance of 100 cm). Yet, the much
lower value for the perceptual bias (about 5% of the depth speciĕed by the retinal size ratio)
suggests that retinal size has a relatively weak inĘuence compared with the disparity-deĕned
depth estimate (i.e. the standard deviation for the relative distance ratio from retinal size
should be much higher, relative to the disparity). We chose a value that was fourfold the
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Figure 5.12: Probabilistic model of the combination of disparity, vergence and retinal size information
(A) the probability distribution P (z0; rj), where  is the measured relative disparity. (B) the probability dis-
tribution P (z0; rj), where  is the measured vergence distance. (C) the probability distribution P (z0; rj),
where  is the measured retinal size ratio. (D) posterior distribution P (z0; rj; ; ) which is the product of
the distributions in (A), (B) and (C). From this distribution the absolute and relative distances can be esti-
mated.
standard deviation of disparity and vergence so that the model provided reasonable ĕts to our
psychophysical data from Experiment 1.
Figure 5.12C shows the probability density function for depth from a retinal size ratio
of two. e most likely value of relative distance ratio speciĕed by this function (the mean
value) speciĕes a straight line through a relative distance ratio of 2: under the assumption of
equal size, the relative size ratio can specify a relative distance, but this relative distance can
be generated by two objects at any absolute distance. e wideness of the function relative
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to that for disparity reĘects the increase in the standard deviation of the relative depth esti-
mate from relative size. Again, we apply Bayes' rule to combine the information from relative
disparity, vergence and retinal size. In essence, we multiply all three probability density func-
tions and we use the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (the most likely value of the absolute
and relative distance) to obtain the relative and absolute distance that are most likely given
the visual information to calculate the predicted depth. Figure 5.12 provides an illustration of
the combination process. e combined depth estimate (Figure 5.12D) is the product of the
depth-from-disparity PDF (Figure 5.12A), the distance-from-vergence PDF (Figure 5.12B)
and the depth-from-retinal-size PDF (Figure 5.12C). Here, the inclusion of the relative reti-
nal size information produces a shi in the maximum probability towards larger values of
relative distance ratios and, as a result, a perceptual bias with respect to the true disparity-
deĕned depth (this subtle shi is not directly evident from the ĕgure).
5.7.3 Predicting perceptual bias
Having constructed a basicmodel, we cannow test howwell thismodel predicts the perceptual
biases that we found in Experiments 1 to 3. We deĕne the predicted shi in the PSE from the
model as follows. We assume that the shi in the PSE speciĕes the perceived depth between
the two targets when, in fact, they are at the same distance (i.e. when the depth and thus the
disparity between the two objects is zero). However, we cannot specify the disparity-deĕned
depth for a disparity value of zero (because we cannot divide a scalar by zero; see equation
1.4). To circumvent this problem, we calculated model predictions over a range of disparity
values, symmetrically spaced around zero (±26 arcmin, with intermediate steps of 4). e
average of the predicted perceived depths calculated in this fashion should then accurately
specify the shi in the PSE when there is no depth between the two targets. Because the depth
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that is predicted from disparity and vergence without retinal size information is equal to the
true depth speciĕed by geometry, we specify the predicted shi in the PSE as the diﬀerence
between the PSE predicted from disparity and vergence information without retinal size from
the PSE predicted from disparity, vergence and retinal size.
Experiment 1 We ĕrst investigate how well the model predicts the PSE shis from Exper-
iment 1's "diﬀerent-size" condition. Figure 5.13A shows the predictions of the model over
a range of disparities, using a size ratio of two. To calculate the PSE, we ĕrst calculate the
model without retinal size information, which provides the (baseline) unbiased disparity-
deĕned distance. We then calculate the model again but include the retinal size information
- the diﬀerence between the PSE's is what deĕnes the shi in the PSE. Consistent with our
psychophysical results, in our model a diﬀerence in the retinal size information between two
objects results in a shi in the perceived depth of about 2.7 cm. What if two objects are of equal
retinal size? When we set the retinal size ratio to 1, we ĕnd that consistent with Experiment 1
("same-size" condition) the combination of disparity-deĕned depth and retinal size does not
result in systematic perceptual bias (Figure 5.13B).ere is a slight gradient in the shi in the
PSE, which seems proportional to the diﬀerence between the relative distance ratios of the
disparity-deĕned depth and the retinal size ratio. As this diﬀerence becomes smaller, so does
the inĘuence of the relative contribution of the retinal size information, but the average shi
in the PSE is equal to zero.
Experiment 2 us far, our model predicts the pattern of results in Experiment 1 reasonably
accurately. In Experiment 2, we found that increasing the retinal size ratio resulted in an
increase in the perceptual bias; perceptual bias remained constant when we kept the retinal
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Figure 5.13: Model predictions (blue data series) and psychophysical results (green data series) for ex-
periments 1 - 3. (A) Predictions for Experiment 1's diﬀerent-size condition. (B) Predictions for Experiment
1's same-size condition. (C) Predictions for Experiment 2, in which we manipulated the size ratio between
two targets. (D) Predictions for Experiment 3, in which we measured bias at diﬀerent absolute distances.
size ratio constant but increased the absolute sizes of the two targets. We can explain this
pattern of results using our model: varying the mean of the retinal size ratio PDF results
in a shi of the PDF on the relative distance ratio axis (i.e. a horizontal shi). Systematically
varying themean of the retinal size ratio PDF in ourmodel like we did in Experiment 2 results
in a proportional change in perceptual bias (Figure 5.13C).is change is approximately linear
and can account for an increase in perceptual bias as a function of an increase of the retinal
size ratio, found in Experiment 2.
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Experiment 3 In Experiment 3, we found that an increase in the viewing distance increased
perceptual bias. is may reĘect an increase in the uncertainty in the estimate of relative
depth from relative disparity as the viewing distance increases, an increase of the uncertainty
of the vergence distance, or both. Similar to a weighted average approach, the uncertainty
in the individual estimates determines the relative inĘuence they exert on the ĕnal estimate.
A cue that provides a low uncertainty (i.e. a low standard deviation) will have a large inĘu-
ence; conversely, a cue with high uncertainty (i.e. a high standard deviation) will have a small
inĘuence. As absolute distance increases, the increased uncertainty in the disparity-deĕned
depth estimate reduces the impact of the disparity-deĕned cue and increases the inĘuence of
the retinal size cue. We can test this idea in our model by increasing the mean of the distance-
from-vergence PDF. Systematically increasing the absolute distance in our model, we ĕnd an
approximately linear increase in the amount of perceptual bias, consistent with the pattern of
psychophysical results of Experiment 3 (Figure 5.13D).
Taken together, the predictions from our model account reasonably well for the general
pattern found in the psychophysical data: it predicts no bias when there is no retinal size dif-
ference, but as we introduce a retinal size diﬀerence, our model predicts a shi in the PSE
(Experiment 1). In addition, there was a proportional change in the PSE shi when we var-
ied the retinal size ratio (Experiment 2) and the absolute distance (Experiment 3). However,
for Experiment 2 and especially for Experiment 3 we ĕnd large discrepancies between the
psychophysical data and the model predictions and therefore the model does not provide a
good ĕt to these data. e most likely reason for this inaccuracy of the ĕt is that we largely
used diﬀerent observers for each experiment. To model our predictions, we used the same
values of standard deviation across all experiments. To illustrate, in our model predictions
the PSE shi at 50 cm and a retinal size ratio of 2 predicted for Experiments 2 and 3 is equal
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to the shi we predicted in the "diﬀerent-size" condition in Experiment 1. However, our re-
sults from Experiment 1 show that there were large diﬀerences in the amount of bias that was
shown by diﬀerent observers and it is highly likely that diﬀerent groups of observers will -
on average - produce average PSE shis that diﬀer. is discrepancy poses a limitation to the
predictive power of the model in its current state. Better model ĕts would be expected across
experiments if the same observers participated in all experiments conducted in this chapter.
As outlined before, the exact values for the standard deviations that were chosen to im-
plement the model are not directly motivated by our psychophysical data, but instead were
chosenmainly to ĕt ourmodel predictions to the results of Experiment 1. Although themodel
seems to account for the qualitative aspects of our data fairly well, the fact that the standard
deviations are free parameters poses an important limitation, as the same predictions of bias
can potentially be produced by multiple combinations of diﬀerent standard deviations for
the diﬀerent sources of information. To constrain the model, and potentially provide a better
quantitative account of our results, these free parameters would ideally be known. Specif-
ically, to the quantitative ĕts of the model we would have to know observers sensitivity to
(1) estimating absolute distance from extra-retinal cues to vergence and (2) judging relative
depth from the relative size ratio. Taking into account the large variations in thresholds be-
tween observers (and the proportional amount of perceptual bias), the model can then be
ĕtted to individual observers' results, rather than on average data.
In summary, in three experiments we have investigated how retinal size information interacts
with relative disparity information and the vergence orientation of the eyes. We ĕnd that a
target projecting a larger retinal image size is seen as closer than a target projecting a smaller
image size at the same disparity-deĕned distance. In addition, we show that this perceptual
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bias changes as a function of (1) the ratio of retinal sizes but not absolute size diﬀerences;
and (2) the viewing distance. To account for these ĕndings, we ĕrst explored a Bayesian cue-
combination model that combines relative disparity with the absolute distance obtained from
the vergence angles of our eyes. We then showed that a Bayesian model, in which to interpret
the retinal size information, the visual system assumes that the retinal projections of the two
targets presented on each trial were of generated by two objects of equal physical size, even
though in reality they were not. It is this equal-size assumption that causes the perceptual bias
in the combination with relative disparity and vergence.
ese ĕndings have implications for Bayesian models of cue combination. Traditionally,
Bayesian cue combination frameworks are described as optimal, where the optimality crite-
rion is deĕned as reducing the variance of the ĕnal (cue-combined) estimate. is is a sensible
approach to take when cues specify the same depth (i.e. they are unbiased) because the ĕnal
estimate would remain unbiased. However, when there is a cue-conĘict between cues, the
visual systemmay operate in a more robust fashion and 'veto' (discard) the biased cue (Landy
et al., 1995; Blake, Bulthoﬀ, & Sheinberg, 1993; Banks & Backus, 1998). In our experiment,
the information conveyed by retinal size and disparity is - in principle - unbiased; the targets
are of diﬀerent size and this leads to diﬀerences in the retinal projection. However, in inter-
preting the retinal size information, the visual system seems to assume that the two targets are
of equal size. is assumption then introduces a large bias in the estimate of depth obtained
from retinal size cue with respect to the relative disparity cue, a bias that is proportional to
the ratio of retinal sizes; yet, our results suggest that the visual system does not veto the biased
cue, even though disparity provided a reliable estimate of depth. Conversely, our results show
that the optimisation of cue combination with respect to just the variance (Hillis et al., 2004,
2002) may result in a perceptual bias in the cue-combined estimate.
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Our results suggest that the visual system utilises all these sources of information to judge
the depth between two unfamiliar objects, even though this leads to systematic inaccuracies
in judgments of depth. e Bayesian model that was presented as part of this thesis behaves
in an approximately similar manner as our observers and provides a reasonable account for
the qualitative trends that we found in our data. However, there remains a discrepancy be-
tween the amount of bias predicted by the model and the measured bias. One reason for this
discrepancymay be that we used diﬀerent observers for each experiment. e idiosyncrasy of
the perceptual bias - evident from the results of Experiment 1 - compliates ĕtting the model
across diﬀerent experiments. Future work will attempt to improve the quantative model ĕts
and reduce the models' free parameters.
6
Physical object size aﬀects judgments of
three-dimensional speed
In the previous chapter, we found that diﬀerences between the retinal size of two objects systematically aﬀect the
perceived depth between them: a larger object was seen as closer than a smaller target even though they were at
the same disparity-deĕned distance. is chapter investigates whether this is also true for motion-in-depth. To
test this, we sequentially presented two approaching targets of (1) equal physical size and (ii) diﬀerent physical
size over the same range of distances. Our results indicate that object size systematically aﬀected judgments
of 3D speed, so that a larger target was reported as approaching faster than a smaller target moving over the
same range of distances. When two targets were of equal size, there was no perceptual bias. We show that this
result cannot be explained exclusively by a diﬀerence in the perceived distance of the two objects, as caused
by diﬀerences between their retinal sizes. Rather, we suggest that the diﬀerence in distance from retinal size
interacts with diﬀerences in the looming signal.
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6.1 Introduction
A key function of the visual system is to provide information about objects moving in depth,
so that we can initiate an interceptive or evasive actions when we need to. In natural viewing,
motion in depth (3D motion) can be signalled by a variety of sources of perceptual infor-
mation, such as changes in the relative disparity over time (the "Changing Disparity" cue:
Cumming & Parker, 1994; Harris & Watamaniuk, 1995), diﬀerences in the interocular ve-
locity (Beverley & Regan, 1973; Rokers et al., 2009; Shioiri et al., 2000) or their combination
(Harris, Nefs, &Graon, 2008). In addition to binocular cues, compelling illusions of 3Dmo-
tion are produced bymonocular cues, such as gradual changes in the size of an object's retinal
image over time (looming). Over 150 years ago Wheatstone (1852) showed that an isotropic
expansion of an object's retinal image creates the impression that the object is approaching,
even though the object is in fact stationary. is suggests that, in interpreting looming infor-
mation, the visual system seems to resolve this initial ambiguity by assuming that objects are
rigid and thus favors an interpretation of 3D motion (i.e. motion towards or away from the
observer) over the geometrically correct alternative possibility that the object's physical size
changed.
Previous work on 3Dmotion has demonstrated the importance of both looming and dis-
parity in perceiving 3D motion. For example, when vergence demand of a large stimulus
(i.e. the absolute disparity of the entire stimulus) is modulated in the absence of looming in-
formation, observers perceive no 3D motion: the stimulus is perceived as static (Erkelens &
Collewijn, 1985b; Brenner et al., 1996; Welchman et al., 2009; Regan et al., 1986) even though
observersmake vergence pursuit eyemovementswith high gain (Erkelens&Collewijn, 1985a).
e cause of this eﬀect has been shown to be (1) the conĘict between changing vergence sig-
nals and the absence of looming (Howard, 2008; Gonzalez et al., 2010; Brenner et al., 1996);
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and (2) the absence of a changing relative disparity signal (Erkelens &Collewijn, 1985b; Bren-
ner et al., 1996). Not surprisingly, Brenner et al., 1996 showed that judgments of 3D speed
were most accurate when both looming and disparity cues signaled 3D motion.
A closely related topic in 3D motion in which the interaction between binocular and
monocular cues has been investigated extensively is time-to-contact (i.e. the time remain-
ing until an object hits us or an external point). Early theoretical accounts of time-to-contact
(TTC) estimation have been largely dominated by the so-called 'tau-hypothesis', whichmain-
tains that a perceptual quantity called 'tau' (the ratio of an object's retinal size to its looming
rate) is directly available from themonocular retinal image and provides the information nec-
essary for interceptive timing (e.g. Lee, 1976; Lee & Reddish, 1981; Lee et al., 1983; Regan &
Hamstra, 1993; Todd, 1981, also see Chapter 3 of this thesis). An attractive feature of the tau-
hypothesis lies in the fact that - theoretically - it should be independent of the object's distance
and physical size. As a result, purely monocular information can theoretically provide a di-
rect temporal estimate of TTC. However, other studies have shown that these early accounts
underestimated the role of binocular information in judging TTC (e.g. Heuer, 1993; Gray &
Regan, 1998; Rushton &Wann, 1999) and that when both looming and changing disparity in-
formation are available, the visual system may use both. Speciĕcally, there is strong evidence
to suggest that observers makemore accurate estimates of TTC by combining the two sources
of information according to either the reliability of individual cues (Gray & Regan, 1998) or
by giving the highest weight to the cue specifying a more imminent TTC (Rushton &Wann,
1999).
e aim of this chapter is to further investigate how binocular disparity interacts with
looming information in judging 3Dmotion. In particular, we are interested in how an object's
physical size aﬀects observers' judgments of 3D speed. We next consider the geometry of
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the available information. e binocular correlate of 3D speed (v) is traditionally described
(Regan, 2002) as a function of the inter-ocular separation (i), the rate of change in disparity
(d/dt) and the viewing distance (z) squared:
v =
z2(d/dt)
i
(6.1)
us, when two objects of diﬀering size travel the same trajectory and binocular cues are
available, disparity in isolation speciĕes the same 3D "disparity-deĕned" speed for both ob-
jects; the estimate of 3D speed should be unaﬀected by physical size. In contrast, the 3D speed
of an approaching object is described as a function of its looming rate ( _), its retinal size ()
and, most important, its physical size S (Lopez-Moliner, Field, & Wann, 2007):
v =
_
s2
(6.2)
Alternatively, under small-angle approximation (Regan & Beverley, 1979), 3D speed can be
speciĕed as a function of the looming rate, the physical size of the object and its viewing
distance squared:
v =
_z2
s
(6.3)
Figure 6.1 shows how diﬀerent object sizes result in diﬀerent looming rates. It follows that
anymeasurement of looming cannot directly specify an object's 3D speed without knowledge
of the physical size of the object. In other words, a single looming rate can be consistent with
inĕnite combinations of physical object sizes, approach speeds, and physical distances (note
that in Eqn 6.2 an object's retinal size also depends on its distance from the observer). us
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Figure 6.1: Diﬀerences between the looming signals of two objects of diﬀerent physical size. The green
curve shows the looming rate of a larger object (diameter = 2 cm); the blue curve shows the looming rate
of a smaller target (diameter = 1 cm). The yellow area shows the range of distances over which the target
moved towards the observers.
looming rate in isolation should not support accurate judgments of 3D speed: the looming
signal is ambiguous with respect to the 3D speed of an approaching target.
We propose that, due to this ambiguity of the looming signal, diﬀerences in an object's
looming rate (caused by a diﬀerence in the physical size) should not aﬀect judgments of 3D
speed when both looming and disparity information is available. Rather, in close proximity
the disparity signal should be highly reliable and observers should be able to judge 3D speed
accurately on the basis of this information alone. To test this idea, wemeasured psychometric
functions of "disparity-deĕned" approach speed (i.e. the 3D speed signaled from the combi-
nation of changes in vergence and changes in relative disparity). On each trial, observers
sequentially viewed the motion excursions of two approaching targets. In one condition, ob-
servers saw two targets of equal size (i.e. two small targets or two large targets) at the same
distance. In another condition observers saw two targets of diﬀering size (i.e. one small and
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one large target). We ĕnd that, even though the disparity-deĕned 3D speed speciĕed the 3D
speed accurately, observers' judgments of 3D speed were signiĕcantly aﬀected by target size.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Observers
Nine observers were recruited from staﬀ and students from the University of Birmingham,
all of whom were naive to the purposes of the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and gave informed consent. Prior to participation all observers were screened
to ensure that they could discriminate 1 arcmin of disparity in a brieĘy (300 ms) presented
random dot stereogram.
6.2.2 Apparatus
Stimuli were presented stereoscopically in a dark laboratory using a two-monitor haploscope
in which the two eyes viewed separate 21 inch CRTs (ViewSonic FB2100x) through front-
silvered mirrors. Viewing distance was 50 cm. We adjusted the haploscope so that the inter-
ocular separation and the vergence angle were conĕgured correctly for each individual ob-
server. Stimulus presentation was controlled by a Windows PC with an NVIDIA Quadro
FX4400 graphics card. e monitors displayed 1600 x 1200 pixels at 100 Hz. Individual pix-
els subtended about 1.75 x 1.75 arcmin. Head movements were restricted using a chin rest.
Responses were recorded using the keyboard.
6.2.3 Stimuli
Figure 6.2 shows a cartoon of the stimulus used in this study. Targets were large (diame-
ter=2cm) or small (diameter=1cm) outline discs, which approached at a constant speed along
the line of sight. In addition to the target, we showed a background of textured cubes that was
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Figure 6.2: Frontal view of the stimulus conöguration The left panel shows a small target; the right panel
shows a large target. The target (the outline disc) was surrounded by a background of textured cubes (here
represented by untextured squares) that receded in depth. The squares formed a tunnel around the maxi-
mummotion excursion of the target. The arrows around the target represent a looming signal. Note that in
the actual experiment, the targetswere shownbinocularly anddisparity signals to 3Dmotionwere available
in addition to the looming signal.
conĕgured as a square tunnel around themotion trajectory of the target. is tunnel was visi-
ble throughout the entire experiment and extended from 40 cm to 105 cm from the observer's
eyes. e distance from the centre of the target to the edge of the background was about 10
cm. Stimuli were created using C# and OpenGL graphics libraries and were rendered using
anti-aliasing and geometric perspective projections from each eye, taking the observer's inter-
ocular separation into account. Using perspective projection ensured that the targets' retinal
size changed in size in accordance with its disparity-deĕned distance, such that there was no
cue conĘict.
6.2.4 Procedure
Observers (the author and seven naive observers) sequentially viewed two motion intervals,
each containing an approaching target, and judged whether the target approached faster in
the ĕrst or second interval. Wemeasured speed discrimination thresholds in four conditions.
In the ĕrst two condition observers saw one large and one small approaching target (diﬀerent
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size condition); in the other two conditions they saw two large or two small approaching
targets (same size condition). is resulted in four combinations of object size; Large-Small,
Small-Large, Large-Large and Small-Small, where the ĕrst is the reference size. To ensure
that observers did not know the position of the reference and test, we presented them in a
quasi-randomised order on each trial. e reference stimulus always approached the observer
at 40 cm/s. e approach speed of the test stimulus was varied in seven steps between 26
and 54 cm around the mean speed of 40 cm/s. On each interval, the target appeared at its
starting distance and remained there for 500 ms. It then started approaching the observer
along the line of sight and stopped at its end distance. To ensure that observers could not judge
velocity on the basis of presentation duration or distances, we randomised the start distance
(90±10cm) and enddistance (55±10cm) of each interval. e shortestmotion excursion could
be 15 cm; the longest 55 cm. e minimum presentation duration was about 300 ms (15
cm at 54 cm/s); the longest presentation duration was about 2 seconds (55 cm at 26 cm/s).
Each observer completed 20 repetitions for each unique combination of stimulus value and
condition (560 trials in total) in two separate sessions.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Data analysis
To quantify our results we ĕrst constructed average psychometric functions for each con-
dition (collapsed across observers because individual data for each condition did not diﬀer
signiĕcantly) by plotting the proportion of responses in which the observer reported that the
test stimulus approached faster as a function of the simulated speed of the target. We ĕtted
cumulative Gaussians to these data using the bootstrapping technique implemented by the
psigniĕt toolbox (Wichmann & Hill, 2001). e 95% conĕdence intervals were obtained us-
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Figure 6.3: summary of the psychophysical results. (A) average psychometric öts for diﬀerent sized targets
(blue and red data series) and same-sized targets (green and cyan data series). The red data shows the
average results for trials inwhich the large targetwas the test stimulus and the small targetwas the reference
stimulus. The blue data shows the average results for trials in which the small target was the test stimulus
and the large target was the reference stimulus. Green data shows trials in which two large objects were
presented; cyan data shows trials in which two small targets were presented. (B) the shift in the PSE's for
diﬀerent sized targets (blue and reddata) and same sized targets (green and cyandata). Error bars show95%
conödence intervals obtained from a bootstrappingmethod. (C) Average shift in the PSE for diﬀerent-sized
and same-sized targets. See text for more information on how this average was calculated.
ing the percentile method and were based on 1999 simulations. We quantiĕed the point of
subjective equality (PSE) as the mean of the ĕtted Gaussian (i.e. its position on the x-axis)
and the discrimination threshold as its standard deviation (i.e. the slope parameter) divided
by
p
2. To directly quantify the diﬀerence between the perceived speed of large and small
targets, we averaged the unsigned bootstrapping results for the PSE's of the two diﬀerent-size
(large-small and small-large) and the two same-size (large-large and small-small) conditions,
resulting in two sets of 1999 average bootstrap results; one set of 1999 average bootstraps for
the same-size condition, the other for the diﬀerent-size condition). We then used these aver-
aged data to calculate the average shi in the PSE's by calculating the median (the actual PSE)
and its 95% conĕdence intervals.
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6.3.2 Perceived three-dimensional speed
Our results show that PSE's were diﬀerent across conditions (F1:26;10:16 = 5:56; p < :05;
corrected for violation of sphericity). Speciĕcally, there was no shi in the PSE when the two
objects were of equal physical size (Figure 6.3A, green vs. cyan data series; t8 =  :65; p =
:53). We found a slight shi in the PSE's for diﬀerent sized objects (Figure 6.3A, blue vs.
red data series; t8 =  2:47; p < :05). Speciĕcally, relative to a large reference target, a
small test target was seen as approaching about 2.5 cm/s slower; relative to a small reference
target, a large test target was reported as approaching about 2.25 cm/s faster (Figure 6.3B).
On average, the shi in the PSE between large and small targets was about 2.3 cm/s (Figure
6.3C). Although short of signiĕcance (F1;9 = 0:4; p = :94) it is clear that there is substantial
variation between observers' PSE's (see Figure 6.4): some observers hardly show any shi in
the PSE (e.g. subjects 2, 3 and 7) whereas others display relatively large shis of up to 10 cm/s
(e.g. subject 8). resholds diﬀered between observers (F1;8 = 246:98; p < :01), but there
was no signiĕcant diﬀerence between conditions (F3;24 = :51; p = :68).
6.4 Discussion
Judging 3D motion from two-dimensional images is a diﬃcult problem, as the monocular
input to the two eyes is inherently ambiguous. When an object's size is unknown, it seems
ineﬃcient for the visual system to rely on ambiguous looming information when 3D speed
is accurately signaled by changing disparity. Yet, our results show that diﬀerences in phys-
ical size subtly but systematically aﬀect judgments of 3D speed, such that larger objects are
reported as approaching faster than a smaller object approaching at the same 3D speed. Like
the results from the previous chapter, these results are somewhat surprising: strictly speaking,
both the looming and disparity information were generated in a geometrically correct man-
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Figure 6.4: Individual observer data for ten observers. The red data shows the average results for trials in
which the large target was the test stimulus and the small target was the reference stimulus. The blue data
shows the average results for trials in which the small target was the test stimulus and the large target was
the reference stimulus. Green data shows trials in which two large objects were presented; cyan data shows
trials in which two small targets were presented.
ner (i.e. there was no cue conĘict). e only diﬀerence between the two targets lies in their
physical size, and thus their relative looming rates and retinal sizes. In the introduction we ar-
gued that that diﬀerences between the looming rates of two objects - in principle - should not
inform judgments of 3D speed. Yet, the looming information is not ignored, as was initially
anticipated. e question - then - is how the combination of changing disparity and looming
results in a perceptual bias. We explore this in the next section.
6.4.1 How does object size aﬀect judgments of 3D speed?
Perhaps the most obvious explanation of our results is that the visual system takes a weighted
average (Landy et al., 1995) of the 3D speed estimates derived from the looming signal and
that derived from changing disparity signals; the small magnitude of the perceptual bias may
reĘect a low weight of the estimate of 3D speed from looming, relative to that from changes in
disparity. ere is good evidence that shows that optimal cue combination occurs in motion-
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in-depth (Chapter 4, this thesis; Rushton &Wann, 1999). However, there may be a diﬀerent
interpretation. In the previous chapter, we found that the retinal size ratio between two objects
systematically aﬀected their perceived relative distance, assuming that the retinal projections
of the targets were generated by two objects of equal size. In particular, a target with a larger
retinal size was seen as closer than a target with a smaller retinal size at the same distance.
In the Introduction, we showed that the 3D speed estimate from disparity can be computed
independently from knowing the target's physical size (see Eqn. 6.1). However, the recovery
of 3D speed from disparity depends on an estimate of the viewing distance. Similar to the
experiments in Chapter 5, there was an inherent diﬀerence in the retinal size between two
targets from diﬀerences in physical size. As a result, it is likely that the perceived distances of
small and large targets also diﬀered. If this biased perceived distance is then used to scale the
changing disparity signal into an estimate of 3D speed, this might account for our results.
To explore whether this approach accounts for our data, we ĕrst assume that - consistent
with the results fromChapter 5 - a target with a larger retinal size is seen as closer than a target
with a smaller retinal size. Considering the geometry of binocular vision (Figure 6.5) we can
see that a given value of disparity gives rise to a larger displacementwhen the absolute distance
as the absolute distance increases. In other words, of a target that is seen as farther should be
perceived as approaching at a faster rate (because the displacement over time is larger) and,
conversely, a target that is seen as closer should be perceived as approaching at a slower rate
(because the displacement over time is smaller). is is opposite to our results, as the larger
target was reported to approach at a faster rate. We therefore conclude that a bias in the
perceived distance from diﬀerences in the retinal size cannot account for our results, though
this does not mean that diﬀerences in the perceived distance of small and large targets do not
aﬀect the 3D speed from disparity. However, it is clear that these diﬀerences cannot provide a
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Figure 6.5: The same value of disparity results in
diﬀerent extents of depth at diﬀerent absolute
distances. Two equal values of disparity (here
shown as 1 and 2) result in diﬀerent depths (z1
and z2) at diﬀerent absolute distances.
full explanation. Rather, we suggest that the perceptual bias found in this experiment is most
likely caused by an interaction between (1) diﬀerences between the looming rates of the two
targets; and (2) their biased perceived distances, as caused by diﬀerences in retinal size.
One potential concern to the interpretation of our results is due to observers' eye move-
ments - which we did not measure - and the weighting of the binocular information. If ob-
servers kept their vergence ĕxed, the target would have moved over the retinas in opposite
directions in each eye. is changing disparity signal with respect to ĕxation would have
provided a strong disparity signal to judge the velocity of 3D motion. However, it is highly
likely that observers pursued the target as it approached. Assuming that vergence pursuit was
fairly accurate, the image of the target on the retinal would be relatively stable (i.e. its absolute
disparity would remain approximately constant at zero) and estimates would mainly rely on
estimates of vergence pursuit from extra-retinal information. As has been discussed in the
introduction of Chapter 4, it is well established that observers' ability to perceive 3D motion
is severely reduced when the changes in the vergence angles of the eyes are not accompa-
nied by changes in relative disparity of static structures that provide retinal Ęow information
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to estimate vergence pursuit (e.g. Brenner et al., 1996; Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985b; Harris,
2006; Regan et al., 1986). is could potentially severely reduce the contribution (or weight-
ing) of the binocular signals with respect to the monocular looming signal. However, in our
experiment we provided a static background; as the observers pursued the target, the static
background provided retinal Ęow information to vergence pursuit through changes in the
relative disparity of the background. is information could then be used to accurately judge
the velocity of 3D motion from disparity.
e static background may be crucial not only in recovering 3D motion from disparity
signals, it may also play a role in determining the reliability of the cue. Speciĕcally, we ĕnd
a slightly lower bias for larger objects. is may reĘect a diﬀerence in the reliability between
the disparity information generated by the large and the small targets; the edge of the large
target is physically closer to the background (i.e. the eccentricity is smaller), therebymaking it
easier to extract the relative disparity between the two. As a result, the disparity information
associated with the large target may be more reliable and when looming and disparity are
optimally combined we would see a lower weight assigned to the looming cue.
6.4.2 Relation to previous studies
It is diﬃcult to draw comparisons in relation to previous work on 3D speed. Most of the work
on 3D motion has involved measurements of precision rather than accuracy (cf. Rushton &
Duke, 2009). Indeed, few studies have shown an eﬀect of size on 3D motion. Notable excep-
tions are studies by DeLucia (1991, 2005), in which an eﬀect of object size was found when
looming alone speciĕed motion-in-depth (DeLucia, 1991). In particular, DeLucia (1991)
monocularly presented two approaching squares of diﬀerent physical size and asked observers
to judge which square would hit the observer ĕrst. Relative size (assuming that the two ob-
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jects were of equal physical size) indicated that the larger object was closer, but looming was
manipulated so that 'tau' speciĕed that the smaller object would arrive ĕrst. She found that
the larger object was favored in judging which object arrived ĕrst, an eﬀect known as the
'size-arrival eﬀect' (DeLucia, 1991; DeLucia & Warren, 1994). Yet, when both disparity and
looming speciĕed 3D motion no eﬀect of size was found (DeLucia, 2005). However, there is
an important diﬀerence between these studies and ours; whereas DeLucia presented the two
objects side by side, we presented the objects sequentially. It is well known that sensitivity to
relative disparity (i.e. in the case of simultaneous presentation) is about tenfold higher than
when the visual system has to rely on two measurements of absolute disparity as is the case
of sequential presentation (Westheimer, 1979). is may also be the case with 3D motion;
when objects are presented side-by-side a direct comparison between the two objects is pos-
sible. If we assume that the visual system optimally combines information from disparity and
looming, it is possible that the lack of the 'size arrival eﬀect' in (DeLucia, 2005) reĘects a high
sensitivity to a diﬀerence in the rate of change in relative disparity between the two approach-
ing objects. As a result, the weight assigned to looming may be so low that its eﬀect cannot
be discerned. In this sense, our sequential presentation method provides a more sensitive
measure to investigate the eﬀect of size.
6.4.3 Conclusions
Our results show that object size systematically aﬀects judgments of 3D speed, so that a larger
target is seen as approaching at a faster speed than a smaller target moving at the same speed
and over the same range of distances. Our results cannot be explained by incorporating the re-
sults from the previous chapter. Speciĕcally, a diﬀerence in the perceived distance of the two
targets - as induced by diﬀerences in the retinal size between them - cannot account for our
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data. Rather, we suggest that perceptual bias is most likely caused by an interaction between
(1) diﬀerences between the looming rates of the two targets, perhaps coupled with assump-
tions about the physical sizes of the presented targets; and (2) their biased perceived distances,
as caused by diﬀerences in retinal size (see Chapter 5). ese interactions are potentially well-
described by a Bayesian cue combination framework, but to implement this approach we ĕrst
need to understand how the visual system computes three-dimensional speed from looming
and disparity signals.
7
General discussion and conclusions
e work presented in this thesis applied psychophysical and computational techniques to
gain further insight into two related questions: (1) which sources of perceptual information
does the human visual system use to estimate depth and motion in depth; and (2) when mul-
tiple cues to depth are available, how does the visual system then combine these into a uniĕed
percept of depth? e general discussion is structured as follows. I ĕrst summarise the main
ĕndings from each experimental chapter. I then answer the main questions posed in this
thesis. I close the thesis with a conclusion.
7.1 Summary of the main öndings and contributions
7.1.1 Chapter 3
In the ĕrst experimental chapter we investigated which perceptual information the observers
use to estimate time-to-contact (TTC) in two laboratory tasks: one absolute estimation task
and one relative judgment task. In particular, we assessed whether perceptual judgments were
based on the task relevant information (TTC), or whether observers based their judgments
on one or more of its covariates (e.g. velocity or displacement). For both experiments we
considered a wide range of covariates, including spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal vari-
ables. Importantly, the crucial manipulation was that the correlation between the covariates
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was systematically varied over a range of randomisation levels. To determine the basis of ob-
servers' responses, we then determined how performance in both TTC tasks was aﬀected by
randomisation.
In the ĕrst experiment, we tested this using an absolute estimation task, inwhich observers
pressed a button when they thought the target would have hit them. e results of this ex-
periment showed that observers were severely inaccurate in their estimates, showing large
systematic and idiosyncratic errors. To establish observers' basis of judgments, we conducted
a principal components analysis (PCA) on all covariates and regressed the resulting compo-
nents scores onto observers' estimated TTC - a statistical technique that to my knowledge
has not been used before in this ĕeld. e results of this analysis did not present a unique
solution: the component that best accounted for observers' judgments contained multiple
variables, including TTC amongst several covariates. Although this provided some evidence
that observers responded on the basis of TTC, the PCA technique was unable to fully dissoci-
ate TTC from other variables. However, observers' estimates of TTC were largely unaﬀected
by randomisation - a result that to some extent indicates that judgments were based on TTC.
However, explanations based on the use of other variables (e.g. the approach speed) rather
than TTC could not be ruled out.
In the second experiment of this chapter, observers made TTC judgments with respect
to an auditory cue (cf. Gray & Regan, 1998; Lopez-Moliner, Field, & Wann, 2007). e re-
sults of this experiment showed that observers' errors were now signiĕcantly reduced, most
likely because the auditory cue provided a reference to 'anchor' their judgments to, thereby
reducing the impact of systematic and variable errors that are associated with absolute es-
timation methods. To investigate which variable(s) provided the best account of observers'
responses, psychometric functions for TTC judgments were ĕrst classiĕed in terms of all the
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covariates under consideration and ĕtted with Gaussians. We then compared the discrimi-
nation thresholds for TTC between individual covariates. ese results indicated that only
two variables could reasonably account for the data: the actual TTC and the time interval be-
tween the occlusion of the target and the auditory cue (a variable we calledT ). To dissociate
these two variables, we then showed that increasing he amount of randomisation (and thereby
decreasing the correlation between these two variables) led to an increase in the discrimina-
tion threshold for T , but those for TTC remained reasonably unaﬀected. is indicates that
observers relied on TTC for their judgments.
e results from both experiments thus seem to conĕrm previous work (e.g. Regan &
Hamstra, 1993; Gray & Regan, 1998), showing that observers do indeed judge TTC when
asked to, rather than responding on the basis of covariates. However, there is a number
of important diﬀerences between the work presented in this chapter and previous work, in
particular with respect to the methods we used. First, previous work oen created stimu-
lus conditions in which a few variables were varied orthogonally in a factorial design (e.g.
Regan & Hamstra, 1993; Regan & Vincent, 1995; Gray & Regan, 1998; Lopez-Moliner, Bren-
ner, & Smeets, 2007). While this approach may seem attractive, this approach is unwieldy
when more than two or three covariates are considered, leading to unrealistic large num-
ber of stimulus-condition pairings. Moreover, Regan and Hamstra (1993) used this factorial
method to ensure that in their experiment the initial looming rate was orthogonal to tau and
retinal size at the start of the trajectory. However, as the trajectory unfolds toward the ob-
server this separation no longer holds. Finally, these "orthogonal" studies typically provide
feedback, which complicates the interpretation of results in two ways. First, depending on the
feedback regime, observers are able to discriminate covariates of TTC (e.g. the initial rate of
expansion) with the same precision as TTC itself, making it diﬃcult to knowwhether the task
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reĘects typical behaviour. Chapter 3 takes a diﬀerent approach entirely, by varying the ran-
domisation between TTC and its covariates. As we have shown, ĕrst classifying psychometric
functions in terms of all the covariates under consideration and comparing how discrimina-
tion thresholds are aﬀected by randomisation can then reveal the basis of their judgments, at
least when using a relative task.
Providing feedback raises an additional concern: providing feedback generally increases
the precision and accuracy of judgments. iswill conĘate the precision of judgmentsmade in
natural environments. In the experiments presented in this chapter no feedback was provided
and we show that - in comparison with previous reports (e.g. Gray & Regan, 1998) - both the
accuracy and precision of judgments are generally not as high. e reason for this may be that
we used naive subjects, whereas many of the other studies on TTC - in particular the work of
Regan and colleagues - oen used a small number of experienced psychophysical observers
(usually the authors themselves). is indicates that the view that humans exert exceptional
precision in TTC tasks may have to be adjusted.
7.1.2 Chapter 4
is chapter investigated the contribution of extra-retinal signals to judgments of the speed
of 3D motion (i.e. motion towards the observer). Until recently, it was widely held (Brenner
et al., 1996; Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985b; Regan et al., 1986) that observers were insensitive
to large changes in extra-retinal signals about the orientation of the eyes when they are not
accompanied by changes in relative disparity (i.e. retinal slip). Speciĕcally, previous work
(e.g. Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985b; Brenner et al., 1996) showed that large changes in the
absolute disparity of a large stimulus did not lead to sensations of 3D motion; As a result, it
has been concluded that these signals provide poor information aboutmotion in depth. More
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recently, Welchman et al. (2009) have shown that extra-retinal information about changes in
vergence is taken into account when judging the sign of motion (approaching vs. receding);
such judgments are best explained on the basis that observers combine retinal slip with extra-
retinal signals.
In this chapter we extended the technique developed by Welchman et al. (2009) so that
we isolated extra-retinal signals to changes in the orientation in the eyes. Observers saw a
small target, surrounded by a large background that moved laterally in opposite directions in
each eye following a sinusoidal proĕle (consistent with approaching and receding motion).
is - together with keeping the retinal size of the entire stimulus constant - induced unper-
ceivable vergence pursuit eye movements. On each trial, the target's disparity relative to the
background changed at diﬀerent rates, so it was seen as approaching at diﬀerent speeds. We
then measured psychometric functions for 3D speed in four conditions: when the eyes were
moving to (a) converge or (b) diverge and when the eyes were (c) maximally converged or (d)
maximally diverged.
Our results showed that when the eyes were moving an approaching target was reported
as faster during convergence and slower during divergence. In contrast, when the eyes were
nearly static therewas no diﬀerence in judgments. is demonstrates that extra-retinal signals
support judgments of 3Dmotionmagnitude as well as of sign. is is a new contribution, that
has not been reported before. In addition, we showed that this result could not be the result
of pursuit lag (i.e. lag in the vergence response with respect to the actual vergence demand)
and we show that observers do not recover the actual real-world of the targets by scaling
the angular measurements by the static eye vergence position. e latter ĕnding conĕrms
ĕndings frompreviouswork (e.g. McKee&Welch, 1989) that has shown that the visual system
does not scale velocity in the fronto-parallel plane by eye vergence. Interestingly, this ĕnding
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suggests that the visual system codes 3D velocity signals in angular dimensions, rather than
obtaining a real-world estimate.
To account for our ĕndings, we then developed a model that optimally combines retinal
signals (i.e. changes in the relative disparity) and extra-retinal signals (i.e. changes in the ori-
entation of the eyes) to reproduce observers' perceptual judgments. Importantly, the model
has no free parameters (i.e. we have used previous literature to derive a necessary param-
eter) and shows that although extra-retinal signals are taken into account, the contribution
is relatively small. e results that we report in this chapter suggest that the contribution of
extra-retinal signals - that was previously thought to be nil - needs to be qualiĕed.
7.1.3 Chapter 5
is chapter investigated how retinal size information aﬀects judgments of disparity-deĕned
depth (i.e. the depth speciĕed by relative disparity and information about the absolute dis-
tance from vergence). e premise of this work was as follows. Under monocular viewing,
the retinal size of an unfamiliar target is ambiguous with respect to its distance: for any given
retinal projection there are inĕnite combinations of physical sizes and distances that can give
rise to the projected image. As a result, the visual system should operate under the assump-
tion that the cue is not a good determinant of distance, so that when a reliable estimate of
depth is available from disparity, retinal size should not aﬀect judgments of disparity-deĕned
distance - especially at short distances, where disparity information is thought to be highly
eﬀective (Howard & Rogers, 2002).
is idea was ĕrst investigated bymeasuring psychometric functions for disparity-deĕned
depth in a number of experiments. In the ĕrst experiment observers saw either two targets
of equal retinal size or two targets of diﬀerent retinal size. When the two targets had equal
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retinal sizes, observers accurately judged the depth between them (i.e. there was no shi in
the PSE). Surprisingly, when retinal sizes diﬀered between targets, observers were systematic
biased, such that a target with a larger retinal size was reported to be closer than a target
with a smaller retinal size at the same disparity-deĕned distance. Two follow-up experiments
showed that (1) this bias increased as the ratio between the retinal sizes increased; and (2) the
absolute distance to both targets was increased.
We then showed that a Bayesian (probabilistic) cue combination model can account for
our results reasonably well. To construct thismodel, we ĕrst considered how the visual system
may judge depth from the combination of disparity and vergence. To implement this model,
we ĕrst constructed a probability density function for disparity as a function of the absolute
and relative distance. is probability function shows that a given measurement of disparity
cannot specify a single value for absolute or relative distance. However, we could also specify
a probability distribution for vergence, which can only specify the absolute distance but not
relative distance. When Bayes' Rule is used to multiply these two distributions, the posterior
distribution speciĕes a single likely value of absolute and relative distance, which can then be
used to calculate the metric relative depth between two targets. In this manner, the model
was shown to accurately predict the actual disparity-deĕned depth that is speciĕed for a given
range of disparities at a given viewing distance.
is model was then extended to account for biased reports of depth when retinal size
information was included. In particular, we proposed that the visual system uses an assump-
tion that alters the interpretation of the retinal size information, namely that the diﬀerences
in the retinal projections of the two targets were produced by two objects of equal size but
at diﬀerent distances. Under this assumption, the ratio between the retinal sizes is inversely
proportional to the relative distance ratio, even though - in reality - it is not. is assump-
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tion was then used to construct a probability distribution for relative depth from the retinal
size information. Using Bayes' Rule, we then multiplied the distributions for relative dispar-
ity, vergence and retinal size. e model accurately predicts that the addition of the retinal
size information caused a slight shi in the posterior distribution with respect to the true
disparity-deĕned depth and it is this shi that causes perceptual bias.
To explain the results from Experiments 2 (retinal size ratio vs. absolute size) we can
then shi the mean of the retinal size distribution (so as to signal a diﬀerent measured ratio
between the targets' retinal sizes). Consistent with the psychophysical ĕndings, the model
predicts an increase in the perceptual bias as the retinal size ratio increases. Likewise, we can
explain the results from Experiment 3 (diﬀerent absolute distances) by shiing the mean of
the vergence distribution (so as to signal diﬀerent absolute distances). Again, consistent with
our psychophysical results, an increase in the absolute distance resulted in a higher predicted
perceptual bias.
e model as presented as part of this thesis predicts the qualitative properties of our
results (i.e. the trends in our results) reasonably well. Quantitatively, however, the model
provides a poor ĕt to our psychophysical data (i.e. the predicted perceptual bias does not
match the measured perceptual bias). is is most likely caused by the use of diﬀerent ob-
servers in each experiment. In the ĕrst experiment of the chapter, we present the results of
nine observers. From these results (Figure 5.4) it is clear that there is large between-observer
variability. is complicates our approach of ĕtting our model to each experiment using the
same parameters, as diﬀerent observers are likely to vary in the degree to which each cue con-
tributes to the ĕnal estimate of depth. In addition, the standard deviations we chose to ĕt the
model to our psychophysical results were not directly motivated by the psychophysical results
and as such are free parameters; rather, we chose standard deviations that seemed reasonable,
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given the nature and adjusted these to ĕt the results for Experiment 1. Future work will seek
to reduce the number of free parameters and improve the quantitative model ĕts.
7.1.4 Chapter 6
In this chapter, we extended the ĕndings from Chapter 5 to judgments of motion in depth.
Speciĕcally, we investigated the role of physical object size in judging the speed of three-
dimensional motion (i.e. motion towards the observer). Diﬀerences in the physical size of
two targets approaching at the same speed on the same trajectory cause diﬀerences between
the looming rates and the retinal sizes of the targets. However, just as retinal size is an am-
biguous cue to distance, monocular looming information is ambiguous with respect to the 3D
speed of an approaching target. As a result, we expected that diﬀerences between the looming
rates of two approaching targets should not aﬀect judgments of 3D speed; changes in dispar-
ity can provide an estimate of the 3D speed independently from diﬀerences in physical object
size.
To investigate this, we sequentially presented two approaching targets (outline circles)
over similar motion trajectories. In one condition we presented two targets of equal physical
size, in another we presented two targets of diﬀering size. As a result, looming and retinal
size information diﬀered, but the disparity information was equal for both conditions. Our
results showed that target size systematically aﬀected judgments of 3D speed, so that a larger
target was reported to move faster than a smaller target that moved at the same speed over
the same trajectory. Conversely, when we presented two targets of equal size, judgments were
unbiased.
To account for these ĕndings, we attempted to incorporate the ĕndings from Chapter 5.
In particular, we argued that a target with a smaller retinal size (i.e. here a physically smaller
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target) is likely to be seen as farther - consistent with the results from Chapter 5 - leading to a
biased estimate of the distance to the target. If this distance is then used to scale the changing
disparity signal, this may have accounted for our results. However, from binocular geometry
it follows that when an object is seen as farther its 3D speed should be perceived as faster,
meaning that a smaller target (which is seen as farther) would be seen as faster. Our results
show the opposite: a smaller target is reported to move slower thus this cannot account for
our results. Rather, we suggest that perceptual bias is due to an interaction of biased viewing
distances from diﬀerences in retinal size and diﬀerences in looming rate. Future work will
aim to investigate how observers may recover the 3D speed from looming signals.
7.2 Which information is used?
roughout this thesis I have asked which sources of information the visual system uses to
estimate depth and motion-in-depth. Here I discuss how the results presented in this thesis
contribute to an understanding of the visual system's use of perceptual information.
In Chapter 3, we showed that, despite high correlations of time-to-contact (TTC) with
other perceptual variables (e.g. approach speed or displacement), observers seem to judge
TTC rather than its covariates when asked to judge TTC. is suggests that the visual sys-
tem uses the perceptual information to recover a temporal estimate. Furthermore, it has long
been shown that looming provides a strong cue to motion in depth and it is generally agreed
that observers can make a perceptual judgment exclusively on the basis of looming (e.g. Lee,
1976; Regan & Hamstra, 1993; Lopez-Moliner, Field, & Wann, 2007) under constrained cir-
cumstances (Wann, 1996). However, when monocular and binocular cues are available, the
visual system uses both (Gray & Regan, 1998; Rushton & Wann, 1999), a ĕnding that is also
reĘected in our results. In particular, we ĕnd that the looming rate did not provide a good
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account of our results - especially for Experiment 2. Rather, judgments were likely to be based
on a combination of binocular andmonocular information. is ĕnding provides indications
that the visual system uses all available perceptual information to estimate 3D motion.
More evidence that the visual system uses all available information was found in Chapter
4, in which we investigated the contribution of extra-retinal signals to changes in vergence
to judgments of 3D speed (i.e. the speed of motion towards and away from the observer).
Traditional views maintain that extra-retinal cues do not contribute to perceptual judgments
of 3D motion. Recent work (Welchman et al., 2009) suggested that this claim is false: they
showed that judgments of sign of motion (i.e. approaching or receding) were best explained
on the basis that observers combine retinal and extra-retinal signals to 3D motion.
In Chapter 4, we ask whether extra-retinal cues support judgments of 3D speed as well as
motion sign: extra-retinal signals were shown to systematically aﬀect judgments, so that when
the eyes were moving, an approaching target was reported as faster during convergence and
slower during divergence. is provides further evidence that - contrary to widely held beliefs
- extra-retinal signals do contribute to judgments of 3D motion. Although its contribution
is small with respect to the contribution of changing disparity information, we show that its
contribution cannot be dismissed. As is the case with TTC judgments, we show that the visual
system uses all available information, even though the relative contribution of one cue may
be minor.
In addition to this main ĕnding, we also found that when the eyes were maximally con-
verged (near distance) or diverged (far distance) there judgments of 3D speedwere not signiĕ-
cantly diﬀerent. at is to say, 3D speed judgments were uncorrected for the viewing distance,
whereas binocular geometry dictates that at a far distance the target should be perceived as
approaching faster. is was not the case and suggests that the visual system represents 3D
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speed in terms of angular units, rather than recovering the real-world 3D speed.
In Chapter 5, we found that judgments of depth between two targets were systematically
aﬀected by diﬀerences in retinal size. is ĕnding is interesting, as retinal size information is
inherently ambiguous with respect to depth and thus should not inform judgments of depth.
However, here we show that this result is due to the visual system reinterpreting the retinal size
information by assuming that the presented targets were of equal size - even though in reality
they were not. As a result, the visual system used the relative size between the objects as a cue.
In Chapter 6, we extend these ĕndings to 3D motion: a target's physical size systematically
aﬀected judgments of 3D speed. Again, this ĕnding is interesting, as looming rate (the rate
of change in the retinal size of a target) should not inform judgments of 3D speed without
knowing the physical target size or the absolute distance to the target. In these situations,
where two cues signal signiĕcantly diﬀerent depths, it may be more sensible for the visual
system to exclude the retinal size or looming cue from the perceptual decisionmaking process
(more about this in the next section) and base their judgments on other cues (e.g. relative
disparity or changing disparity cues). Here, we show this is not the case and the visual system
seems to use the retinal size and looming cues, even though they induce bias.
Summarising, the results from all experimental chapters suggest that the visual system
incorporates all available perceptual information into judgments of both static depth and
motion-in-depth.
7.3 How are depth cues combined?
ecurrent dominating theoretical cue combination is one that is based onBayesian statistics.
In particular, it is thought that the visual system combines sensory information on the basis of
an optimality principle, which combines information so that the variance (i.e. the uncertainty)
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of the cue-combined estimate is minimized (Landy et al., 1995). Bayesian approaches to cue
combination have successfully accounted for many aspects of depth perception, including
surface slant (Hillis et al., 2002, 2004; Knill & Saunders, 2003), object shape (Ernst & Banks,
2002; Johnston, 1991; Johnston et al., 1993) and distance perception (e.g. Held et al., 2010;
Svarverud et al., 2010). In this thesis we applied Bayesian cue combination approaches to
account for the results from Chapters 4 and 5. ese are reviewed below.
In Chapter 4, we showed that the visual system optimally combines retinal and extra-
retinal signals using a weighted average approach in which each cue's contribution is dictated
by their relative reliabilities. e model we present in this chapter accounts extremely well
for our results - considering that there were no free parameters. In Chapter 5 we provided
evidence that the visual system uses a Bayesian framework to combine information from rel-
ative disparity and retinal size. is approach is an elegant solution to cue combination, as it
allows for combination of relative and absolute distance information and incorporates the un-
certainty that is inherent to each cue. Interestingly, however, the equal-size assumption that
the visual system appears to make when interpreting the retinal size information introduces a
large discrepancy between the depth signalled by relative disparity and that signalled by reti-
nal size; it is this discrepancy that leads to perceptual bias. It has previously been suggested
that the visual system may operate in a robust manner and veto (i.e. discard) the biased cue
(Landy et al., 1995; Blake et al., 1993; Banks & Backus, 1998). Yet, our results seem to suggest
that the visual system does not veto retinal size information: the biased information is taken
into account and causes perceptual bias. is shows that the optimisation of cue combination
with respect to just the variance may come at the cost of perceptual bias.
Summarising, the results of these chapters seem to suggest that - consistent with contem-
porary views - the visual system optimally combines diﬀerent sources of sensory information,
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even though this approach can sometimes lead to perceptual bias.
7.4 Conclusions
In this thesis I have addressed two related questions. First, which sources of information does
the visual system use? Here, I showed that when we ask people to judge time-to-contact,
they base their judgments on the actual time-to-contact, rather than on one or more of its
covariates. Our results indicate that observers do not rely only on monocular information to
looming, but rather judge TTC on the basis of both binocular and monocular information.
In addition, we showed that extra-retinal signals are incorporated in judgments of 3D speed,
even though observers cannot appreciate 3D motion from extra-retinal signals in isolation.
Finally, we showed that althoughmonocular retinal size information is inherently ambiguous,
observers used this information to judge the depth between two objects of diﬀerent retinal
size; our results indicated that, to interpret the retinal size information, they make assump-
tions about the physical size of objects. We then extended this ĕnding to judgments of 3D
speed: observers appear to use diﬀerences between the looming signals (changes in retinal
size) of two approaching targets, even though monocular looming signals cannot uniquely
signal 3D speed without additional, but false, assumptions. ese results suggest that the vi-
sual system uses all available information and does not discard information that is potentially
uninformative or inherently ambiguous.
Second, when multiple cues to depth are available, how does the visual system then com-
bine these into a uniĕed percept of depth? e current dominant cue combination theory is
based on Bayesian statistics, an approach that combines information based on an optimality
principle that optimises the variance of the ĕnal estimate. In two of our chapters, we present
computational models that show that the visual system uses this cue combination strategy in
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making decisions about both 3D motion and static depth. For example, we found that the
visual system optimally combines retinal and extra-retinal signals to 3Dmotion. In addition,
we found good evidence that information to relative retinal size and relative disparity is op-
timally combined, even though this leads to systematic perceptual bias. is indicates that
optimal combination may not always be a sensible strategy to take, especially when the avail-
able information requires additional assumptions to inform judgments; assumptions thatmay
not always be true.
A
Assessing stereoacuity in naive observers
using random dot stereograms
A.1 introduction
e angles from rays of light emanating from a near object are larger than those produced
by rays from an object that is farther. e relative disparity between these angles provides
the principal stimulus for the discrimination of depth between the objects. Sensitivity to this
angular disparity, is known to be exquisite: experienced adult observers can, under optimal
conditions, discriminate only a few seconds of arc (e.g. Kumar & Glaser, 1994; Westheimer,
1979). ese stereo discrimination thresholds are oen taken as an index for stereoacuity:
how well depth is seen from stereo. However, the magnitude of stereo thresholds is known to
depend on the testing protocol and the properties of the stimulus. For example, Westheimer
(1979) showed that there is a large diﬀerence between stereo thresholds for sequentially and
simultaneously presented targets: stereo thresholds for sequentially presented stimuli are typ-
ically tenfold those found for simultaneously presented targets. is may be due to random
variations in measurements in the positions of the eyes before and aer an eye movement is
made. Conversely, when objects are presented simultaneously, the direct comparison of the
stimuli essentially reduces the task of judging disparity to a vernier task (Foley, 1976).
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Other factors that inĘuence the magnitude of stereo thresholds are: (1) the duration be-
tween stimulus presentation (Foley, 1976; Westheimer, 1979); (2) spatial acuity (Bradshaw
& Rogers, 1996); and (3) contrast (Harwerth, Fredenburg, & Smith, 2003). Finally and fore-
most, stereo thresholds are believed to depend on normal visual acuity of the two eyes and
correct ocular alignment. Stereoacuity test are oen administered to diagnose binocular ab-
normalities, such as anisometria (the condition where the two lenses have unequal refrative
power), amblyopia (poor or lack of vision in an eye that is otherwise physically norma) and
strabismus (a condition in which the the two eyes are not aligned properly).
For this thesis, I conducted experiments whose results oen critically depended on the ob-
servers' ability to see depth from stereo (i.e. relative disparity). However, not everyone is able
to recover depth from stereo reliably. Richards (1970, 1971) reported that about 30% of people
have diﬃculty detecting either crossed or uncrossed disparity in stationary line stereograms.
About 3% of observers is completely unable to recover depth from stereo and is classed as
'stereo blind'. Due to the idiosyncratic nature of stereo vision, it is useful to assess whether
observers can recover depth from stereo but also how well they can see stereo (i.e. what the
smallest disparity is that they can discriminate).
Many stereoacuity tests are available commercially; the TNO test (Ootech, AG Veenen-
daal, the Netherlands), the Randot test and the Titmus (Stereo Optical Co.,Inc, Chicago, IL,
USA) are amongst the three most frequently used tests - both in clinical settings and in vi-
sion research. However, limitations to these tests exist. For example, the TNO test presents
stereograms through red-green anaglyphs, but using anaglyphs can induce rivalry between
the le- and right eyes' images, cross-talk and aniseikonia (diﬀerences in the perceived image
size) - each of which can reduce stereo thresholds. Finally, most tests of stereoacuity use the
(ascending) method of limits, which is similar to how visual acuity is measured. To illustrate,
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a person taking the Snellen acuity test covers one eye and reads aloud rows of characters. e
row containing the smallest characters that can be read out accurately is taken as the index of
visual acuity. Similarly, when stereoacuity is measured observers are sequentially presented
with relative disparities that decrease in size; the smallest disparity that can be identiĕed ac-
curately is then taken as the stereo threshold. However, unlike visual acuity the disparity
function is signed: objects can be in front of (crossed disparity) or behind (crossed disparity)
other objects or ĕxation. Any test that exclusively tests crossed or uncrossed disparity does
not cover the full range of performance.
Given the limitations ofmost existing tests, I developed a simple near/far disparity discrim-
ination test for initial screening of naive subjects. In this test I used random dot stereograms,
which were popularised as a tool for research by Julesz (1960) and subsequently used in many
human and primate stereopsis experiments (e.g. DeAngelis, 2000; Harwerth & Boltz, 1979;
Schor, 1991). is stimulus operates in the cyclopean domain; i.e. to see depth in a random
dot stereogram requires the cooperation of the two eyes. As a result, when a randomdot stere-
ogram is seenmonocularly (i.e. with one eye) the observer should not be able to see depth but
rather a Ęat array of randomly positioned dots. is makes this stimulus an ideal stimulus to
investigate relative disparity in isolation.
Prompted by a post to VisionList by Prof. Julie Harris ("Observer rejection query"; January
13, 2010) I reviewed the results of the screening of 84 naive participants. Here, I present these
results as well as characteristic response patterns and I discuss the test's usability to describe
binocular function.
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A.2 Methods
A.2.1 Apparatus
Stimuli were presented stereoscopically on a 2-monitor haploscope (see General Methods)
at a viewing distance of 50 cm, with inter-ocular spacing and vergence angles appropriately
conĕgured for each observer. e resolution of the screen was 1600 by 1200 pixels (each
pixel subtending about 1.75 by 1.75 arcmin). Stimuli were programmed in C#, using OpenGL
image libraries.
A.2.2 Stimulus
estimulus (see Figure A.1 for a cartoon) consisted of a randomdot stereogram (the pedestal
stimulus; 18 deg by 13.5 deg) in which a central area (the test stimulus; 7.5 deg by 7.5 deg)
was displaced in depth (range ±9 arcmin spaced in unequal steps around 0 arcmin). e
Near
Far
A B Pedestal
RDS
Test
RDS
C
Left
eye
Right
eye
Fused
image
Figure A.1: Illustration of the stimulus. (A) One monocular half image of a stereogram, showing a back-
ground of squares, the reference patch and the test patch (not outlined, but contained within the reference
patch). The nonius lines are shown in the middle, with a grey circular background. (B) A cartoon illustrat-
ing the instruction for observers (background not shown). The outer square is the pedestal RDS; the inner
square is the test RDS, whichwas varied in depthwith respect to the pedestal whichwas always in the plane
of the screen (i.e.  = 0 arcmin). The upper panel shows a "near "stimulus; the lower panel shows a far stim-
ulus. (C) The nonius line arrangement. When vergence is appropriate, the left and right eyes' images (top
and middle panels, respectively) fuse into a box with a cross thought it (bottom panel).
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random dot stereogram was made up of Gaussian dots (radius about 5 arcmin) on a gray
background and was surrounded by a pattern of squares (side length about 21 arcmin). To
promote correct fusion of the half-images about half of the dots in the stereogram and squares
in the background was white, the rest were black. Dot density was 20 dots per square degree.
A set of nonius lines was presented in the centre of the test RDS to promote correct vergence.
Displacement in depth of the test stimulus was simulated by varying its relative disparity
with respect to the pedestal stimulus. is relative disparity was generated by laterally shiing
the test stimulus in opposite directions in the two eyes relative to the pedestal stimulus. To il-
lustrate, the method of creating the stimulus is analogous to sliding two layers of random dots
over each other, the top layer containing a smaller area than the bottom layer. In this man-
ner, columns of random dots from the bottom layer will automatically result in appropriate
monocular zones in each eye and there is no need to move any dots into empty monocular
zones as the traditional methods have done. To calculate the amount by which the test patch
should be shied in each eye I ĕrst calculated the oﬀset in depth () generated by a value of
disparity ():
 =
z2
i  z (A.1)
where i is the inter-ocular separation and z is the distance to the screen (see Appendix A). I
then used the resulting depth oﬀset to calculate the x-oﬀset (x) for each eye:
x =
0:5i
z +
; (A.2)
where the sign of x was inverted for the le and right eyes: when a dot moved to the le in
the le eye (i.e. uncrossed disparity) the dot was moved to the right in the right eye.
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A.2.3 Procedure
Observers sat in a dark laboratory and brieĘy viewed (300ms) a random dot stimulus on each
trial. is short presentation duration is typically enough to prevent vergence eyemovements,
thereby ensuring that judgments were based on relative disparity; Westheimer & Mitchell,
1969. Observers were instructed to ĕxate the nonius lines such that they formed a box with
a cross through it (Figure A.1C). e pedestal was always located in the plane of the screen;
e disparity of the test patch relative to the pedestal was controlled using the method of
constant stimuli. On each trial, observers indicated whether they saw the test stimulus in
front of or behind the pedestal, aer which there was a pause of 500 ms before the next trial
was presented. Each level of disparity was presented 20 times (9 levels of disparity; 180 trials
in total). A single test was typically completed within 3 minutes.
A.2.4 Observers
e data reported here were collected from prospective observers in experiments conducted
in the binocular vision laboratory at theUniversity of Birmingham. Prior to participation they
were ĕrst asked to ĕll out a form to indicate their visual acuity and visual defects. Applicants
with a correction of ±5 or known visual disorders were excluded from screening.
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Figure A.2: (previous page) Stereo test results (thresholds) for 84 observers. Results are ordered by their
respective thresholds and divided into three categories: Good (green panels; threshold < 1 arcmin), Fair
(yellow panels; threshold between 1 and 2.5 arcmin) and Bad (red panels; threshold > 2.5 arcmin).
A.3 Results
To quantify the results of each test, I ĕrst constructed psychometric functions by plotting
the proportion of "behind" answers as a function of the presented disparity. I then ĕtted a
cumulative Gaussian and used its standard deviation as a measure of the stereo threshold.
Likewise, I took the shi in the PSE (the oﬀset of the ĕttedGaussian on the x-axis) as ameasure
of systematic bias. An overview of the results of 84 observers are shown in FigureA.2, inwhich
each panel shows a single result from a unique observer (i.e. there are no double sessions in
the overview). Of 84 observers, 50 showed thresholds under 1 arcmin (Figure A.2, green
panels). A further 11 observers showed thresholds between 1 and 2.5 arcmin (Figure A.2,
yellow panels) and 23 showed thresholds over 2.5 arcmin (Figure A.2, red panels). e mean
threshold was 0.5±1.23 arcmin; the mean bias was -0.036±1.1 arcmin (Figure A.3).
A.4 Discussion
ere are large individual diﬀerences in stereoacuity between observers. It is known that hu-
man observers, under optimal conditions, can discriminate between a few arcs of disparity.
However, the measurements that lead to these low values are oen produced by experienced
observers. Here, I present data from 84 naive psychophysical observers. e average discrim-
ination threshold for these observers was about 30 seconds of arc. Although higher than the
low values commonly reported from experienced observers, this is still a low value consid-
ering that the data shown here was produced by naive observers, many of whom had never
participated in psychophysical experiments.
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Figure A.3: Summary of stereo
test results. The horizontal his-
togram shows the distribution
of thresholds; the vertical his-
togram shows the distribution of
biases. Gray dashed lines show
the mean threshold (vertical)
and the mean bias (horizontal).
A.4.1 Characteristic response patterns
When observers were suﬃciently sensitive to the disparity in the RDS stimuli, I would expect
a psychometric function which remained 0 at the negative values of disparity (i.e. they did
never perceived the stimulus as far) and for the positive values saturated to a proportion of 1
(i.e. they would always perceive this the stimulus as far). For about 62 of 84 observers (about
75%) we found reasonable psychometric functions. However, there could be other (consis-
tent) response patterns which bore no resemblance to a sigmoid function. First, performance
could essentially be at chance level (e.g. observers ATT, ALC and NR in Figure A.2); this
might indicate a degree of stereo-blindness. Another pattern which was fairly consistent was
one in which the psychometric function for crossed or uncrossed disparity was normal, but in
the opposite direction reduced to chance level (e.g. observers AWandDFS in Figure A.2); this
may indicate that observers can see either crossed or uncrossed normally, but are impaired in
seeing the opposite disparity (uncrossed or crossed, respectively). is may indicate a visual
anomaly, such as strabismus or amblyopia (cf. Richards, 1971) (Although anecdotal evidence,
both observers AW andDFS reported - aer taking part in the test - that as a child a patch had
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placed over their unimpaired eye). is may suggest that this pattern of results is consistent
with amblyopia, but more clinical testing would be required to verify this claim.) Finally, I
consistently found a pattern in which observers (n=11) appeared to respond on the basis of
some disparity being present, regardless of its sign. ese response patterns were consistent
with a 'V' or 'inverted V' pattern in the psychometric function. We are unsure as to what may
have led to this pattern. However, repeated testing with two of these subjects (data not shown)
indicated that this results may be caused by the short presentation time of the stimulus; when
we increased the presentation duration, these observers were able to recover the depth in the
RDS reliably.
A.4.2 Perceptual learning in repeated exposure to RDS
We show that measuring stereoacuity by sampling a full psychometric using a brieĘy Ęashed
random dot stereogram can be used adequately to assess potential observers' performance on
tasks involving relative disparity. In addition, it is possible that this test may also be used to
identify some visual disorders, which prevent normal stereopsis. e test is fast and provides
an indication of performance on a large range of disparities. However, as pointed out by
several responders to the query from Prof. Julie Harris, there are a number of disadvantages
to using random dot stereograms. For example, Prof. Marty Banks replied the following:
"We ĕnd that a lot of inexperienced observers can't initially see depth in random-element
stereograms. ey see them as Ęat. Not sure what percentage, but I wouldn't be surprised
if it's 25%. With practice, the great majority learn to see depth just ĕne."
Indeed, it has been shown that there is a large degree of perceptual learning in these stim-
uli; repeated observation of RDS stimuli is typically associated with a reduction in the time to
perceive the ĕgure it contains and the depth it speciĕes (Julesz, 1971; Ramachandran & Brad-
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dick, 1973; J. Frisby &Clatworthy, 1975; O'Toole &Kersten, 1992) and a substantial reduction
in stereothresholds (Gantz, Patel, Chung, & Harwerth, 2007).
Although testing for perceptual learning was beyond the scope of this test, there are indi-
cations for increases in performance with repeated exposure to the stimuli. Speciĕcally, due
to potential learning of the stimulus, observers who initially did not perceive depth (e.g. the
results did not bore any resemblance to a psychometric function) were tested again. Besides
the 84 observers reported here, I have data for 13 observers who were tested more than once
in succession. Most of these observers (n=8) showed the 'V' or inverted 'V' pattern discussed
in the previous section. Of these observers, six improved so that their stereothreshold was
below 1 arcmin of disparity. is may not provide indications of visual disorders, but it is
more likely that learning took place, resulting in a lower presentation duration required to
see depth in the RDS. For this reason it is sensible to retest observers whose responses do not
show a psychometric function, especially when they show the characteristic 'V' pattern. eir
performance may improve substantially in a second or third session.
A.4.3 Relation to other measures of stereoacuity
An obvious weakness pertaining to the test is the lack of direct comparisons between this
test and others, therefore undermining the test's validity. However, it would be hard to com-
pare the results from this test to the results of other tests. Most traditional stereotests use
the method of limits and measure an absolute threshold, which - although related - is not
the same measure for stereoacuity as the discrimination threshold we used as a measure in
this test. Furthermore, it is well known that the reported stereoacuity depends greatly on the
method used to measure it (e.g. Heron, Dholakia, Collins, & McLaughlan, 1985). In the lat-
ter, mean stereothresholds were reported to be 12.9 (Frisby Test), 28.1 (Randot), 26.6 (Titmus
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Test) or 88.7 seconds of arc (TNO test). One study which investigated stereoacuity using RDS
stimuli over a large range of disparity values (but used liquid-crystal shutter glasses for pre-
sentation of stereoscopic stimuli) reported stereothresholds of about 37 arcsec for observers
aged 15 to 39. is is very similar to the average threshold obtained using the test reported
here, supporting some validity of the test.
A.4.4 Conclusion
I conclude that the automated random dot stereotest that I developed is an adequate tool
to provide initial assessment of observers' stereoacuity. In addition, there are some indica-
tions that this test can be used to identify visual disorders, such as strabismus or amblyopia;
however, investigating this claim would require more thorough testing of observers who are
clinically diagnosed with these disorders.
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Geometry of binocular vision
To calculate the binocular disparity () between öxation (F) and point P:
 = L   R = P   F (B.1)
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z +
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 z, we can write:
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Figure B.1: Illustration of the
binocular viewing geometry.
(A) The relative binocular dis-
parity (L R) between points
P and F can be calculated by
taking the diﬀerence between
the vergence angles. (B) calcu-
lating depth () with respect
to the screen from the lateral
oﬀset (x).
To calculate real-world depth () from x-oﬀset (x) on the screen:

x
=
z +
j
(B.7)
j = xz + x (B.8)
 =
xz
j   x (B.9)
To calculate the x-oﬀset (x) in each eye on the screen from disparity:
First we derive the depth () from disparity (, in radians):
 =
i
z2
,  = z
2
i
(B.10)
Using Equation A.9, we can write:
xz
0:5i  x =
z2
i
(B.11)
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xzi = 0:5iz2   xz2 (B.12)
x(zi+ z2) = 0:5iz2 (B.13)
x =
iz2
2(zi+ z2)
(B.14)
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